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(57) ABSTRACT 
One embodiment of a method for facilitating creation of an 
annotated media stream by a user includes receiving the 
media stream from the user, mapping at least one item of 
Supplemental content to at least a portion of the media stream 
to produce the annotated media stream, and storing the anno 
tated media stream. In another embodiment, a method for 
distributing an annotated media stream provided by a user 
includes receiving the annotated media stream from the user, 
where the annotated media stream includes at least one item 
of Supplemental content mapped to at least a portion of a 
media stream to produce the annotated media stream, storing 
the annotated media stream, receiving a request from a viewer 
to view the annotated media stream, and distributing the 
annotated media stream to the viewer. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
ANNOTATING MEDIA STREAMS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 1 1/694,836, filed Mar. 30, 2007. That 
application in turn claims the benefits of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/788,367, filed Mar. 30, 2006: 
Ser. No. 60/788,368, filed Mar. 30, 2006; Ser. No. 60/747, 
379, filed May 16, 2006: Ser. No. 60/804,091, filed Jun. 6, 
2006: Ser. No. 60/866,803, filed Nov. 21, 2006; and Ser. No. 
60/871,705, filed Dec. 22, 2006. All of these applications are 
herein incorporated by reference in their entireties. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to advertis 
ing and relates more particularly to advertising relating to 
viewable media streams. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. With the increasing use by television viewers of 
digital video recorders (DVRs) to avoid traditional commer 
cial advertising on television and in similar media, product 
placement is increasingly becoming important as a tool for 
advertisers to reach consumers. For example, an advertiser 
may arrange for a particular article to be used in a movie by a 
popular actress, with the expectation that such use will project 
a positive product image to consumers and thereby increase 
sales. 
0004. However, product placement is not without its draw 
backs. For one, artistic concerns typically dictate that product 
placement be substantially less obtrusive than traditional 
commercial advertising (e.g., prominent and repeated display 
of the name of the article is generally avoided), thus, it may 
not be clear to viewers what specific article or brand is being 
depicted. Additionally, even if the article is identifiable, a 
viewer's potential interest in learning more about or in pur 
chasing the article may be eroded by the time delay between 
the article being depicted and the viewer having access to the 
information or to a purchasing opportunity. 
0005. Several methods have been proposed for allowing 
consumers to interact with media depicting product place 
ments, for example to retrieve additional information about a 
depicted article on demand. However, the enabling technol 
ogy is still in its relatively early stages, and the user interfaces 
are therefore typically cumbersome. Moreover, the imple 
mentation methodologies tend to be computationally com 
plex and therefore quite expensive. In addition, if the adver 
tising information relating to a product placement is 
embedded in the media stream itself, it is generally imprac 
tical or impossible to add, modify or delete this information. 
This decreases the value of the advertising over time, due to 
changes in various characteristics of the placed article. Such 
as the article's retail price and/or availability. 
0006 Moreover, these same concerns often carry over to 
other popular but less traditional forms of media. For 
instance, services that provide on-demand access to video 
content over the Internet or another distribution channel (e.g., 
wherein a filmmaker creates and then uploads a video to an 
access provider and the access provider then makes the video 
available for viewing by others, potentially including the 
general public) are becoming increasingly popular. In some 
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cases, the access provider provides additional functionality, 
Such as enabling viewers to search for specific video content 
of interest, ranking the videos by viewer popularity, and 
allowing the community of viewers to rate and post commen 
tary about particular videos. 
0007 Providing such services is expensive, particularly 
with respect to the storage costs and bandwidth transmission 
costs associated with presenting significant Volumes of video 
content to a large audience. Therefore, a robust revenue 
stream is required to make a video access provider financially 
viable and sustainable. Present access providers attempt to 
generate revenue by various means including by charging 
users a video hosting fee, by charging viewers a Subscription 
or pay-per-view fee, or, most popularly, by presenting adver 
tising information to the viewing audience via pre-video or 
post-video commercials, banner ads, pop-up ads, and other 
types of advertising. In the latter case, revenue models for 
online video access providers typically face the same chal 
lenge that traditional media faces: how to associate effective 
advertising with the video content while not appearing to 
intrude on the viewer experience or on the creative integrity of 
the filmmaker. 
0008. In naive advertising models, the advertising that is 
presented to viewers of online video is selected randomly and 
without reference to the subject matter or other characteristics 
of the specific video content being viewed. In more sophisti 
cated models, access providers strive to improve the rel 
evancy of the advertising they present by leveraging the data 
and processes that are intended primarily to enable viewers to 
find video content of interest. This can be accomplished, for 
example, by referencing information from the video itself 
(generated, for example, using speech recognition, text rec 
ognition, or other technologies for determining the Subject 
matter of a given video) and/or by referencing the search 
terms that have been input by viewers in their efforts to locate 
a specific video. 
0009. Although such methods have proven to be some 
what effective in enabling video “search in the online video 
context, the subject matter-related information that is 
obtained and/or utilized by such methods is generally too 
inaccurate, too misleading, too vague, too specific, and/or too 
voluminous to enable the effective selection and presentation 
of relevant advertising. 
0010. The deficiencies described above are compounded 
by the fact that effective advertising targeting requires subject 
matter information to be comprehended within the context of 
the overall viewing experience. Currently, the automated sys 
tems that are necessary to deal with the tremendous volume of 
Videos that are hosted by Successful online video access pro 
viders (particularly with respect to “user-generated content) 
are incapable of addressing Such contextual elements. For 
example, even if an automated system were to recognize that 
a given video contained subject matter regarding “buying a 
new sport utility vehicle (SUV), the system might fail to 
comprehend and/or take into account the fact that the context 
of the Subject matter was a warning about the adverse impact 
of SUVs on global warming (and, as such, represented an 
undesirable advertising placement for an SUV manufac 
turer). 
0011 Furthermore, current advertising targeting systems 
lack the capacity to address the important connection 
between the subject matter and context of a video and the 
demographics and interests of likely viewers of Such video. 
For example, absent specific instructions that have been for 
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mulated in advance (and are, therefore, very costly to provide 
on a large scale), current systems are incapable of Surmising 
that a viewer who is interested in viewing a video warning 
against purchasing an SUV might also be interested in View 
ing advertising about seemingly unrelated Subject matter 
Such as organic foods, energy-saving lightbulbs, trips to see 
the melting glaciers of Kilimanjaro or the campaign of a local 
“Green” politician. 
0012 Finally, many of the methods that are typically used 
by access providers to present advertising (e.g., pre-roll, pop 
up, or overlay advertising) are intrusive and/or disruptive of 
the viewing experience, thereby interfering with the filmmak 
er's creative control over the presentation of his or her video 
and marring the quality of the viewer's viewing experience. 
0013 For these and other reasons, advertising methods 
conventionally used by online video access providers cause 
filmmakers to be less willing to create or share videos, view 
ers to be less willing to watch videos, and advertisers to place 
a lesser value on the advertising “inventory' offered for sale 
by the access providers. As a result, online video access 
providers fail to maximize the potential revenue opportunity 
represented by their viewing audiences. 
0014 Thus, there is a need in the art for a method and 
apparatus for annotating media streams such as television, 
hosted online video and the like to provide more effective, 
user-friendly advertising. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0.015. In one embodiment, the invention is a method and 
apparatus for annotating media streams. One embodiment of 
a method for facilitating creation of an annotated media 
stream by a user includes receiving the media stream from the 
user, mapping at least one item of Supplemental content to at 
least a portion of the media stream to produce the annotated 
media stream, and storing the annotated media stream. 
0016. In another embodiment, a method for distributing an 
annotated media stream provided by a user includes receiving 
the annotated media stream from the user, where the anno 
tated media stream includes at least one item of Supplemental 
content mapped to at least a portion of a media stream to 
produce the annotated media stream, storing the annotated 
media stream, receiving a request from a viewer to view the 
annotated media stream, and distributing the annotated media 
stream to the viewer. 
0017. In another embodiment, a method for distributing an 
annotated media stream provided by a user includes distrib 
uting the annotated media stream to a viewer, where the 
annotated media stream includes at least one item of Supple 
mental content mapped to at least a portion of a media stream 
to produce the annotated media stream, and collecting a com 
mission when the annotated media stream is viewed by the 
viewer. In one embodiment, the collecting requires further 
action on a part of the viewer (such as selection of a hyperlink 
contained in the at least one item of Supplemental content or 
consummation of a commercial transaction). 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0018. The teaching of the present invention can be readily 
understood by considering the following detailed description 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which: 
0019 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of a television value chain, according to the 
present invention; 
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0020 FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method for producing coded media streams; 
0021 FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method for detecting and readings tags on articles 
appearing in a media stream, according to the present inven 
tion; 
0022 FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating another 
embodiment of a method for producing coded media streams; 
0023 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating another 
embodiment of a method for producing coded media streams; 
0024 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method for annotating media streams, according to 
the present invention; 
0025 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating another 
embodiment of a method for annotating media streams, 
according to the present invention; 
0026 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method for providing annotated media streams to 
viewers, according to the present invention; 
0027 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating a second 
embodiment of a method for providing annotated media 
streams to viewers, according to the present invention; 
0028 FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exem 
plary display for presenting retrieved information about 
articles appearing in a portion of a media stream; 
0029 FIG. 11 is a flow diagram illustrating a third 
embodiment of a method for providing annotated media 
streams to viewers, according to the present invention; 
0030 FIG. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating a fourth 
embodiment of a method for providing annotated media 
streams to viewers, according to the present invention; 
0031 FIG. 13 is a high level block diagram of the media 
stream annotation method that is implemented using a gen 
eral purpose computing device; 
0032 FIG. 14 is a flow diagram illustrating another 
embodiment of a method for annotating media streams, 
according to the present invention; 
0033 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram illustrating a fifth embodi 
ment of a method for providing annotated media streams to 
viewers, according to the present invention; 
0034 FIG. 16 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method for associating Supplemental content with a 
media stream, according to the present invention; 
0035 FIG. 17 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method for providing a service for hosting a media 
stream with at least one mapping to Supplemental content; 
0036 FIG. 18 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method for displaying a media stream with mapped 
Supplemental content to a viewer; 
0037 FIGS. 19A-19D respectively illustrate various for 
mats for displaying Supplemental content; 
0038 FIG. 20 illustrates an exemplary media stream that 
has been logically divided into a plurality of segments; 
0039 FIG. 21 illustrates an exemplary mapping in which 
segment identifiers identifying segments of the media stream 
of FIG. 20 are mapped to items of supplemental content; 
0040 FIG. 22 illustrates an exemplary mapping in which 
segments of the media stream illustrated in FIG. 20 are asso 
ciated with Supplemental information; 
0041 FIG. 23 illustrates an exemplary filming location in 
which a plurality of articles are tagged; 
0042 FIG. 24 depicts an image capturing device with 
integrated RFID sensor system; 
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0043 FIG. 25, for example, illustrates an exemplary tag 
log that identifies the active tags associated with each seg 
ment identifier identifying a media stream segment; 
0044 FIG. 26 illustrates an exemplary set-top box that 
interacts with user signals provided via a remote control; 
004.5 FIG. 27 illustrates the system of FIG. 26 after the 
Supplemental content mapped to the segment identifier has 
been retrieved and displayed to the viewer via the display 
device; 
0046 FIG. 28 illustrates the system of FIG. 26 after the 
viewer has indicated interest in a single article for which 
Supplemental content is mapped; 
0047 FIG. 29 illustrates the use of viewer-driven con 
straints in the display of Supplemental content; 
0048 FIG.30 illustrates the results of using viewer-driven 
constraints to select Supplemental content; 
0049 FIG. 31 illustrates an exemplary system in which a 
viewer signal indicates that the viewer wishes to “bookmark” 
Supplemental content mapped to the current segments seg 
ment identifier for later viewing: 
0050 FIG. 32 illustrates an exemplary media stream that 
has been loaded onto a computing device; 
0051 FIG.33 illustrates an exemplary item of supplemen 

tal content that may be mapped to the media stream illustrated 
in FIG. 32: 
0052 FIG. 34 illustrates the exemplary media stream of 
FIG. 32, where the media stream has been logically divided 
into temporal segments to facilitate mapping of supplemental 
content; 
0053 FIG. 35 illustrates the exemplary media stream of 
FIG. 32, wherein an item of supplemental content is mapped 
Such that the item of Supplemental content is displayed simul 
taneously with at least a segment of the media stream; 
0054 FIG.36 illustrates three items of similar supplemen 

tal content for potential mapping to a segment identifier asso 
ciated with a segment of a media stream; 
0055 FIG. 37 illustrates click-through counters for each 
respective item of rotated Supplemental content illustrated in 
FIG. 36: 
0056 FIG.38 illustrates click-through counters for differ 
ent respective items of rotated Supplemental content; 
0057 FIG. 39 illustrates the dynamics of an exemplary 
syndication team, according to the present invention; 
0058 FIG. 40 illustrates an exemplary initial display for 
presentation to a content creator, 
0059 FIG.41 illustrates an exemplary display that may be 
presented to an advertiser to allow search of media streams 
associated with a given item of Supplemental content; 
0060 FIG. 42 illustrates an exemplary display in which 
results of a search such as that enabled by the display of FIG. 
41 are presented; 
0061 FIG. 43 illustrates an exemplary display in which an 
advertiser is enabled to blockassociation of an item of supple 
mental content with a given media stream; 
0062 FIG. 44 illustrates an exemplary scenario in which 
the ability to provide an item of Supplemental content relating 
to a given article appearing a media stream is auctioned off to 
various sellers; 
0063 FIG. 45 illustrates an exemplary display in which 
the Supplemental content associated with a media stream is 
used to generate related banner advertising: 
0.064 FIG. 46 illustrates the use of an initial annotated 
media stream across various platforms including a social 
networking website, a web log and a portable media player, 
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0065 FIG. 47 illustrates another application of aspects of 
the present invention; and 
0.066 FIG. 48 illustrates another application of aspects of 
the present invention. 
0067. To facilitate understanding, identical reference 
numerals have been used, where possible, to designate iden 
tical elements that are common to the figures. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0068. In one embodiment, the present invention relates to 
the annotation of media streams, including video signals. 
Embodiments of the invention enable users (e.g., advertisers, 
content creators and the like) to annotate media streams such 
as television shows, commercials, infomercials, trailers, 
shopping channel segments, music videos, movies, VHS or 
DVD recordings, video-on-demand content, video games 
(e.g., interactive television games, personal computer games, 
online games, handheld games and console-based games), 
podcasts', webcasts (e.g., teleconferences, educational 

broadcasts, etc.), hosted online video and the like with a 
mapping to Supplemental content relating to, for example, 
advertising copy for articles that appear in or are otherwise 
related to the media streams (e.g., commercial articles, actors, 
Songs, etc.). Thus, product placement and the presentation of 
related advertising may be implemented in a manner that is 
computationally simplified from a technical perspective and 
substantially unobtrusive from a viewer perspective. More 
over, embodiments of the invention enable the generation of 
a robust revenue stream that may, in turn, provide support for 
infrastructure and encourage use by content creators, adver 
tisers and viewers. In addition, media streams may be anno 
tated and mapped to items of Supplemental content of a non 
commercial nature, such as content that is merely informative 
or aesthetic. 
0069. In one embodiment, the annotated media stream is a 
viewable media stream. By “viewable', it is meant that the 
media stream comprises at least a video signal, and may 
additionally comprise other components, such as an audio 
signal or a text signal. In an alternative embodiment, the 
media stream does not have a viewable component, but com 
prises at least an audio component (e.g., streaming music, 
radio station broadcasts, audio feeds Stripped from video 
streams) or a text component (e.g., streaming text, rich site 
Summary, really simple syndication (RSS) or real-time 
simple syndication feeds, internet relay chat channels). For 
example, in one embodiment, the media stream comprises a 
Video signal for display on a display device such as at least 
one of a television, a personal computer, a mobile telephone, 
a personal digital assistant, a portable media player, an in 
flight or in-vehicle system display, or a "head-up' display. 
Where the media stream comprises an audio signal, the user 
device may comprise at least one of earphones, headphones 
or speakers. 
0070. In a specific embodiment of the invention, methods 
are provided for annotating media streams (such as video 
content) uploaded to an online video distribution and access 
provider with mappings to Supplemental content. The specific 
content and presentation of the Supplemental content, includ 
ing advertising and viewer interactive opportunities, may be 
dictated by the user who uploads the media stream (e.g., the 
content creator), or this user may permit collaborators to 
select and associate the Supplemental content. By enabling 
the uploading user to control the selection of Supplemental 
content, the invention enables him/her to leverage his/her 
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contextual understanding of the media stream content and of 
what items of supplemental content may most appeal to likely 
viewers of the media stream. As a result, more relevant and, 
thus, more effective advertising is presented to viewers. Fur 
ther, as a component of a business model, the invention allows 
the uploading user (and potentially collaborators) to monetize 
the media stream content. 

0071. Thus, unlike current methods for presenting adver 
tising in the online video context, embodiments of the present 
invention leverage the fact that presenting media streams on 
the Internet creates a unique potential for viewers to interact 
with associated advertising (e.g., viewer "click-throughs') 
and for that interaction to be monitored, analyzed, and acted 
upon. Also leveraged is the fact that, unlike conventional 
television distribution, hosted media and video-on-demand is 
presented and viewed at times selected by each individual 
viewer, and not simultaneously by a large number of viewers 
according to a schedule. Thus, as viewing events for the same 
media stream in a hosted media context are distributed across 
a range of time, viewer interactions may be monitored and 
used to enhance the experience of Subsequent viewers. 
Embodiments of the present invention take advantage of this 
opportunity to optimize the presentation of advertising, for 
example by showing different selections of advertising to the 
early viewers of a media stream (e.g., the first 1,000 viewers), 
monitoring viewer response to each of those advertisement 
selections, and then using that information to identify and 
present the most compelling advertising to all Subsequent 
viewers of the media stream and/or to those early viewers 
when they view this, or other, media streams in the future. 
0072 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of a broadcast value chain 100, according to the 
present invention. Specifically, the value chain 100 depicts a 
television value chain, but those skilled in the art will appre 
ciate that the general concepts embodied therein may be 
extended to application Substantially in any form of media 
distribution. The value chain 100 comprises a number of 
entities, including at least: one or more content creators 102. 
one or more viewers 104, one or more access providers 106, 
one or more advertisement buyers 108, one or more sellers 
110 and a stream annotation service provider 112. 
0073 Content creators 102 comprise studios, independent 
production companies and even individuals who create media 
streams for distribution to viewers, such as television shows, 
movies, commercials and videos available over the Internet. 
The content creators 102 provide the media streams to one or 
more access providers 106, such as cable, satellite, Internet 
and telecommunications service providers or World Wide 
Web hosting sites, who in turn provide the media streams to 
the viewers 104 who receive the media streams (e.g., via 
televisions, personal computers, personal digital assistants or 
other display devices). In accordance with the present inven 
tion, the viewers 104 may interact with these media streams 
via graphical user interfaces operated in conjunction with 
display devices, remote controls, set top boxes and/or other 
input/output (I/O) devices. 
0.074. Sellers 110, such as retailers, manufacturers, and 
service providers, produce products and services for selling to 
consumers (e.g., viewers 104). As described above, a com 
mon way of advertising Such products and services is to 
purchase advertising time in media streams (e.g., in the form 
of traditional commercials that interrupt the main program 
content or in the strategic placement of products within the 
main program content) from content creators 102. Often the 
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purchase of advertising time or product placement is brokered 
by an advertisement buyer 108, such as a product placement 
agent or an advertising agency, who tracks new media 
releases, purchases advertising time or placements directly 
from the content creators 102 and places advertisements or 
products on behalf of the sellers 110. As described above, this 
brokering often must balance competing concerns, such as 
the sellers desire to have their articles placed in a recogniz 
able manner and the content creators desire to maintain the 
artistic integrity of the content, not to mention the viewers 
desire not to be inundated or bothered by overly intrusive 
advertising content. Conventionally, with respect to purchas 
ers of advertising time, the seller 110 or its agent then pro 
vides the advertising content, possibly brokered by the adver 
tisement buyer 108, to the access provider 106, who then 
inserts the advertising content in the media stream for distri 
bution to the viewers 104. 

0075 According to the present invention, a stream anno 
tation service provider 112 is an intermediary who facilitates 
the balance of competing concerns by enhancing the efficacy 
of traditional product placement. As will be described in 
further detail below, the stream annotation service provider 
112 works with the content creators 102, the sellers 110 
and/or the access providers 106 to create substantially unob 
trusive advertising for media streams that are distributed to 
viewers 104. In one embodiment, the stream annotation ser 
vice provider 112 receives specially coded media streams 
from the content creators 102. In particular, the media streams 
are coded into a plurality of segments identified by (possibly 
unique) segment identifiers, an index of which is provided to 
the stream annotation service provider 112. The index may 
specify, by segment identifier, which particular segments of 
the media stream depict particular articles or types of articles 
that may be Suitable for association with advertising content. 
In addition, the stream annotation service provider 112 
receives advertising content from the sellers 110. In accor 
dance with the present invention, the stream annotation ser 
Vice provider 112 then maps the advertising content to seg 
ment identifiers associated with segments of the media stream 
(e.g., in accordance with the index) and stores this mapping. 
The mapping is then provided to the access providers 106, 
who can then provide the advertising content to the viewers 
104, in accordance with the mapping and the segments of the 
media stream being viewed. 
0076 For example, suppose a content provider 102 has 
created a media stream comprising a television show, and, at 
a given point in the television show, an actress is depicted 
wearing a particular Sweater. A retailer (e.g., a seller 110) who 
sells the Sweater could, in accordance with the present inven 
tion, contact the stream annotation service provider 112 for 
assistance in advertising the commercial availability of the 
Sweater. In one embodiment, the stream annotation service 
provider 112 maps advertising content relating to the Sweater 
to one or more segment identifiers associated with the corre 
sponding segments of the media stream, Such that when the 
media stream is distributed to viewers 104, a viewer 104 can 
access the advertising content on-demand by sending a signal 
to the access provider 106 at an appropriate time. The adver 
tising content could include commercial information about 
the Sweater (e.g., sellers from whom it is commercially avail 
able, materials, colors, etc.), as well as an option to immedi 
ately purchase the Sweater (e.g., via the seller's Internet web 
site, or by interactive television shopping facilities). 
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0077. In further embodiments described in greater detail 
below, the stream annotation service provider 112 may also 
perform data mining tasks in addition to facilitating effective 
product placement advertising. For instance, the access pro 
vider 106 and/or stream annotation service provider 112 may 
log received viewer signals as a means of gauging the inter 
ests of individuals or groups of viewers 104 (e.g., by analyZ 
ing the types of products and services for which the viewers 
104 request advertising). Such information can be provided to 
sellers 110 and/or advertisement buyers 108 to aid them in 
tailoring the advertisements made available to certain indi 
viduals or groups of viewers 104, thereby allowing sellers to 
maximize the efficacy of their product placements. In addi 
tion, such information can be useful in assessing the efficacy 
of particular product placements and in determining appro 
priate pricing models for these placements. 
0078. Although the above describes a particular arrange 
ment in which discrete entities perform certain tasks or func 
tions, those skilled in the art will appreciate that in further 
embodiments, some entities could provide multiple function 
alities. For instance, in an alternative embodiment, stream 
annotation functionality, as provided by the stream annota 
tion service provider 112 above, could be provided by another 
party, such as by an access provider 106 or a content creator 
102. Alternatively, the stream annotation service provider 
112, the access provider 106 or the ad buyer 108 may be 
responsible for indexing the segment identifiers of the media 
stream for mapping to advertising content. In further embodi 
ments still, the content creator may be responsible for not 
only creating the media stream, but for creating advertising 
content and mappings. Thus, the present invention contem 
plates many different arrangements for carrying out the same 
tasks. Stream annotation services according to the present 
invention thus leverage the existing television value chain. 
0079. It may not be cost effective for the content creators 
to invest much time in pursuing the sellers of the many 
“minor products depicted in a given media stream (e.g., 
articles that appear for only a short time, articles that arent 
amenable to generating a viewer response, etc.). Put another 
way, it is relatively easy and inexpensive for the content 
creator to simply record the name and seller of each article in 
a property list; however, it is relatively time intensive to go out 
and try to “sell’ placement of an article. 
0080. In one embodiment, the stream annotation service 
provider 112 hosts a website that lists articles (e.g., products, 
services, music, people) or types of articles that appear in a 
given media stream or set of media streams (e.g., a bronze 
lamp from the 1960s). Sellers may view the website and 
search for articles of interest, potentially as such articles have 
been placed within a library or ontology of articles, as dis 
cussed in greater detail below. For example, a lamp seller may 
wish to provide Supplemental content (e.g., advertising con 
tent) for presentation to viewers featuring an article that is 
similar to an article actually depicted in a media stream, but 
that may not be the exact depicted article. If the seller is 
sufficiently interested, the seller may immediately pay a fixed 
fee cost for mapping his/her Supplemental content for display 
to viewers (e.g., a picture of the article, more information 
etc.). The revenue derived from this service may be shared 
with the content creator who created the media stream, with 
actors featured in the media stream and the like. 

0081. In one embodiment, the stream annotation service 
provider 112, instead of acting as the market enabler for 
media stream annotation (i.e., providing the technical infra 
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structure), the market maker (i.e., the service division broker 
ing placement deals), or the clearing house for the entire 
media stream market, the stream annotation service provider 
112 could choose to be an active participant in the market. 
That is, the stream annotation service provider 112 could 
purchase the right (for, say, a flat fee) to associate Supplemen 
tal content with respect to a particular media stream, and then 
sell this right (in whole or in parts) to the highest bidder after 
adding the value of clickstream targeting information. Utiliz 
ing this approach, the content creator is provided with a 
predictable price for its content, the stream annotation service 
provider 112 bears the risk (and the resulting profit potential) 
of making the resale, and the sellers benefit because the 
stream annotation service provider 112 provides a single 
point of coordination. 
I0082 FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method 200 for producing coded (i.e., indexed) 
media streams. The method 200 may be implemented, for 
example, by a content creator 102 such as those illustrated in 
FIG. 1, in order to facilitate media stream annotation by a 
stream annotation service provider Such as the stream anno 
tation service provider 112. Alternatively, the method 200 
could be implemented entirely at the stream annotation ser 
vice provider 112. 
I0083. The method 200 is initialized at step 202 and pro 
ceeds to step 204, where the method 200 identifies one or 
more articles to appear in the media stream (i.e., prior to 
filming of the media stream) and tags each of the identified 
articles with a (possibly unique) tag. For example, FIG. 23 
illustrates an exemplary filming location 2300 in which a 
plurality of articles are tagged (i.e., “RFID). 
I0084. In one embodiment, every article to appear in the 
media stream is identified and tagged. In one embodiment, 
the articles are tagged with random tags. In another embodi 
ment, one or more particular articles are allocated specific, 
unique tags for use in all media streams (e.g., soft drink X will 
always be tagged with tag Y, regardless of the media stream(s) 
in which soft drink X is being used and/or regardless of the 
content creator filming the media stream). In this embodi 
ment, a universal database accessible by the content creator 
might specify the appropriate tag to be used for a given article. 
Such a database could be built and maintained by, for 
example, the stream annotation service provider 112. In one 
embodiment, the identified articles are tagged with unique 
radio frequency identification (RFID) tags. 
I0085. In step 206, the method 200 creates or updates a 
database of tags and associated articles (e.g., database 2302 of 
FIG. 23). In one embodiment, the database entry for an article 
includes, in addition to the ID of the associated tag, informa 
tion about the article itself (e.g., as supplied by the seller 110 
of the item). In another embodiment, the database entry for an 
article includes at least one of a description of the article, an 
image of the article or a hyperlink or other identifier indicat 
ing that the article is already registered with the stream anno 
tation service provider 112 (in which case, information about 
the article could be pre-loaded in accordance with the seller's 
wishes). In a further embodiment, the database entry for an 
article includes a measure of compensation that a seller of the 
article is willing to provide in exchange for placement and 
advertising of the article in a media stream. 
I0086. In step 208, the method detects and reads the tags on 
tagged articles, in Substantially real time as the media stream 
is filmed. In one embodiment, tags are detected and read by a 
sensor System that is deployed at the site at which the filming 
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of the media stream occurs (and deployed at an appropriate 
read distance from the set including the tagged articles). In an 
alternative embodiment, the sensor system is built into the set 
(e.g., into the ceiling, the floor and/or the microphone sys 
tem), rather than linked to the image capturing device(s), to 
minimize read distance issues. The latter embodiment would 
be efficient and cost effective particularly for filming loca 
tions that are re-used (i.e., not mobile). In another embodi 
ment, the sensor system is a handheld sensor system operable 
by an individual who walks around the filming location either 
before or after filming and scans the tagged articles. In this 
case, information recorded by the handheld sensor system is 
sent (e.g., via a wireless transmitter or via a network to which 
the sensor system may be connected) to a decoder for further 
processing. In another embodiment still, the sensor System is 
integrated into an image capturing device's field of view or is 
built into articulating arms that are calibrated and pro 
grammed to move in coordination with the image capturing 
device(s). Such that only tags on articles appearing in the 
image capturing device's field of view (i.e., what is actually 
filmed as being “in the shot') are read. This embodiment 
could be achieved in conjunction with a triangulation system 
to exclude tags outside of the image capturing device's field 
of view. In the embodiment where the tags are RFID tags, the 
sensor system is an RFID sensor system that is capable of 
interrogating the RFID tags. 
0087. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 24, which depicts 
an image capturing device 2400 with integrated RFID sensor 
system 2402, the field of filming defined by the image cap 
turing device's field of view and the field of tag activation 
defined by the sensor Systems range highlight the same area 
of the filming location 2406. Thus, tags that are activated by 
the sensor System 2402 are read as the tagged articles appear 
in the image capturing device's field of view. 
0088. In step 210, the method assigns (possibly unique) 
identifiers to each frame of the media stream, in substantially 
real time as the media stream is filmed. In one embodiment, 
identifiers are assigned to filmed segments (e.g., individual 
frames) in accordance with an encoder that is communica 
tively linked to the image capturing device(s) (e.g., video 
camera, still camera or the like) that is filming the media 
stream. FIG. 20, for example, illustrates an exemplary media 
stream 2000 that has been logically divided into a plurality of 
segments 2002-2002 (hereinafter collectively referred to as 
“segments 2002). In the illustrated example, each segment 
2002 comprises one frame of the media stream 2000. More 
over, as illustrated, each segment 2002 is assigned a unique 
segment identifier—for example, the segment identifier iden 
tifying segment 2002 is "XYZ-100'; the segment identifier 
identifying segment 2002, is "XYZ-101'; the segment iden 
tifier identifying segment 2002 is "XYZ-102; and so on. 
The "XYZ' portion of the segment identifier is a program 
identifier identifying the media stream 2000, and the numeri 
cal portion of the segment identifier is an identifieridentifying 
the specific segment in the media stream 2000. 
0089. It is to be noted that the identifiers assigned to the 
segments in step 210 may not be the “final” segment identifier 
that will be transmitted with the completed (and potentially 
edited) media stream, but the assigned identifiers could be 
used to generate the final segment identifiers, such as when 
the streams generated by multiple different image capturing 
devices that have filmed the same scene are edited together 
into a single, integrated media stream. Put another way, later 
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stage encoding may embed the identifiers assigned in step 
210 in metadata or the like, as described in greater detail 
below. 
0090. In one embodiment, the segment identifier is 
embedded as Standard "text in a closed captioning stream 
associated with the media stream, but with the text altered so 
that it is invisible to viewers of the media stream and closed 
captioning stream (e.g., the text of the embedded segment 
identifiers is presented in the same color as the background or 
is transparent). This approach would leverage existing sys 
tems for adding embedded information to media streams. 
0091. In one embodiment, an encoder “reads” the media 
stream it is encoding in order to obtain the program identifier 
(e.g., the International Standard Audiovisual Number or 
ISAN) that is embedded in the media stream, and then per 
forms one or more of the following operations: (a) generating 
a segment identifier for each segment (possibly unique as 
compared to the identifiers of the other segments in the media 
stream); (b) combining the program identifier with the seg 
ment identifier, potentially preceded by a unique signifier that 
identifies that the program and segment identifiers are to be 
used by a relevant processor (e.g., a set-top box, an access 
provider's system) to differentiate the program and segment 
identifiers from other information that may be embedded in 
the media stream; and (c) automatically embedding the entire 
code in whatever form(s) are required. Such as in the “invis 
ible' text of the closed captioning, the “metadata section of 
an Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) frame, the vertical 
blanking interval, a watermark or the like. 
0092. Different types of media streams have different 
properties (e.g., different frames-per-second rates), and when 
one media stream that has been encoded with segment iden 
tifiers in a first format is translated into a second format, it 
may be necessary for the segment identifier coding to also 
change so as to be consistent with the second format. In one 
embodiment, an encoder reviews the coding embedded in a 
“master media stream, references the appropriate adjust 
ment factors (e.g., the adjustments necessary to account for 
the differing frame rates or other characteristics), and then 
encodes a “subordinate’ media stream with the adjusted cod 
ing. This process may be undertaken simultaneously with 
more than one subordinate media stream. 
0093. Referring back to FIG. 2, once the tagged articles 
have been read and the segments of the media stream have 
been assigned segment identifiers, the method 200 proceeds 
to step 212 and creates an index of articles to segment iden 
tifiers, in accordance with the data gathered and/or assigned 
in steps 208 and 210. In the embodiment where an encoder is 
used to assign identifiers to segments of the media stream, the 
encoder may be communicatively linked to the sensor System 
so that, as each segment of the media stream is created during 
filming, the RFID codes on the RFID tags are read and simul 
taneously recorded. The index may then be stored in a data 
base (e.g., resident in the encoder or at a central collection 
point linked via a network). 
(0094. The method 200 terminates in step 214. 
(0095. The method 200 thereby enables the automated, 
real-time indexing of articles appearing in a media stream to 
segment identifiers of the media stream in which the articles 
appear. These indices are then provided to the stream anno 
tation service provider 112 to facilitate markup of the media 
stream with metadata related to the articles appearing therein, 
as described in greater detail below. It should be noted that 
while such an index could also be performed by an individual 
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armed with a property list of articles appearing in the video, 
who watches the media stream and records frames in which 
the articles appear, the method 200 greatly simplifies the 
indexing process. For example, the method 200 substantially 
reduces the number of people and the amount of time required 
to produce the index, thereby lowering cost and speeding 
production. In one embodiment, where scenes (i.e., ranges of 
frames) are cut from the final version of the media stream, the 
raw encoding or index may be replaced with a final index that 
is ultimately provided to the stream annotation service pro 
vider 112. The frames of this final index may be associated 
with both their raw identifiers and their final identifiers. 

0096. In one embodiment, segments of the media stream 
(i.e., sequences of frames) are identified (e.g., in the stored 
index) by (possibly unique) segment identifiers. In one 
embodiment, the segments identifiers comprise sets of frame 
numbers associated with the segments (e.g., frames a through 
c). In another embodiment, the segment identifiers comprise 
a generated number (e.g., generated by hashing, and then 
optionally encrypting, frames of the segment). For example, 
in one embodiment, the segments are temporal segments 
identified by timecodes or sets of timecodes (e.g., t through 
t+3) associated with one or more frames of the media stream 
that occur during the temporal segment. In some embodi 
ments, Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) or Society of 
Motion Picture Television Engineers (SMPTE) time-codes 
may be used as segment identifiers. In one embodiment, the 
segment identifiers are associated with segments in a manner 
such that, when a media stream comprising segments is edited 
or otherwise transformed, the segment identifiers continue to 
be associated with the same portion of the program content 
(e.g., by embedding the segment identifiers in the media 
stream Such that the segment identifiers are directly associ 
ated with individual frames). 
0097. In an alternative embodiment, the segments corre 
spond to observed times within the media stream (e.g., similar 
to, for example, stopwatch readings where a stopwatch is 
started at the same time as the media stream), thereby com 
prising timing information relative to a known position (e.g., 
the start of the media stream or the start of a scene within the 
media stream). Alternatively, the number of frames within the 
media stream from a known position is used. Preferably, the 
offset is a positive offset (i.e., relates to a point in the media 
stream that occurs after the known position), although it is 
contemplated that the relative position may also be negative. 
0098. In a further embodiment still, the media stream may 
be divided into a relatively small number of first-level seg 
ments (e.g., divide a television show into segments corre 
sponding to entire scenes orportions occurring between com 
mercial breaks or a chapter of a DVD), each of which is 
further associated with a series of second-level Sub-segments, 
comprising time identifications (e.g., stopwatch readings) 
relative to the start of the first-level segment. For example, the 
media stream could be divided inton first-level segments, S. 
S. . . . . S. Each of these first-level segments is then further 
associated with relative timing information that corresponds 
to particular sub-segments of the first-level segment, accord 
ing to the embodiments described earlier herein, just as if the 
first-level segment were the complete media stream. This 
would improve the accuracy of the association implied by the 
index, given that the times associated with each segment start 
from a fixed point in a (presumably) uninterrupted Stream. 
0099. In further embodiments of the method 200, entries 
in the index (i.e., entries for articles and corresponding 
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frames) are further augmented with scene information (e.g., 
actors appearing in the scene, location of the scene, etc.). This 
additional annotation could aid sellers and advertisement 
buyers in understanding the contexts in which their articles 
are to be presented. Alternatively, this augmentation could be 
performed by the stream annotation service provider 112. 
0100. In a further embodiment still, an index entry identi 
fies a frame or series of frames that depict an indexed article 
to its greatest advantage. For example, the frame or frames 
may depict a “best view of the article from a seller's (or 
buyers) standpoint, Such as the segment in which the entire 
article is visible for an extended period of time. In this 
embodiment, the article may be associated with multiple 
different "scenes', such as a “full' or theatrical scene that 
depicts the article in an advantageous context (e.g., a particu 
lar article is features in a crowd-pleasing scene involving two 
popular actors), and an 'advertising scene that depicts a few 
seconds before, during and after the article appears. In one 
embodiment, a user may be enabled to select a scene from the 
index entry based on specified parameters (e.g., “all shoes 
worn by the lead singer in any music video featuring the band 
XYZ). 
0101. In one embodiment, a database of tags and articles is 
maintained in order to identify articles that are mapped to 
different tags but that are likely the same article. For example, 
one content creator might identify a particular pair of Sun 
glasses as the “Brand X Model Y. Men's Sunglasses” whereas 
another content creator might use the phrase “Model Y Sun 
glasses by Brand X. By identifying such potential matches, 
a user could easily review Such possible connection, change 
the descriptions so that the descriptions are more uniform, 
and/or formalize a link between the two articles so that tasks 
Such as updating related advertising output can be done more 
easily and accurately. This search/identification process 
would potentially reach out into databases maintained by 
different content creators and/or by an access provider or 
stream annotation service provider. 
0102. In one embodiment, a user is not permitted to 
modify data from an outside database (e.g., a third-party 
provided catalog of articles). The user is granted read access 
only, but is provided with a mechanism to easily notify the 
relevant parties of the potential link between two articles and 
to administer parallel changes. For example, a revised 
description that both parties can download could be provided 
by a third party Such as an access provider or stream annota 
tion service provider. Alternatively, a collaborative tool may 
be provided in which both parties (and perhaps third parties 
such as advertisement brokers or sellers) could offer their 
Suggestions before finalizing the new description. 
0103) In one embodiment, one or more RFID tags are 
recorded by the content creator to include information regard 
ing a particular filming situation. For example, an entire seg 
ment might comprise an action sequence involving martial 
arts, and the film crew (e.g., at the direction of their marketing 
department) might want to have that information recorded. 
For example, knowing that the scene involves martial arts 
might enable certain marketing information/metrics to be 
generated when a viewer ultimately signals an interest in 
obtaining Supplemental content during presentation of the 
segment, as discussed in further detail below (e.g., it could be 
learned that a particular viewer or class of viewers responds 
well to video game advertising that follows action 
sequences). Other examples might be to record a segment as 
a “musical sequence as something involving Venice Beach 
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(e.g., a particular location), as employing a certain type of 
filming technique (e.g., black and white only) or the like. All 
of these types of information are independent of any given 
article in the segment but may nonetheless be of significant 
interest for the purposes of targeting Supplemental content. 
0104. In such circumstances, it will be useful to supple 
ment the RFID tagging process discussed previously with 
RFID indexing that is article-independent, but that is still 
provided “live on set.” Accordingly, the “segment RFID tag 
could be placed in close proximity to each RFID sensor 
located on an image capturing device, so that the segment 
RFID tag is always indexed during filming, even though the 
segment RFID tag is not in the field of view of the image 
capturing device. For example, the segment RFID tag could 
be inserted in a holding bracket that is above the image 
capturing device lens but that is within range of the RFID 
sensor beam. In one embodiment, instead of using an RFID 
tag, an input device Such as a keyboard could be used to input 
segment specific, item independent information for indexing 
in the film along with the RFID-sensed articles. 
0105. In one embodiment, if certain articles are physically 
too small in size to accommodate an RFID tag (or, indeed, 
there may be no article at all but merely a “concept'), an RFID 
tag could be placed in proximity with the actual article so that 
the film is indexed properly. For example, a wrist watch might 
be too small to accommodate an RFID tag, but the shirt sleeve 
appearing right next to the watch would provide Sufficient 
proximity to ensure accurate indexing. 
01.06 FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method 300 for detecting and readings tags on 
articles appearing in a media stream, according to the present 
invention. In particular, the method 300 provides a means of 
detecting and locating tagged articles in a three-dimensional 
space (e.g., a film set), via use of a sensor array as discussed 
above. The method 300 may be implemented, for example, in 
accordance with step 208 of the method 200. 
0107 The method 300 is initialized at step 302 and pro 
ceeds to step 304, where the method 300 reads one or more 
article tags from one or more locations in the three dimen 
sional space (e.g., defined by sensors placed in the ceiling 
and/or floor, or in other locations such as a microphone 
boom). 
0108. In step 306, the method 300 determines the three 
dimensional (i.e., x, y, z) position of one or more of the 
articles, in accordance with the readings. In one embodiment, 
the determination of an article's three-dimensional position is 
assisted by readings reflecting the relative signal strength of 
the article's tag. For example, if a sensor in the ceiling is 
positioned ten feet from the floor and it is known (e.g., by 
ultrasound, laser or other means) that a signal strength of S 
indicates a distance of four feet from the sensor, the “height' 
of an article whose tag emits a signal of strengths in the three 
dimensional space can be calculated as approximately six feet 
from the floor. 

0109. In step 308, the method 300 identifies a subset of the 
three-dimensional space detected by the sensor array that is 
defined by the range of view of an image capturing device. In 
one embodiment, this Subset space is determined by a framing 
process that first locates the image capturing device within the 
three-dimensional space (e.g., by physically measuring the 
location of the image capturing device or by tagging the 
image capturing device itself with a tag that is readable by the 
sensor array). This places the image capturing device relative 
to the scene being filmed for the media stream. Once the 
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image capturing device's relative position is known, readings 
are obtained from the image capturing device to determine the 
three-dimensional direction in which the lens of the image 
capturing device is pointed along with the Zoom/field of view 
of the image capturing device (e.g., a panoramic shot versus 
a “tight' shot). These readings are then combined to produce 
the three-dimensional Subset space. This Subset space is con 
tinuously recalculated as filming takes place, since it will 
change as the image capturing device pans, tilts and Zooms. 
0110. In step 310, the method 300 selects a tagged article 
in the three-dimensional space defined by the sensor array. 
The method 300 then proceeds to step 312 and determines 
whether the selected article appears in the subset space deter 
mined by the framing process (i.e., step 308). This may be 
done by comparing the output of step 306 to the output of step 
3O8. 

0111. If the method 300 concludes in step 310 that the 
selected article appears in the subset space, the method 300 
proceeds to step 314 and marks the selected article as “active' 
in a tag log. FIG. 25, for example, illustrates an exemplary tag 
log 2500 that identifies the active tags associated with each 
segment identifier identifying a media stream segment. 
0112 Alternatively, if the method 300 concludes in step 
310 that the selected article does not appear in the subset 
space, the method 300 proceeds to step 316 and marks the 
selected article as “inactive'. In one embodiment, a first 
article that is associated with a second article (e.g., a pair of 
eyeglasses worn by an actor) may be marked as active within 
the subset space whenever the second article is marked as 
active, even if the first article is marked as inactive within the 
Subset space or is not marked at all. 
0113. In step 318, the method 300 determines whether to 
select another tagged article in the three-dimensional space 
defined by the sensor array. In one embodiment, the method 
300 selects another tagged article if there is at least one tagged 
article that has not yet been located and marked as active or 
inactive. If the method 300 concludes in step 318 that another 
tagged article should be selected, the method 300 returns to 
step 310 and proceeds as described above to select another 
tagged (but not yet marked) article. Alternatively, if the 
method 300 concludes in step 318 that another tagged article 
should not be selected, the method 300 terminates in step 320. 
Thus, the method 300 repeats or iterates until all tagged 
articles that are meant to be marked (as active or inactive) are 
marked. 
0114. As described above with respect to FIG. 2, a sub 
stantially simultaneous process during filming could encode 
the frames of the media stream with (possibly unique) seg 
ment identifiers. A log file could match these segment iden 
tifiers with a list of articles that are “active' at the moments in 
time that the frames were created. In one embodiment, this 
log file is organized article-by-article Such that each article is 
listed only once, but is associated with all of the relevant 
segment identifiers of the media stream. 
0.115. In one embodiment, the method 300 could be 
adapted to encode a live content feed. In Such a case, the raw 
segment identifiers would be the only identifiers associated 
with the segments of the media stream. In Such a case, a live 
operator could supplement the index with additional articles 
that should be associated with the segment identifiers but that 
aren't marked as “active' (e.g., articles that were not tagged 
or that are associated with “concepts” suggested by the media 
stream, Such as a beach vacation, rather than with tangible, 
visible goods). In addition, such non-marked articles could be 
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associated with an edited index (i.e., as opposed to a raw 
index created for a live content feed). In addition, the operator 
may be enabled to edit the active/inactive designations of 
articles marked by the method 300 (e.g., to correct any inac 
curacies). For example, the operator might access the set of 
“inactive' articles in order to add articles to the index that 
were perceived by the automated method 300 to be just out of 
a scene, but did, in fact, appear. 
0116 FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating another 
embodiment of a method 400 for producing coded media 
streams. Like the method 200, the method 400 may be imple 
mented by a content creator 102 in order to facilitate stream 
annotation by the stream annotation service provider 112. 
Alternatively, the method 400 could be implemented entirely 
at the stream annotation service provider 112. 
0117 The method 400 is initialized at step 402 and pro 
ceeds to step 404, where the method 400 creates or obtains an 
"encyclopedia' (i.e., a database) of images of one or more 
articles and/or individuals (e.g., actors) that will potentially 
appear in a media stream. In one embodiment, the images in 
the database are optimized for video recognition purposes. 
This might include, for example, filming an article or indi 
vidual from multiple angles or with different lighting to facili 
tate later recognition (so that the article may be recognized 
regardless of how the article is actually filmed, such as in 
daytime versus nighttime scenes). In one embodiment, a data 
base entry for an article or individual includes, in addition to 
one or more images, one or more of the following: textual 
identifying information about the article or individual, an 
identification number that uniquely identifies the article or 
individual, an indication of whether the article or individual is 
likely to be moving in the media stream (e.g., a car) or static 
and other data characterizing certain attributes that may 
enhance the accuracy of a video recognition system (e.g., 
luminance, hue, or reflectivity). In another embodiment, the 
filming location is included as an entry in the database (e.g., 
an outdoor scene featuring Snow and ice versus an indoor 
scene featuring the inside of a tent), enabling differentiation 
of foreground objects from the background scene. In another 
embodiment, a database entry for an article or individual 
could be selected from entries in another encyclopedia. 
0118. In step 406, the method 400 obtains a segment iden 
tifier-encoded media stream (i.e., a media stream whose seg 
ments have already been encoded with identifying informa 
tion). The method 400 then proceeds to step 408 and 
processes the media stream in accordance with a video rec 
ognition system, using the encyclopedia of images created in 
step 404 as an input to facilitate recognition. The relatively 
Small size of the encyclopedia should enable more accurate 
recognition of articles appearing in the media stream. 
0119. In step 410, the method uses the recognition results 
to associate one or more segment identifiers of the media 
stream with one or more article (or individual) IDs for articles 
(or individuals) appearing in the corresponding segment(s). 
In one embodiment, association of segment identifiers and 
article (or individual) IDS is contingent upon human verifica 
tion of the recognition results. Thus, an index of articles (and 
individuals) to segments is created. This index may then be 
provided, for example, to the stream annotation service pro 
vider 112 for further use and processing, as described in 
greater detail below. The method 400 then terminates in step 
412. 

0120. In further embodiments of the method 400, the 
Video recognition processing that is performed on the media 
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stream (i.e., as in step 408) is performed simultaneously with 
the filming of the media stream (as opposed to being per 
formed on a previously filmed media stream). If segment 
identifiers are unique, the accuracy of the resultant index 
should be maintained regardless of any Subsequent editing. 
0121 Inafurther embodiment still, the tagging techniques 
of the method 200 could be combined with the method 400 for 
enhanced recognition results. For example, a tag ID reading 
could be used to cross-verify video recognition processing 
results. 
0122. In one embodiment, a video recognition system is 
programmed to “learn' that certain combinations of articles 
tend to move together (e.g., eyeglasses and earrings are likely 
to be in the same field of view and to be positioned near each 
other). 
I0123. In another embodiment, a number representing the 
“Zoom’ of the media stream is encoded therein (e.g., using the 
image capturing device(s) that filmed the media stream). This 
might be useful in terms of helping determine the true size of 
shapes depicted within a segment of the media stream. For 
example, knowing that a given segment of the media stream 
depicts a "tight' shot and that both an earring and a necklace 
are depicted in the segment might enable an automated rec 
ognition system to accurately differentiate the earring from 
the necklace. 
0.124. In one embodiment, the image capturing device(s) 
filming the media stream is linked with a segment identifier 
encoder and with a video recognition system (which is in turn 
linked to an encyclopedia of articles appearing in the media 
stream). In this case, both the segment identifier encoding and 
the mapping to Supplemental content are performed simulta 
neously with the filming of the media stream. If all segment 
identifiers are selected so as to be unique, no matter how the 
media stream is ultimately edited, the segment identifiers will 
still refer to the same items of Supplemental content. 
0.125. In one embodiment, each media streams encyclo 
pedia of articles depicted therein is uploaded to an access 
provider, a stream annotation service provider or other central 
hosting service. Then, an individual doing “entry' camera 
work on another media stream to populate the encyclopedia 
could capture an image of each article and enter very basic 
information. The image and basic information could be sent 
to the access provider, where the image and basic information 
would be compared with information already on file. The 
access provider would then send back “probable' matches 
that a user could simply adopt or reject. This would simplify 
the process of inputting the initial information into the ency 
clopedia. 
I0126. In one embodiment, the encyclopedia of articles 
appearing in a media stream is uploaded to an access provider 
prior to filming of the media stream to facilitate various 
aspects of the product placement process (e.g., sending an 
email to an advertiser stating that "your article will be appear 
ing in a media stream—contact the access provider for addi 
tional information regarding how you can provide targeted 
advertising and immediate purchase opportunities’). 
I0127 Video recognition may also be used to identify seg 
ments of a media stream in which personalized product place 
ments can be digitally added. For example, a video recogni 
tion system might recognize a soft drink can appearing in a 
media stream represents an “old” can design used by the seller 
of the soft drink. This knowledge could allow the seller to 
determine the segments of the media stream in which a new 
image depicting a more current design of the can could be 
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inserted. Alternatively, data mining techniques could be 
implemented in order to determine optimal articles to depict 
with respect to a given viewer (e.g., a soft drink versus a can 
of beer versus a glass of milk). 
0128 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating another 
embodiment of a method 500 for producing coded media 
streams. Specifically, the method 500 produces coded media 
streams based on audio cues in the original media stream (i.e., 
as opposed to video cues). That is, the method 500 allows 
mapping of metadata related to articles that are mentioned 
verbally, but may not necessarily be depicted visually, in the 
media stream. Like the methods 200 and 400, the method 500 
may be implemented by a content creator 102 in order to 
facilitate stream annotation by a stream annotation service 
provider 112. Alternatively, the method 500 could be imple 
mented entirely at the stream annotation service provider 112. 
0129. The method 500 is initialized at step 502 and pro 
ceeds to step 504, where the method 500 creates or obtains an 
"encyclopedia' (i.e., a database) of one or more articles and/ 
or individuals (e.g., actors) that will potentially appear in a 
media stream. In one embodiment, a database entry for an 
article or individual includes at least one of an identifying 
name for the article or individual, one or more images of the 
article or individual, textual identifying information about the 
article or individual, an identification number that uniquely 
identifies the article or individual, an indication of whether 
the article or individual is likely to be moving in the media 
stream (e.g., a car) or static and other data characterizing 
certain attributes that may enhance the accuracy of a video 
recognition system (e.g., luminance, hue or reflectivity). In 
another embodiment, a database entry for an article or indi 
vidual could be obtained by comparison to entries in another 
encyclopedia, simplifying this initial step. In another embodi 
ment, the database is further populated by automatically gen 
erating a range of potentially relevant Supplemental database 
entries whenever a new entry is created (e.g., a new entry for 
the Eiffel Tower automatically triggers generation of entries 
associated with Paris, such as an entry for Notre Dame). 
0130. In step 506, the method 500 obtains a segment iden 
tifier-encoded media stream (i.e., a media stream whose seg 
ments have already been encoded with identifying informa 
tion). The method 500 then proceeds to step 508 and 
processes the media stream in accordance with a speech rec 
ognition system, using the encyclopedia created in step 504 as 
an input to facilitate recognition. The relatively small size of 
the encyclopedia should enable more accurate recognition of 
articles mentioned in the media stream. 
0131. In step 510, the method uses the recognition results 
to associate one or more segment identifiers of the media 
stream with one or more article (or individual) IDs for articles 
(or individuals) appearing in the corresponding segment(s). 
In one embodiment, association of segment identifiers and 
article (or individual) IDS is contingent upon human verifica 
tion of the recognition results. Thus, an index of articles (and 
individuals) to segments is created. This index may then be 
provided, for example, to the stream annotation service pro 
vider 112 for further use and processing, as described in 
greater detail below. The method 500 is then terminates in 
step 512. 
(0132. In further embodiments of the method 500, the rec 
ognition processing that is performed on the media stream 
(i.e., as in step 508) is performed in accordance with closed 
captioning information (i.e., a text search) rather than with 
audio information. 
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I0133. In a further embodiment still, the tagging techniques 
of the method 200 could be combined with the method 500 for 
enhanced recognition results. For example, a tag ID could be 
used to verify audio or text recognition processing results. 
0.134 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method 600 for annotating media streams, accord 
ing to the present invention. The method 600 may be imple 
mented, for example, by an entity that produces or edits media 
streams for release (including release by traditional television 
distribution means or by distribution on a network, including 
the Internet). For instance, the method 600 may be imple 
mented in its entirety by the stream annotation service pro 
vider 112 of FIG. 1. Alternatively, the method 600 may be 
implemented by the stream annotation service provider 112 
in conjunction with a content creator 102. 
I0135. The method 600 is initialized at step 602 and pro 
ceeds to step 604, where the method 600 obtains a coded (i.e., 
indexed) media stream, e.g., as created by the content creator 
102. As discussed above, at least a portion of the coded media 
stream is logically divided into a plurality of identified seg 
ments comprising one or more frames of the media stream. 
These segments are further associated with one or more 
articles appearing therein. 
0.136. In step 606, the method 600 maps at least one of the 
segment identifiers to at least one item of Supplemental con 
tent or metadata (e.g., data about the media stream that is 
underlying the video signal). In one embodiment, the Supple 
mental content comprises information (Such as commercial 
information or documentary sources) relating to one or more 
articles that appear in the media stream. As discussed above, 
the article may be a commercial product appearing in the 
media stream (e.g., a Sweater worn by or a beverage con 
Sumed by an actress), an individual appearing in or associated 
with the media stream (e.g., an actor or director) an audio 
signal that is part of the media stream (e.g., a soundtrack Song) 
or a "concept’ Suggested by at least a portion of the media 
stream (e.g., a beach Scene may suggest a vacation, a restau 
rant scene may suggest restaurant reservations, or a media 
stream comprising a film might Suggest obtaining tickets for 
a screening of a sequel). In further embodiments, the Supple 
mental content may comprise coupons for commercial prod 
ucts. Redemption of Such coupons may be enabled, for 
example, by allowing a viewer to store a given segment iden 
tifier from a media stream, which will trigger the storage of a 
token under the viewer's account with a service provider. In 
one embodiment, the token may be printed and presented to a 
seller. To prevent using the same token for multiple different 
purchasers, data regarding a transaction consummated in a 
connection with the token may be recorded. 
0.137 Thus, for example, the item of supplemental content 
may be a filmography of an actor appearing in the media 
stream (or listed in the credits), a list of albums released by a 
band heard in the media stream, information (such as a real 
time WorldWideWeb hyperlink) about a commercially avail 
able product appearing in the media stream, or information 
about a travel service where an image of a location (e.g., a 
beach, mountains, etc.) is depicted, a Smell representative of 
an article (e.g., a perfume) appearing in the media stream or 
even a physical response related to the media stream (e.g., 
similar to the feedback given by vibrating video game con 
trollers). In one embodiment, any given segment identifier 
identifying a segment of the media stream may be mapped to 
Supplemental content relating to one or more articles appear 
ing in the media stream. 
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0.138. In one embodiment, the mapping associates items of 
Supplemental content with segment identifiers that identify 
segments that convey information that is relevant to the items 
of Supplemental content (e.g., Supplemental content relating 
to a particular brand of soft drink might be mapped to a 
segment identifier identifying a segment that in which the soft 
drink is depicted or in which an actor mentions the name of 
the soft drink). In another embodiment, the mapping associ 
ates items of Supplemental content with segment identifiers 
identifying segments associated with menus or Summaries of 
articles that are depicted or mentioned in various other seg 
ments (e.g., “Articles appearing in the following media 
stream and for which additional information is available 
include x, y and Z'). In another embodiment, the Supplemen 
tal content is associated with the entire media stream (all 
segments, e.g., as in the case of a film soundtrack or Supple 
mental content related to purchasing alternative versions of 
the media stream, such as a DVD of the media stream or 
tickets to a theatrical Screening of the media stream). 
0139 FIG. 21, for example, illustrates an exemplary map 
ping 2100 in which segment identifiers (XYZ-100 through 
“XYZ-211) identifying segments of the media stream 2000 
of FIG. 20 are mapped to items 2102-2102 of supplemental 
content (hereinafter collectively referred to as “items 2102). 
The items 2102 relate to articles (e.g., clothing, furniture) 
appearing in the segments of the media stream 2000. For 
example, the item 2102 for a men's shirt indicates that the 
shirt is related to the segments of the media stream 2000 that 
are identified by segment identifiers "XYZ-100” through 
“XYZ-102. 

0140. In one embodiment, mapping of an item of Supple 
mental content to a segment identifier includes mapping the 
item of Supplemental content to a segment identifier identi 
fying a number of frames occurring after the segment in 
which the associated article appears (i.e., temporally). This 
provides a time delay that, as described in greater detail 
below, allows a viewer some time to react to the depiction of 
an article in the media stream in which he or she may be 
interested. In one embodiment, the time delay is adjusted in 
accordance with one or more parameters that may be useful in 
compensating for the reaction time inherent in a specific 
viewer signifying an interestinaccessing Supplemental infor 
mation about a depicted article, or in compensating for the 
occurrence of quick cuts in the media stream (i.e., where 
articles appearing in the media stream may change rapidly). 
0141. In further embodiments, the supplemental content 
includes information useful in performing data mining. For 
example, FIG. 22 illustrates an exemplary mapping 2200 in 
which segments of the media stream 2000 illustrated in FIG. 
20 are associated with Supplemental content such as: segment 
genre, the scene depicted by the segment, the level of action 
occurring in the segment, actors featured in the segment, 
music featured in the segment and the type of “shot' repre 
sented by the segment. For instance, as illustrated, segment 
identifier XYZ-100 is mapped to supplemental content indi 
cating that the associated segment of the media stream 2000 
represent the “comedy” genre, includes a scene of “banter 
and features Actress A among other information. 
0142. In step 608, the method 600 stores the mapping of 
segment identifiers to items of Supplemental content. In one 
embodiment, the mapping is stored in a store (e.g., database 
2104 of FIG. 21) that is indexed according to a unique pro 
gram identifier for the media stream. This program identifier 
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identifies the entire media stream, in contrast to the segment 
identifiers which identify individual segments of the media 
Stream. 

0143. The method 600 is terminated in step 612. 
0144. Mapping the segment identifiers identifying seg 
ments of the media stream to Supplemental content is com 
putationally simpler than conventional product placement 
markup techniques, such as those that embed Supplemental 
content in the media stream itself, because it requires minimal 
special coding to implement. Accordingly, it is expected that 
the technique embodied in the method 600 is more cost effec 
tive than known techniques for associating Supplemental con 
tent with media streams. Moreover, the simplicity of the 
present approach affords greater flexibility in terms of when 
Supplemental content may be associated with the media 
stream and what kinds of Supplemental content can be asso 
ciated. For example, a business providing the association of 
Supplemental content may provide Such association for a 
limited period of time in exchange for appropriate consider 
ation, and thereafter remove the association without having to 
re-code the media stream itself. 

(0145. In one embodiment, the method 600 allows a con 
tent creator and/or mapper to visually review the Supplemen 
tal content mapping associated with the media stream, so as to 
confirm that items of supplemental content are mapped to the 
proper segment identifiers. In one embodiment, this is 
enabled by a split screen display where a first portion of the 
display depicts the media stream and a second portion of the 
display automatically depicts all of the items of supplemental 
content that are associated with the currently depicted seg 
ment of the media stream. In one embodiment, all of the 
associated items of Supplemental content that are associated 
with a given segment of the media stream, regardless of 
viewer type, are displayed simultaneously (e.g., items of 
Supplemental content that will be shown to males and items of 
supplemental content that will be shown to females; the “hip 
hop' version, etc.). In one embodiment, the items of Supple 
mental content are presented in various Summary formats, 
Such as a written descriptor (i.e., without an image of the 
Supplemental content), a “thumbnail’ image, and other simi 
lar means. In one embodiment, all of the items of Supplemen 
tal content that would appear to a viewer are shown to a user 
reviewing the mapping, so that the user can easily review the 
overall viewer experience (e.g., verify the order in which the 
items of Supplemental content appear on a viewer display). In 
one embodiment, the user is allowed to review all items of 
Supplemental content that include a particular element of 
information (e.g., a particular article), so that uniformity 
across various items of Supplemental content can be pre 
served and/or differences among items of Supplemental con 
tent can be confirmed as being intended. 
0146 In one embodiment, for training or other purposes, 
an individual or group of individuals creating a mapping (e.g., 
content creators, collaborators, a third-party stream annota 
tion service provider or the like) is presented with a display 
that includes the media stream and a coding produced by an 
expert, so that the individual(s) creating the mapping can 
view the actual coding (i.e., including both the Supplemental 
content to be displayed to viewers and information that is not 
intended to be displayed to viewers). In one embodiment, the 
coding is not presented until after the individual(s) creating 
the mapping has made his/her selections of Supplemental 
content for the mapping. In one embodiment, mistakes made 
by the individual(s) creating the mapping (e.g., deviations 
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from a coding produced by an expert) are tracked, in order to 
show the individual(s) creating the mapping examples of 
his/her problematic coding, so that he/she has additional 
opportunities to practice coding techniques that are more 
difficult for him/her. In one embodiment, the approach 
described above may be utilized for quality control purposes, 
whereby an expert reviews and confirms, declines, or modi 
fies mappings created by the individual(s) creating the map 
ping. 
0147 An access provider or stream annotation service 
provider may find it useful to ensure that all mappings utilize 
a common approach with respect to Substantive aspects of 
“what should be mapped (e.g., for how many segments must 
an image appear before the image is logged), “how” it should 
be mapped (e.g., “action' Versus "romance'), and the actual 
notation for the mapping (e.g., "romance' versus "roman 
tic'). To facilitate the commonality of approach, the individu 
al(s) creating the mapping may need to be trained to a specific 
standard. In one embodiment, one or more individuals (e.g., 
employees of an access provider or stream annotation service 
provider) view a media stream simultaneously and create and 
map appropriate Supplemental content and/or add appropriate 
information regarding the Subject matter or other information 
about the media stream (e.g., log a particular segment of a 
media stream as “action' instead of “romance'). In one 
embodiment, a number of individuals create a mapping for 
the same media stream, but a final mapping is determined by 
a majority choice of the individuals (e.g., two individuals 
designated one segment of media stream as “action” while 
eight individuals designated the same segment as 'adven 
ture'). Alternatively, mapping performed by any number of 
individuals (potentially utilizing the ability of the Internet to 
easily allow multiple individuals to collaborate on the same 
project) are presented in bulk to another individual who 
"picks and chooses' from among the proposed mappings to 
select the final, authoritative mapping. In one embodiment, 
the mapping is then provided in whole or in part to one or 
more third parties for review and comments (e.g., to the 
content creator who created the media stream, to advertisers 
whose Supplemental contentis included in the mapping, etc.). 
0148. In one embodiment, each media stream is divided 
into segments with a log-in system to ensure that no one 
individual collaborating on the creation of a mapping sees 
more than one segment from the same media stream with 
which the mapping is associated. This may be useful, for 
example, for avoiding “burnout of the individuals creating 
the mapping or to avoid revelation of plot points. 
0149. In one embodiment, an online system enables teams 
of individuals to collaborate in creating the mapping. In one 
embodiment, a log-in/log-out system ensures that all map 
ping work is maintained, but with changes shown from prior 
mapping sessions. In one embodiment, the individuals creat 
ing the mapping are provided with the capability to leave 
notes for each other regarding decisions that they make with 
the mapping. 
0150 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating another 
embodiment of a method 700 for annotating media streams, 
according to the present invention. In particular, the method 
700 allows content creators, sellers or ad buyers to annotate a 
media stream by creating mappings of segment identifiers to 
Supplemental content (e.g., mapping by an intermediate party 
is not necessary). In one embodiment, a content creator who 
annotates a media streaminaccordance with method 700 is an 
individual (e.g., as opposed to a studio or broadcaster), or 
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even a viewer. Thus, in one embodiment, the method 700 is 
implemented at the stream annotation service provider 112 or 
at an access provider 106. Although further discussion of 
embodiments that allow users to create and annotate their 
own media streams will be discussed in the context of a 
service provided by an access provider, those skilled in the art 
will appreciate that Such applications may alternatively be 
provided by, for example, a stream annotation service pro 
vider or other types of service providers. 
0151. The method 700 is initialized at step 702 and pro 
ceeds to step 704, where the method 700 receives a media 
stream. The media stream may be provided, for example, by 
a content creator 102. In one embodiment, the media stream 
is a final media stream (i.e., where raw footage has been 
Subjected to editing and other production steps). In one 
embodiment, the media stream is received in a digital format, 
such as MPEG. In one embodiment, receipt of the media 
stream involves transcoding from a first file format to a sec 
ond file format (e.g., from MPEG to Flash, a video format 
supplied by Adobe, Inc. of San Jose, Calif.). In one embodi 
ment, the receipt of the media stream also includes the receipt 
of metadata associated with segment identifiers of the media 
stream (e.g., indicating, for example, Scene changes, “mood' 
changes, shot changes, or the like). This information may be 
useful later in selecting Supplemental content to associate 
with the identified segments. 
0152. In one embodiment, the method 700 receives the 
media stream in Substantially real time (i.e., as the media 
stream is being filmed). This would allow the method 700 to 
inform sellers when their articles are being filmed (e.g., by 
sending an automated email notification to a pre-registered 
account), if the article is tagged in accordance with some sort 
of recognizable tagging scheme (e.g., an RFID tag, as dis 
cussed above). This also allows the “rough cut of the scene to 
be displayed to seller, so that the seller can see how an article 
is being used and determine if it wishes to pay for more 
Substantial advertising (i.e., in the form of mapped supple 
mental content). 
0153. In step 706, the method 700 receives supplemental 
content that is associated with the media stream (e.g., as 
dictated or requested by the content creator). In one embodi 
ment, such associations are made with respect to temporal 
segments of the media stream (e.g., segment identifier X, 
which identifies the first X minutes of the media stream, is 
associated with Supplemental content Y). In another embodi 
ment, the associations are made with respect to metadata 
included in (or provided with) the media stream (e.g., seg 
ment identifiers identifying segments defined by segment 
identifiers, cue points or the like). In one embodiment, mul 
tiple items of supplemental content that are associated with a 
common segment of the media stream are associated as a set, 
rather than associated individually. Thus, the Supplemental 
content associated with a given segment of the media stream 
may comprise as few as one item of Supplemental content, or 
as many as a plurality of individual items of Supplemental 
COntent. 

0154) In one embodiment, the supplemental content com 
prises any form of content, including, but not limited to: text, 
audio, video, multimedia presentations, photographs or other 
images, uniform resource locators (URLs), computer appli 
cations, data, commentary and advertising copy. 
0.155. In further embodiments, supplemental content 
includes elements that enable interactive participation by a 
viewer and that may be initiated by the viewer using one or 
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more modalities (such as pressing a key or button on a com 
puter mouse, keyboard, or other input device; a verbal request 
processed by speech recognition technology; a signifying 
motion processed by a motion recognition system or the like). 
One example of Supplemental content that enables Such 
viewer interactivity is Supplemental content that enables a 
viewer to signify an interest in receiving secondary informa 
tion or services related to the primary Supplemental content 
(e.g., “Click here to learn more about this DVD and to receive 
a discount coupon'). Other examples include enabling a 
viewer to register a vote on a particular issue, to activate 
“short cut controls over a display device (such as controls 
that allow advancing of the media stream to a specific scene, 
e.g., “Click here to skip forward to the car chase' or “Click 
here to see that again”), or to view a replacement or comple 
mentary media stream either in a primary or in a secondary 
viewing screen (e.g., replacing the media stream with an 
alternate media stream or presenting an alternative media 
stream in a Supplemental viewing screen). 
0156. In further embodiments still, supplemental content 
includes instructions, commands, or other information that is 
intended to be processed or activated automatically upon the 
occurrence of a particular event. For example, Such instruc 
tions may “pause the media stream for a set period of time 
(e.g., to allow the viewer to view the Supplemental content 
without being distracted by the media stream) or “lock out 
the fast-forward functionality of the display device until a 
specific item of Supplemental content has completed certain 
processes (e.g., presenting an entire animation), or until the 
viewer has made a specific selection (e.g., answering “yes” or 
'no' in response to a question). Other examples include 
instructions for utilizing a specific "skin' (i.e., a specific 
graphical “look and feel') for the display device or media 
player or for activating or directing the presentation of certain 
information or applications that are independent of the 
Supplemental content (Such as opening the viewer's email 
system). 
0157. In some embodiments, supplemental content 
includes keywords, tags, instructions or other identifying or 
indexing information that may be associated with the media 
stream but that is intended to identify or activate an indepen 
dent process or system, Such as may reside on a third party 
website. For example, if a unique identifier (perhaps a tax 
identification number, URL, or another number assigned by 
the access provider) signifying a certain brand of Snowboard 
manufacturer has been embedded within the supplemental 
content, when the media stream is viewed on a website, the 
appropriate processing system at that website may process 
the identifier in order to select and display banner advertising 
related to that specific snowboard manufacturer. 
0158. In some embodiments, supplemental content 
includes keywords, tags, instructions or other identifying or 
indexing information that is intended to assist in the identifi 
cation and retrieval of subject matter of interest. Many meth 
ods currently utilized for Subject matter tagging of this type 
are less than optimal due to the fact that the tags are generally 
applied to an entire media stream rather than more specifi 
cally applied to only the relevant segments of the media 
stream. For example, a user uploading a thirty minute home 
video of a trip to Africa to a video access provider and utiliz 
ing generalized terms to describe the Subject matter of the 
entire video would likely tag such video as “Africa' and 
“travel whereas much of the value of such to the viewing 
community may be in the fact that the video contains three 
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minutes of Kilimanjaro at Sunset footage, six minutes of 
Ngorongoro Crater footage, thirteen minutes of Serengeti 
footage (of which ten minutes are focused on lions and three 
minutes are focused on giraffes), etc. The present invention 
provides a Superior approach to tagging because tags can be 
applied as specifically as frame-by-frame to identify the 
information being conveyed by a media stream. 
0159. Further embodiments of the invention allow a user 
to identify specific categories of content tags, so as to aid in 
the identification of specific types of information. Such cat 
egorized tagging improves search functionality by enabling 
the ability to search for specific types of content by differen 
tiating tags that are derived from or relate to the audio portion 
of a media stream (e.g., the Subject matter being discussed in 
a video) as “audio-derived’ tags, the images appearing in the 
media stream as "image-derived’ tags, the general mood of 
the media stream as “mood-derived’ tags, and the like. This 
would enable a viewer to search, for example, for an audio 
derived tag on the topic of 'global warming with the image 
derived tag regarding Kilimanjaro. In one particular embodi 
ment, a “thumbnail representation of the specific media 
stream segment to which the intra-stream content tag applies 
can be generated (e.g., a small image of a frame of the video 
presenting Kilimanjaro), and this thumbnail may be pre 
sented to other users in the search results that they obtain. 
0.160) Further embodiments of supplemental content 
include data useful for facilitating commercial transactions, 
such as between or among a content creator, a viewer, an 
access provider, a contributor of certain Supplemental con 
tent, and/or the owner of a website or service on which an 
annotated media stream is hosted. For example, a content 
creator may wish to include a unique identifier that identifies 
a particular media stream or a particular item of supplemental 
content as having been provided by the content creator (e.g., 
perhaps utilizing an account number associated with the con 
tent creator) so that the content creator may be properly 
“credited by an access provider for having made such con 
tributions. Other examples include information relating to 
payment mechanisms (e.g., the content creator's bank 
account routing number), commission information (e.g., the 
specific percentage fee to be paid to the content creator if a 
viewer completes a transaction via the Supplemental content 
contributed by the content creator), fee information (e.g., the 
fee to be paid to the content creator for each time a certain 
item of Supplemental content is viewed), and the like. 
0.161. Other embodiments of supplemental content 
include variable data, such as a data table that records the 
number of times that a given item of Supplemental contenthas 
been presented. For example, each time that a media stream is 
displayed for the amount of time necessary to have activated 
the presentation of a particular item of Supplemental content, 
a variable data field may be updated to register the “viewing. 
This data could then be made available to other systems 
within an access provider, facilitating detailed tracking analy 
sis and reporting (such as tracking the number of times that a 
particular item of supplemental content has been viewed by a 
particular viewer during a specific time period). 
0162. In some embodiments, supplemental content 
includes descriptors of the nature of the annotated media 
stream, such as descriptors identifying “family friendly' 
media content, “weapons related advertising content, 'adult 
themed content, and the like. This information may be used 
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by individual viewers or others or by automated filtering 
systems and the like to restrict viewing or other access to Such 
types of information. 
0163. In one embodiment, supplemental content is 
intended to be visible to a viewer of the annotated media 
stream (as would be the case with respect to most advertising 
copy). In another embodiment, Supplemental content is 
intended to be only indirectly apparent to the viewer (as 
would be the case with some of the “display device or media 
player control’ types of Supplemental content described 
above, in which only the impact of the Supplemental content 
upon the media stream would be evident to the viewer). In yet 
another embodiment, Supplemental content is intended to be 
invisible to the viewer (as would be the case with respect to 
Supplemental content consisting of subject matter identifiers, 
transaction facilitation data, and the like). 
0164 All of the types of supplemental content described 
above may be brought together in various combinations. For 
example, a composite item of supplemental content could be 
created by combing Subsets of individual items of supplemen 
tal content for: (1) pausing the media stream; and (2) and 
allowing a viewer of the media stream to register a vote on a 
particular issue. 
0.165. In one embodiment, a first item of supplemental 
content may be made dependent upon a second item of 
Supplemental content. For example, if a first item of Supple 
mental content conveys that the media stream is intended for 
an adult audience, then a second item of Supplemental content 
may be programmed to present a particular type of advertise 
ment. In further embodiments, items of Supplemental content 
may also be made dependent upon viewer interaction with a 
first item of supplemental content. For example, if a first item 
of supplemental content is a composite item created by com 
bining individual items of Supplemental content for pausing 
the media stream and for allowing a viewer to register a vote 
on a particular issue, then a second item of Supplemental 
content could provide instructions for fast-forwarding the 
media stream to the portion of the media stream that is most 
relevant to the vote registered. 
0166 In further embodiments, supplemental content can 
be specifically created for access provider purposes (e.g., 
information placed with the access provider regarding a spe 
cific product or uniform resource locator (URL) hyperlink to 
a custom e-commerce store). Alternatively, Supplemental 
content can be created to showcase a particular set of articles, 
such as articles created and/or offered for sale by the content 
creator him/herself (e.g., a garage band's own DVD). In 
another embodiment, Supplemental content includes pre-ex 
isting information or services that are independent from the 
access provider (e.g., an entry in a public web encyclopedia or 
an e-commerce website). 
0167. In one embodiment, primary supplemental content 

is linked to secondary Supplemental content comprised of the 
same range of information and/or functionality as the primary 
Supplemental content. Such secondary Supplemental content 
may be intended, for example, to be presented by various 
means such as by replacing the primary Supplemental content 
(i.e., a “roll over, such as when a viewer cursors over a 
particular area of the viewing screen and additional informa 
tion is presented), by presenting the secondary Supplemental 
content in a separate viewing area or by opening a separate 
web browser to a relevant web page. 
0.168. In one embodiment, the supplemental content is 
created by the creator of the media stream. In another embodi 
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ment, the Supplemental content is selected by the creator of 
the media stream from a library of supplemental content (e.g., 
provided by the stream annotation service provider 112 or by 
a media stream access provider). In one embodiment, the 
library of supplemental content includes pre-approved adver 
tising information. A library of Supplemental content may 
consist of any number of entries (i.e., for specific articles, 
people, concepts, etc.), and each entry may in turn be com 
prised of any number of items of relevant Supplemental con 
tent. Each entry and/or item of Supplemental content may 
consist of the same range of information and/or functionality 
as comprises the Supplemental content described above. For 
example, a library entry for a given article may include com 
mercial and/or noncommercial images of the article, textual 
or audio information about the article, a short “commercial' 
about the article, a hyperlink to buy the article in real time, a 
retail price of the article or to other third-party applications or 
other advertising. This content may be obtained through an 
affiliation with sellers 100 and/or ad buyers 108. 
0169. In further embodiments, a library entry for an article 
includes an amount of money that a provider of the article 
(e.g., a seller) is willing to pay to have the article depicted in 
a media stream and/or to have the article associated with 
Supplemental content via a mapping (e.g., possibly Subject to 
specified factors such as media stream content or genre or the 
like). This would allow a content creator to “shop' according 
to certain parameters in order to identify articles that will 
bring the greatest commercial value. For example if the con 
tent creator knows that an actor will be depicted wearing 
Sunglasses in a particular segment of a media stream, the 
content creator can search for all types of Sunglasses listed in 
the library and see the relative value of filming the actor 
wearing specific pairs of Sunglasses (e.g., brand X is willing 
to pay more than brand Y to have their Sunglasses placed) or 
alternatively filming the actor wearing a "generic' pair of 
Sunglasses that would potentially facilitate association of the 
media stream with Supplemental content relating to any num 
ber of brands of Sunglasses. In one embodiment, the method 
700 may provide an auction-type environment in which sell 
ers can bid for placement of an article in a media stream. For 
example, FIG. 44 illustrates an exemplary scenario 4400 in 
which the ability to provide an item of supplemental content 
relating to a given article 4402 (e.g., a ski hat) appearing a 
media stream 4404 is auctioned off to various sellers. As 
illustrated, the item of supplemental content contributed by 
the seller who is willing to pay the most to have their article 
placed (e.g., Seller B) is selected for the final mapping 4406. 
0170 In further embodiments still, a library entry for an 
article includes tracked data regarding the popularity of the 
article with viewers of annotated media streams (e.g., number 
of click-throughs received per-article or per-media stream). 
This would allow content creators to create associations 
between media streams and Supplemental content more effec 
tively. In a further embodiment, a library entry for an article 
recommends other similar or alternative articles. This may 
help content creators to, for example, identify more effective 
articles for depiction in a media stream (e.g., Supplemental 
content for article Xattracts twice as many viewers as Supple 
mental content for article Y), or to identify other effective 
associations that may not have been considered (e.g., viewers 
that view supplemental content for article A also tend to view 
supplemental content for article B). In yet another embodi 
ment, a library entry for an article includes a demographic 
identifier (e.g., “young and hip', 'golden oldie', “teen rebel'. 
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etc.). These demographic identifiers may be automatically 
provided, or may be customized by a user of the library. 
0171 In one embodiment, the library is organized for easy 
search/browsing by a number of methods. For example, con 
tent in the library may be organized according to: a hierarchi 
cal structure (e.g., men's clothing, sportswear, skiwear, jack 
ets, down jackets); keywords (e.g., brand or article name); 
most recent additions/uploads; most popular articles (option 
ally organized by demographics such as age, gender, affinity 
group, etc.); a percentage commission that an associated 
seller is willing to pay (e.g., X dollars to have content listed 
first); or as suggested by a description of the media stream 
(e.g., keywords). In one embodiment, the library allows a user 
to select Supplemental content for actual or potential associa 
tion with the media stream by at least one of the following 
methods: drag and drop, check box, article number entry or 
article number selection. 
0172. In one embodiment, the library of supplemental 
content is “live linked with third party sources from which 
the Supplemental content is derived (e.g., sellers. Such as 
seller 110 of FIG. 1), thereby allowing the library to remain as 
up to date as possible. For example, library entries containing 
items of supplemental content contributed by third party 
Sources may be automatically updated in response to changes 
in the contributor's product inventory, pricing, or marketing. 
Such “placeholders' may be populated, for example, by using 
automated “bots’ to obtain information from third party web 
sites (e.g., pulling all guitars for sale on an online classifieds 
site) or by referencing remotely hosted databases through 
APIs provided by the data owner (e.g., accessing an online 
auction site’s “current auctions' database through a web ser 
vices API). 
0173. In one embodiment, a third party source of supple 
mental content may specialize in providing particular types of 
Supplemental content, such as "discount-oriented content, 
“luxury-oriented content, “locally available'-oriented con 
tent or foreign language-oriented content. 
0.174. In one embodiment, a portion of the library that is 
relevant to the articles of a given seller (e.g., merchant, Sup 
plier or manufacturer) is made accessible to the seller through 
a password secured system that allows the seller to securely 
update its respective portion of the library. In a further 
embodiment, articles having entries in the library may be 
linked to articles that have been filmed and are currently being 
presented to viewers by an access provider at which the 
method 700 executes (as described in greater detail below), so 
that active mappings can be updated to reflect new informa 
tion. In one embodiment, when a seller removes an entry 
relating to a particular article from the library, a notice (e.g., 
created automatically or by an individual authorized by the 
seller) is sent to content creators who have provided media 
streams that are associated with the removed article. In one 
embodiment, any annotation in the media stream that is asso 
ciated with the removed entry is automatically rendered 
“invisible' or inaccessible to viewers of the media stream (but 
the association is not removed or modified until approved by 
the party that provided the media stream). 
0.175. In one embodiment, the individual items of supple 
mental content contained in a library entry for a given article 
may comprise various categories of information Such as raw 
information (e.g., the specific price of a given article, the 
specific name of the article, such as “Brand XMP3 Player 3 
GB, a specific URL for purchase fulfillment or the like), 
stylized information (e.g., the name of the given article pre 
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sented using several different fonts, or several different 
images of the same article), composite content (e.g., combi 
nations of individual items of Supplemental content. Such as 
raw information and stylized information, combined to form 
a single item of supplemental content, Such as a stylized "Buy 
Now’ image that includes an embedded URL to enable a 
viewer to access a purchasing opportunity), or compiled 
information (e.g., various combinations of raw, stylized, and 
composite information that form a comprehensive entry). 
0176 An entry within a library may include functionality 
that is not directly related to the selection or creation of 
specific items of Supplemental content. For example, within a 
given library entry, a library user may be enabled to view a 
Summary (perhaps via “thumbnail” representations of media 
streams or some other form of Summary data) of all media 
streams with which certain items of Supplemental content 
have been deployed (i.e., a visitor to a specific library entry 
will be able to view all media streams deploying some or all 
of the items of supplemental content contained in the library 
entry). 
0177. In one embodiment, library entries include “place 
holders' that facilitate the assignment of any of a number of 
different characteristics or data to an individual item of 
supplemental content. For example, a number of different 
sellers may offer the same brand of shoe, and in order to 
simplify the library for users by “grouping like entries, a 
service hosting the library may choose to list the particular 
shoe under a single library entry. However, because of the 
number of sellers that can provide that shoe, the entry needs 
to be able to accommodate the multiplicity of sellers that have 
identified themselves to the library host as providing that 
shoe. To facilitate this capability, the library entry may 
include a “placeholder that is comprised of or is linked in 
Some manner to any number of equivalent items of Supple 
mental content. In turn, the equivalent items of Supplemental 
content may be placed withina prioritization hierarchy so that 
certain of the equivalent items of Supplemental content have 
priority, perhaps as determined by reference to specific rules 
or instructions. For example, in the shoe example described 
above, a placeholder relating to “Seller's Name” may refer 
ence three equivalent items of Supplemental content: the 
names of Seller 1, Seller 2, and Seller 3. The three seller 
names could be placed in a prioritization hierarchy Such that 
Seller 1 is displayed as the "Seller's Name” as a default when 
a user accesses the library entry (and/or when that library 
entry is embodied within a specific item of Supplemental 
content), unless certain other conditions are met (in which 
case one of the other sellers' names is displayed). A user 
accessing the library entry may access, select, and utilize a 
single item of supplemental content (perhaps even without an 
awareness that multiple different equivalent items of Supple 
mental content are linked to an associated placeholder) in the 
creation of a mapping. The equivalent items of Supplemental 
content may also consist of multiple variations of the same 
basic item of Supplemental content, such as multiple photo 
graphs of the same product shot from different camera angles. 
In Such cases, the user may be enabled to select a particular 
one or more of the equivalent items of Supplemental content. 
0178. In another embodiment, more than one library entry 
may be made available in the library with respect to a particu 
lar product, Such as relating to a single product that is offered 
by multiple different sellers at differing prices. The library 
entries may be organized and grouped according to various 
criteria (e.g., Supplemental content including “low price' or 
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“in stock now advertisements, Supplemental branding con 
tent as opposed to advertising content, Supplemental content 
with or without music, graphics heavy Supplemental content, 
Supplemental content targeted at particular demographics, 
geography or languages, and the like). As discussed earlier 
herein, library entries and items of supplemental content con 
tained therein need not comprise advertising or commercial 
material (e.g., they may consist of items of artistic expression, 
Software “mini-apps, etc.), but may, nonetheless, be 
included in the hierarchical organization of the library, for 
example under more abstract or general headings such as 
“subtitles.” “animations.” or “photos.” 
0179 The items of supplemental content contained in a 
given library entry may come from any number of Sources 
including from the service hosting the library, from users of 
the library, from specific advertisers, or from “affiliate' pro 
grams of online merchandisers and aggregators. Inclusion of 
library entries or items of supplemental content included 
therein in a library and/or the “placement' prioritization of 
library entries may be made dependant upon reference to 
various prioritization hierarchies, such as a hierarchy based 
on a fee that is negotiated between the access provider and the 
contributor of a given item or group of items of Supplemental 
content (e.g., the manufacturer of a featured product who 
wishes for the library entry for the product to be prominently 
featured to a certain class of library users). Such fees may be 
charged directly (e.g., a flat fee for the library entry to appear 
at the top of all search results within a specific category) or 
indirectly (e.g., if a seller has agreed to pay a relatively higher 
flat-rate and/or a percentage commission to the access pro 
vider with respect to each product sold to a customer who was 
directed to the seller's site by the access provider, then the 
access provider's prioritization hierarchy for presenting 
library entries may take that information into account). 
0180 A library, or portions thereof, may be created or 
assembled by any number of organizations or individuals, 
potentially including advertisers, “artists.” user groups 
formed within the access provider, and the like. For example, 
a particular manufacturer may create a library populated 
solely by library entries relating to the manufacturer's prod 
uct offerings. A seller may create a library comprised solely of 
library entries relating to articles available in the seller's 
specific stores. “Celebrities' or others may create libraries 
comprised of library entries of interest to them (e.g., a rock 
star may create a “My Favorites' library). Some libraries may 
be generated by charitable organizations, and a portion of the 
revenue derived by the access provider or others from use of 
the library would be shared with the charitable organization. 
Individual users could also make their own libraries com 
prised of library entries from other, pre-existing libraries or 
from their own contributions. 

0181 Any of these various types of libraries can be opened 
to uses by all users, opened only with respect to certain uses 
(e.g., open to viewing, but not open to modification), or kept 
private within a group of authorized users. In recognition of 
the analysis and effort that has been expended to create the 
library or subsets thereof, access to and/or use of particular 
library entries may be offered as a premium service such that 
users may access library entries from a given library only after 
payment of a fee or after satisfying certain conditions (such as 
creating or distributing a media stream that has generated a 
certain level of viewer popularity). In addition, the creator of 
a library may charge a fee to others who wish to copy library 
entries for inclusion in their own libraries (e.g., Rock Star A 
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may charge a 1% commission on all transactions that are 
derived from library entries that are included in her branded 
library), or the creator of a library may impose certain other 
restrictions, such as eliminating all library entries (or indi 
vidual items of Supplemental content contained therein) that 
fail to meet certain Success parameters (e.g., library entries 
that are accessed or used by fewer than a specified percentage 
or number of users). 
0182 An access provider may provide tools to assist users 
in creating libraries (e.g., Sub-libraries of the access provid 
er's more comprehensive library), for example by providing 
these tools in the form of downloadable software programs to 
be used on a user's system or as a hosted service (provided by 
the access provider or by a third party) that is accessed over a 
network. For example, the access provider may provide tools 
that enable a user to create a “home page' within a larger 
library by enabling the user to customize “his” library by 
selecting particular background colors, pictures, and other 
information desired by the user. 
0183 The access provider may provide tools to assist 
users in creating library entries, for example by providing 
these tools in the form of one or more software programs to be 
used on a user's system or as a hosted service (provided by the 
access provider or by a third party) that is accessed over a 
network. Such tools may include various means to ensure 
consistency among data that is contributed on a self-service 
basis by various users. For example, Such tools may provide 
menus or other uniform presentations of “template library 
entries that include fields for supplemental content items of 
various specific categories to be completed by the user (e.g., 
fields for seller name and price, for which the user must 
provide the specific name and dollar amount). Further, Such 
templates may be utilized with respect to specific items of 
Supplemental content, such as uniform items for “product 
picture.” “retail price.” and the like. By preserving consis 
tency of this sort, the access provider is enabled to provide 
methods and processes that may be used by and shared among 
all users of the service, but that still permit individual creativ 
ity. In addition, such tools may allow users to create “live 
links' between multiple items of supplemental content and/or 
data provided by Sources independent of the access provider. 
By making available a common set of Application Program 
ming Interfaces (APIs), the access provider can enable users 
to embed certain items of Supplemental content in a library 
entry (e.g., a retail price item within a product advertisement 
item), and Such items of supplemental content would be able 
to access the source of such data within the user's or a third 
party's systems that have been enabled to interact via such 
APIs and/or other input parameters. Also, the tools may pro 
vide menus or other uniform presentations of “classification 
determiners to enable the library entries to be searched, such 
as identifying the category of a specific entry (e.g., athletic 
shoe) within the ontology of the library as a whole. 
0.184 As will be evident to one of skill in the art, all aspects 
of the library functionality described herein (i.e., hosting, 
creating, providing access, updating, etc.) could be provided 
by a third party that makes such information available to one 
or more media stream access providers, to stream annotation 
service providers, to individual users, to interested third par 
ties (e.g., advertising companies interested in studying how 
particular library entries are being used), and the like. 
0185. A library entry and/or the items of supplemental 
content comprising a library entry may be "locked perhaps 
by the contributor(s) of the supplemental content, by other 
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users, or by the access provider, so that the library entry or the 
items of Supplemental content making up the library entry 
may not be directly viewed, edited, reformulated, and/or 
reformatted by users or by a specific class of users (e.g., 
“new” users may be excluded from editing library entries). 
Alternatively, library entries or items of supplemental content 
may be held “open for users or for a sub-set of users to utilize 
as they wish (e.g., using an image of a product, but not the 
price) without any restriction. 
0186 Each library entry (or individual items of supple 
mental content therein) may be placed within an ontology, so 
that information can be more easily located and reviewed. For 
example, when one of the items of Supplemental content in a 
particular library entry is the “retail price' of a particular 
product, this item of Supplemental content can be tagged or 
otherwise identified by the library as being retail pricing 
information. The tagging of items of Supplemental content 
may be undertaken in any number of ways, such as by the 
individual contributor via reference to a specific set of online 
or offline tagging information (e.g., an “ontology list' that 
identifies retail price information as being coded against the 
tag “Ret Price Current”), by requiring all library contribu 
tions to be input using specific forms or templates (so that 
individual items of Supplemental content are automatically 
tagged by the system, e.g., data input into the “retail price' 
field of the form will be tagged as the retail price), or by using 
an automated technology that utilizes analysis of the raw data 
to determine the characteristics of various items of Supple 
mental content (e.g., the system may be instructed to label all 
numbers that follow a currency symbol “S” or “i' to be a 
“Retail Price'). 
0187 Library entries may consist of items of supplemen 

tal content that are designed to be associated with all of the 
other items of supplemental content in the library entry, so as 
to describe certain characteristics or properties of the other 
items of Supplemental content. This functionality may be 
enabled by embedding certain descriptive characteristics 
within one or more items of Supplemental content in a library 
entry, by adding one item of supplemental content to a library 
entry that is then paired or embedded in every other item of 
supplemental content within the library entry, or even by 
adding an item of Supplemental content that is separate for 
any particular library entry but that is embedded or paired 
with all items of supplemental content of a certain type within 
the entire library. This complementary type of supplemental 
content item may or may not be intended to be viewed and/or 
edited by users. For example, with respect to a library entry 
relating to a commercial product offering, the addition of a 
complementary item of Supplemental content may result in 
every composite item of Supplemental content in which any 
individual item of supplemental content in the library entry is 
incorporated to be identified as “commercial supplemental 
content (as opposed to, for example, artistic or commentary 
oriented Supplemental content). Other such items of Supple 
mental content may identify “family friendly” content, 
“weapons related content, “adult’ content, or the like. For 
example, the access provider may reference such identifying 
data to determine if the supplemental content should be 
“locked” (e.g., to ensure that all of the items of supplemental 
content within an “adult content entry are embedded with 
signifiers that identify the items of Supplemental content as 
relating to adult content, so that Such supplemental content 
cannot be accessed or viewed by users younger than a certain 
age). 
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0188 If a library entry were removed for any reason from 
the library (or only for a specific category of reasons) or, 
alternatively, if the library entry were placed on “hold' by the 
access provider or by the library entry contributor, after items 
of Supplemental content contained in the library entry were 
associated with a media stream that will potentially be pre 
sented to viewers, a notification could be sent to all users who 
have provided or distributed media streams that are associ 
ated with the relevant items of supplemental content. Such 
notice could be performed by a person or could be automati 
cally created (e.g., through an automated email notice or web 
announcement). In such linked embodiments, “dead' library 
entries (i.e., library entries containing information that is no 
longer up-to-date or that is no longer provided by a particular 
information Source) could be automatically replaced with 
default information (e.g., information regarding the general 
class of articles or a message from the access providerstating 
that the library entry is no longer available) or could be 
excluded entirely from the library. In each of these cases, 
users or various Sub-categories of users could be automati 
cally notified of Such changes, or other changes such as 
updates to a particular library entry that the user has previ 
ously indicated to be of interest (e.g., “Click “Yes” if you 
would like to be notified when changes are made to this 
entry'). In one embodiment, once a library entry or item of 
Supplemental content contained therein is removed or other 
wise placed into question, any use of the library entry or the 
item of supplemental content (including, in one embodiment, 
a composite item of Supplemental content that incorporates 
the given item of supplemental content) is automatically ren 
dered “invisible to viewers of the library (e.g., if item 2 is 
removed, item 3 would follow item 1) or is replaced with a 
“default' screen, but the portion of a mapping associating the 
item of Supplemental content with a media stream would not 
actually be removed until approved or modified by the creator 
of the media stream. The display viewed by the content cre 
ator may continue to show the associated item of Supplemen 
tal content, but the display may be marked to graphically 
show that the item of Supplemental content is no longer vis 
ible to viewers (e.g., overlaying with a red X). Alternatively, 
the content creator may be given the option to include “alter 
native' items of supplemental content to be presented under 
certain conditions (e.g., instructions to present item A of 
Supplemental content until date X, then present item B). 
0189 Items of supplemental content that are contributed 
to the library may be, either automatically or upon the con 
tributor’s request, reformulated, reformatted, or otherwise 
modified by various processes and for various purposes. Such 
as ensuring that all images are of the same data format (e.g., 
.gif or jpg), ensuring that certain parameters are satisfied 
(e.g., the size of an image, or the maximum size font), or 
embedding in all photographs a watermark or other elements 
for the purposes of copyright protection. 
0190. In one embodiment, the contributor of a library 
entry may be allowed to “open' or “lock” certain items of 
Supplemental content within a the library entry, category, or 
library (e.g., other contributors may be allowed only to 
change the stylistic items of Supplemental content within the 
library entry, but not the product-related items of supplemen 
tal content). For example, the initial contributor of a library 
entry may “open the “style' items in a library entry by 
allowing other contributors to provide alternative “style” 
items of Supplemental content (e.g., allow the background 
color and fonts of certain items of supplemental content to be 
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changed), but "lock the product image, retail price, and 
actual ad copy by preventing other contributors from provid 
ing alternative items in these categories. This "lock.” 
“unlock, or other types of controlled access functionality 
could be enabled by simply checking a box with respect to 
each item of Supplemental content or template field associ 
ated therewith. 

0191 In one embodiment, the access provider or library 
creator(s) is enabled to establish “categories' of contributors, 
and the access functionality described above may be made 
specific to these contributor categories. For example, a 
“default' category of contributors may be permitted to pro 
vide commentary about a given item of supplemental content 
(e.g., “A green background would be more effective') or to 
contribute alternatives, but may not be allowed to actually 
change any items of Supplemental content within the library 
entry. Another category of contributors, such as contributors 
who have been provided with specific permission by the 
access provider or who, through various actions such as the 
contribution of a set number of library entries, may be entitled 
to “administrator access that allows them to directly edit 
and/or delete items of supplemental content within a library 
entry or even to edit and/or delete entire library entries. For 
example, a particular advertiser who establishes an “official 
library may allow only commentary contributions and reserve 
all other access to the advertiser's employees or consultants 
(e.g., only employees are allowed to contribute or modify 
library entries). Such access may be granted through an initial 
log-in function, or access may be granted through various 
other means such as passwords or the like. This functionality 
may be used to “ban’ abusive users, potentially with respect 
to a particular library entry, a given category, or an entire 
library. 
0.192 In one embodiment, a record of all previous instan 

tiations of a given library entry (i.e., a “document history”) 
may be stored and made accessible. These prior versions may 
be allocated to a revision history that tracks, for example, the 
changes made, when the changes were made, who made the 
changes, the status of Such changes (e.g., has a change been 
approved by the relevant administrator as a permanent 
change), etc. In one embodiment, a revision history allows a 
library entry to be returned to a prior state. This may be useful, 
for example, if a particular library entry is vandalized. This 
feature may also be useful to library contributors for other 
reasons, including facilitation of the ability to schedule 
library entry “refreshment according to a certain schedule 
(e.g., “Show all library entries that have not been modified in 
the last ninety days”) or of collaborative contributions among 
multiple parties (e.g., "Show all changes made by User X in 
the last ten days”). 
0193 The access provider may allow individual users to 
set a “watch list” that will provide notification (e.g., via email) 
when certain types or categories of changes are made). For 
example, the initial contributor of a given library entry may 
wish to be notified of every change within the library entry, 
whereas the contributor of a given item of supplemental con 
tent (e.g., the contributor of the retail price) may wish to be 
notified only when that specific item of supplemental content 
is modified. 
0194 The portion of a library entry that is relevant to a 
particular contributor (e.g., a particular merchant, Supplier, or 
manufacturer who has contributed product information or the 
photographer of a particular photo) could be made accessible 
exclusively to the contributor through a password secured 
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system so that the contributor can maintain and control the 
Supplemental content contained in the relevant portion of the 
library entry. 
0.195. Many aspects of the library and the library entries 
may be allocated by the access provider to third parties based 
on certain prioritization characteristics. Those characteristics 
include, among others, at least one of the right to contribute 
to the library, the categorization of library entries (e.g., under 
how many categories will a particular item of Supplemental 
content be listed), the prioritization of display of library 
entries to users of the library (e.g., which library entry for an 
MP3 player will appear at the top of the library search results 
list for the search term “MP3 player”), or which library 
entries will be listed with special emphasis (e.g., with a col 
ored border around the library entry to make it more distin 
guishable from other library entries). These determinations 
may be made by various means, including by charging fees 
(either on a per contribution or a per contributor basis, e.g., a 
"partner fee), by charging tiered commissions (e.g., provid 
ing higher entry prioritization in exchange for higher com 
missions being paid to the access provider), or by rewarding 
the magnitude and/or Success of prior library entries (e.g., a 
particular contributor’s library entries are awarded “pre 
ferred status based on the aggregate Success of the contribu 
tor's prior contributions in fostering large dollar transac 
tions). 
0196. For purposes such as enabling the effective location 
of particular library entries of interest, a library entry may be 
characterized by any number of ways that may or may not 
relate directly to the substantive content of the items of 
Supplemental content contained in the library entry. One 
example might be a characterization that does not relate to 
substantive content but that does characterize the library 
entries by their “featured product' or “retail price' supple 
mental content items, so that, for example, multiple library 
entries for a particular product could be listed from the lowest 
to highest retail price. One example of a characteristic that is 
only indirectly related to the substantive content of an item of 
supplemental content is the number of users who have elected 
to utilize all or a portion of a relevant library entry in the 
creation of specific mappings or the “effectiveness” of the 
library entry in providing Supplemental content that has 
proven to be effective advertising (e.g., identifying those 
library entries containing items of Supplemental content that 
induce higher rates of viewer interest). 
0.197 At least a portion of the library may be made avail 
able by the access provider to various third parties to present 
to their specific user communities. For example, a seller who 
has contributed a number of library entries might wish to 
present those library entries on the seller's own website, so 
that visitors to the seller's website are informed of opportu 
nities to utilize these library entries when creating mappings 
using the access provider. The access provider may make 
these library entries available via a “live link” system in 
which the third party is provided with an API to the library 
entries, or the library entries may be provided as “downloads” 
that require updating. The access provider may also make 
various combinations of entries available to third parties who 
seek to create branded libraries of interest to their users (e.g., 
a site that compiles “teen oriented” or “best performing ads). 
0198 The library may be enabled to be accessed or 
“searched in any number of ways. For example, library 
entries of interest may be located by typing in keywords, by 
searching by any of the characteristics of any of the categories 
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of items of Supplemental content (e.g., listing all library 
entries that include a photograph, that include a retail price 
greater than S10.00 and that generated viewer response in the 
top twenty percent of comparable library entries), by the 
characteristics of the library entry contributor (e.g., all library 
entries contributed by on-line shopping sites, but exclude all 
library entries by Site X), or by the newest contributions. Any 
of the search characteristics may be utilized in any combina 
tion (e.g., show me library entries contributed by Store A 
within the past ten days). 
0199 Certain third parties may wish to create libraries that 
are not formally connected with the access provider library, 
but that can be searched and/or accessed through the access 
provider. To facilitate these types of arrangements, the access 
provider may provide certain information that these third 
parties may include in their websites allowing their libraries 
to be searched by the access provider. For example, a site Such 
as an online classifieds site may wish for all of its postings to 
be available for annotating media streams, but the site may 
not wish to force the people using the site to copy their listing 
information over to the access provider. Rather, the site could 
provide to its users and/or embed in its posting templates the 
codes necessary to enable search by the access provider. 
0200. In one embodiment, the supplemental content 
mapped to a given segment identifier identifying a segment of 
a media stream (where the Supplemental content comprises 
anywhere between 1 and n individual items of supplemental 
content) is selected at least in part by an automated process, 
potentially in combination with actions taken by the access 
provider or by a content creator. For example, Voice recogni 
tion technology may be used to generate a transcript of the 
verbal elements of the media stream, and the content creator 
may divide the transcript into logical segments, so that a given 
logical segment is allocated to Supplemental content present 
ing appropriate phrases or sentences (e.g., Subtitles). Alterna 
tively, image recognition technology may be used to generate 
still images of all of commercial articles appearing in a media 
stream, and the content creator may utilize these still images 
to associate the media stream with product placement Supple 
mental content (i.e., the automated process generates an 
image of a Brand X purse appearing in a video, and the 
content creator maps to a segment identifier identifying a 
segment of the video additional ad copy that is created by the 
content creator or is excerpted from a Supplemental content 
library). 
0201 In one embodiment, automated tools are employed 
by the access provider or by others (e.g., a group of users) to 
populate pre-made, “template' composite items of Supple 
mental content items by assembling one or more individual 
items of Supplemental content from any number of Sources. 
These templates may include certain combinations of "place 
holders' for one or more aspects or characteristics of the 
composite item of Supplemental content, such as a particular 
layout of information categories (e.g., an image to left, a URL 
hyperlink in the middle-center, and another image to the 
right), a particular layout of individual Supplemental content 
types (e.g., “Product Name” followed by “Retail Price'), a 
particular graphical format (i.e., various shades of blue and 
red images) or the like. 
0202 In some embodiments, a content creator may 
specify a category of items (e.g., “men’s, leather, belt, blue') 
and allow the method 700 to propose an optimal library entry 
or collection of library entries to select for the creation of a 
mapping (e.g., as determined by reference by the method 700, 
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or by the content creator, where the optimal selection is made 
by reference to specific criteria dictated by the access pro 
vider or by the content creator). Criteria for selection of an 
optimal library entry (or entries) may include factors such as 
one or more of the library entry containing Supplemental 
content with the highest rate of viewer click-throughs per 
view when associated with similar or other media stream 
content, the library entry containing Supplemental content 
with the highest number of total click-throughs, which library 
entry's contributor is willing to pay the highest referral com 
mission in the specific context of this media stream and/or a 
particular viewer demographic, or other factors of interest. 
0203 Items of supplemental content may be characterized 
by any number attributes, such as the general “layout' of an 
item of supplemental content (e.g., product image on the left, 
ad copy on the right), the general “style” of the item of 
Supplemental content as Suggested through different fonts, 
graphics, and the like (e.g., hip-hop, versus country-western 
style), the particular product or product category that is fea 
tured in the item of supplemental content, the “color scheme' 
(e.g., “hot” colors such as red and yellow for the text and 
background, Versus "cool” colors such as blue and green) and 
the like. In one embodiment, the access provider provides 
tools that allow users of a supplemental content library to 
streamline the mapping process by allowing the users to view 
multiple variations of the same basic composite item of 
Supplemental content (e.g., by viewing a set of composite 
Supplemental content items in which each composite item of 
supplemental content differs, for example due to changes to 
one or more of the supplemental content attributes). For 
example, a user who is creating a mapping using items of 
Supplemental content found in a library entry relating to a 
Brand X MP3 player may wish to view composite items of 
Supplemental content that include the same product image, 
but with multiple different resolutions, sizes, or background 
colors, or to view the composite item of supplemental content 
with text information regarding the product presented in mul 
tiple different fonts. Each variation may potentially be viewed 
simultaneously with all of the other potential variations (e.g., 
via a scrolling view screen), or may be viewed individually 
(e.g., sequentially as in “press “Next to view the next varia 
tion). 
0204. In one embodiment, the present invention provides 
the content creator with access to a directed selection process 
that aids in the selection of the desired supplemental content 
variation (e.g., a library entry or specific item of supplemental 
content therein) by prompting the content creator with ques 
tions and then providing alternatives that match the content 
creator's responses to the questions. For example, the content 
creator may be prompted to specify whether he or she prefers 
“hotter versus “cooler background colors for the back 
ground and “photographic' Versus 'graphical images of a 
product, and this information is then used to provide relevant 
variations for the content creator's consideration, further 
modification, and/or selection. Alternatively, the content cre 
ator may be provided with functionality to speed the selection 
via a “select A or B option, so that the number of choices is 
quickly and efficiently pared downto the most desired choice. 
For example, initial selections may focus on the background 
colors, and once the optimal color is determined, the NB 
selection process proceeds to managing selection of the most 
favored image. The tools may allow the content creator to 
select the order in which selections are made (e.g., work 
through the range of image options prior to presenting the 
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background color choices). Such selection tools may utilize 
machine learning techniques that create options for the con 
tent creator based on analysis of prior interactions with the 
content creator or with other users under comparable circum 
stances. For example, machine learning might identify that 
Supplemental content with given characteristics (e.g., adver 
tising featuring peanut butter) is often deployed in conjunc 
tion with Supplemental content having certain other charac 
teristics (e.g., advertising featuring jelly). 
0205. In one embodiment, a content creator may map 
Supplemental content simply by selecting a specific library 
entry or a specific item of Supplemental content of interest 
using any combination of a "drag-and-drop' tool, by check 
ing a box, by typing in item numbers, and the like. 
0206. The access provider may provide tools to enable 
easy and effective delivery or uploading of pre-made Supple 
mental content (individual or composite) from a user to the 
access provider. Such tools may allow various forms of infor 
mation to be provided by the user to the access provider, and 
the access provider will utilize various processes to transform 
the information so that it may be utilized for additional cus 
tomization (e.g., performed by the user or to be consistent 
with the format and attributes of supplemental content that 
can be presented by the access provider to viewers). For 
example, the jpg format image component of an uploaded 
composite item of Supplemental content may be converted to 
.gif format, and the particular font used for text information in 
the same composite item of Supplemental content may be 
transformed into .gif format as well, and then both.gif files 
are transformed into single composite item of Supplemental 
content that can be processed the media stream player used by 
the access provider. The transformation process may be aided 
by a menu system that allows a user to quickly identify the 
different items of Supplemental content that are being 
uploaded, or by automated detection processes that analyze 
the items of Supplemental content being uploaded and deter 
mine the items attributes. Once identification is complete, 
the items of Supplemental content may undergo various pro 
cesses as necessary to prepare the items of Supplemental 
content for final form (that may be utilized during the syn 
chronization or mapping process discussed in greater detail 
below, and, ultimately, presented to viewers). 
0207. In one embodiment, the access provider allows 
users (e.g., content creators and other users) to create their 
own items of Supplemental content. Such capability may be 
enabled in any number of ways, including allowing the user to 
contribute items of supplemental content of his/her own mak 
ing or to contribute items of Supplemental content obtained 
from a third party. In further embodiments, the user is enabled 
to select a single, unified library entry as a whole (e.g., a 
library entry or component thereof that comprises a suffi 
ciently complete item of supplemental content), or to custom 
ize an item of supplemental content that is provided by the 
access provider by adding other items of Supplemental con 
tent from the library (e.g., to create a new composite item of 
Supplemental content). 
0208. In one embodiment, users are enabled to combine 
items of Supplemental content obtained from the Supplemen 
tal content library in various ways, potentially along with the 
user's own contributions, to create customized items of 
Supplemental content for mapping purposes. The user may 
elect to use a composite item of Supplemental content con 
tained in a library entry as a whole (i.e., select an entire 
“pre-made composite item of supplemental content) or may 
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select various individual items of Supplemental content from 
the library entry or from the composite item of supplemental 
content, potentially with additional material created by the 
user, to assemble a customized composite item of supplemen 
tal content. For example, a given library entry may be for a 
Brand XMP3 player. The “official” library entry supplied by 
Brand X may contain several images of the specific model of 
MP3 player, information regarding the MP3 player's physical 
and performance characteristics, the price of the MP3 player, 
a link to a point-of-sale website, and other similar information 
that may be relevant to a potential purchaser. The user may 
select one or more individual items of Supplemental content 
from the library entry and combine the individual items with 
additional content of his/her creation (i.e., a graphical image, 
a clever saying, a reference to the media stream with which 
the Supplemental content will be associated, etc.) to create a 
final composite item of Supplemental content for a mapping. 
The individual items of supplemental content may be utilized 
in combination. For example, a user may upload a relatively 
generic item of Supplemental content that he/she obtained 
from a third party (e.g., an item of Supplemental content 
relating to a CD offered by a garage band), and then utilize 
tools provided by the access provider to supplement the 
generic item of Supplemental content with his/her own con 
tent (e.g., a graphical image of the band's logo) and with items 
of supplemental content selected from several library entries 
(e.g., an item of Supplemental content to characterize the 
finished composite item of Supplemental content as "com 
mercial’, and an item of Supplemental content consisting of a 
“button” image and a URL hyperlink that enables viewers to 
access a purchasing opportunity for the CD). 
0209. In one embodiment, the relevancy of automatically 
selected items of supplemental contentis improved by asking 
the user to provide a minimal amount of information, Such as 
the general Subject matter of the media stream as it relates to 
appropriate advertising opportunity (e.g., a global warming 
video might be better identified as “environmental material 
rather than as “how to buy a car material), the identity of one 
or more articles appearing in the media stream (e.g., a par 
ticular hybrid automobile), and/or the demographic charac 
teristics of the audience that is likely to view the media stream 
(e.g., adults, ages 25 and up). To obtain this minimal amount 
of information, the user may be asked for any of various forms 
of input. For example, the user may be asked to simply check 
one or more boxes from a list of choices provided by the 
access provider (where the category choices may be linked 
with specific library entry categories). These additional 
inputs would support automated advertising allocation that is 
Superior to existing methods, because even the minimal 
amount of human input as described above focuses the auto 
mated system far more accurately than a fully-automated 
system. Thus, by requiring minimal additional effort on the 
part of the user, the relevancy of the Supplemental content 
ultimately selected for a mapping (and, thus, the quality of the 
user experience and the revenue generated) would be 
enhanced. 

0210. This selection process may, for example, be orga 
nized in a "menu driven” or “wizard’ system such that a user 
is queried about the media stream content (e.g., genre), target 
audience demographics, demographics of the user him/her 
self, or keywords/content tags defined by the user. An 
“expert” user may be enabled to access additional features 
that are more complex, but also more flexible or efficient. In 
one embodiment, the user may be provided with the option to 
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stop at any point in the input process, and only the input that 
has been provided up to the stopping point is utilized for 
Supplemental content targeting purposes (by an automated or 
other type of selection system). For example, the user may be 
presented with an initial menu that includes the general cat 
egory of "Seasonal Supplemental Content.” A user could 
simply check the box associated with that category and indi 
cate that he or she does not wish to provide any additional 
information. Alternatively, the user could subsequently be 
presented with a sub-menu including “Christmas-related 
Supplemental Content, then another sub-menu including 
“Comedy Supplemental Content” (as opposed to, for 
example, “Sentimental Supplemental Content”), then 
another sub-menu including “Supplemental Content for 
Kids, then another sub-menu including “Supplemental Con 
tent With Reindeer, then another sub-menu including spe 
cific reindeer images, then another Sub-menu including spe 
cific background colors, and so on. At any point in this 
process, the user could elect not to provide additional input, 
and the system would select Supplemental content based on 
the available information. 

0211 Alternatively, the user could input to or select from 
a menu of classification choices, such as the demographic 
classifications that would likely view the media stream (e.g., 
“kids' versus “adults’) or the general subject matter category 
of the media stream (e.g., “comedy versus 'sports clip— 
soccer) and the method 700 could then provide the user with 
items of Supplemental content featuring the best-selling com 
mercial articles for that audience. 

0212. The method may also suggest additional items of 
Supplemental content based on an initial item or items of 
Supplemental content selected by the user. In one embodi 
ment, this Suggestion is based on a comparison with items of 
Supplemental content selected over an aggregation of users 
(e.g., “Users who selected this item of Supplemental content 
also selected these other items of supplemental content”). 
0213 Each of the different identification or classification 
options described above could be utilized alone or in any 
combination with other options, and the output of such selec 
tion processes described above may result in identifying 
either a final item (individual or composite) of Supplemental 
content that is available for mapping or merely a 'starting 
point' item of Supplemental content that is intended to Sup 
port further customization. For example, the process may 
identify an initial item of Supplemental content related to a 
particular product, but the user may be prompted to further 
customize the item of Supplemental content by selecting a 
specific image of the product from a range of possible images, 
to select a specific background color or font, etc. 
0214. One type of information that a user may wish to 
embed within a given item of Supplemental content (or, 
potentially, Such information from aparticular item of supple 
mental content is embedded within a data file for the map 
ping-enabled media stream as a whole) is an instruction to 
alter certain aspects of the Supplemental content based on 
data that is accessed by the mapping, Such as data regarding 
certain conditions relating to the Supplemental content. In one 
embodiment, the user may embed certain instructions within 
the Supplemental content that will be triggered by specific 
input provided by the access provider for this specific pur 
pose. For example, a third party website may be able to 
display a set of data that is invisible to the web site's visitors 
but that “triggers' appropriate responses within Supplemental 
content that is viewed on the web site (e.g., such data may 
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include the “dominant colors' of the web site, so that 
attributes of the supplemental content match the style of the 
web site; the 'general age group' that accesses the web site, 
Such as a web site primarily targeted to teenagers; or the 
specific Volume at which Sound effects emitting from Supple 
mental content, and not from the primary media stream, will 
be made audible). 
0215. In another embodiment, the embedded instructions 
are triggered by information that is obtained by the access 
provider, without direct interaction or exchange of data with 
the third party web site or with a user. This information may 
be embedded within a template that was utilized by the con 
tent creator to create the mapping, and it need not be infor 
mation that the user directly or even knowingly included in 
the mapping. For example, the instructions embedded within 
a given item of mapped Supplemental content may require the 
automatic access of information provided to the item of 
Supplemental content (e.g., perhaps generated by the media 
stream player, or perhaps generated during the transcoding 
stage of the method 700), such that the background color of 
the Supplemental content is altered to be more consistent with 
either the general color Scheme of the temporal segment of the 
media stream identified by the segment identifier to which the 
Supplemental content has been mapped (e.g., if the media 
stream presents a night scene, a video processing system 
deployed by the access provider may detect that the primary 
colors are muted, and this information would trigger the back 
ground color of the supplemental content to be set to “dark 
blue' rather than the default color of “pale yellow”). As 
another example, the media stream player deployed by the 
access provider may “read the HTML data presented by the 
web site to which the media stream player and annotated 
media stream have been deployed in order to determine the 
general color scheme, Subject matter, or audience of the web 
site and to adjust the Supplemental content accordingly. 
0216. One item of information that a content creator may 
include within a mapping or within a given item of Supple 
mental content is information regarding the specific type of 
viewer to whom the given item of Supplemental content 
should be presented. This feature could be used, for example, 
in situations where, in association with a given temporal 
segment of a media stream, the user prefers to show a first 
item of Supplemental content to one type of viewer, and a 
second item of Supplemental content to a different type of 
viewer (e.g., “Show Item A if the viewer is male, and show 
Item B the viewer is female'). To facilitate this capability, the 
content creator may include "determiner information” (e.g., 
determinations to be made based on demographic informa 
tion about a viewer) within an item of Supplemental content or 
within a mapping including the item of Supplemental content 
that identifies the viewer demographics that are intended to 
activate the item of supplemental content (as opposed to other 
items of Supplemental content potentially presented in asso 
ciation with the same temporal segment of the media stream). 
One or more determiners may be included by the content 
creator in a given item of Supplemental content or a given 
mapping by having the content creator select Some combina 
tion from a list of potential characteristics offered by the 
access provider (e.g., the user is enabled to insert an age 
range, check a box with respect to gender type, establish a 
minimum viewer income level, etc.). 
0217. This “generic' list of determiners may be linked by 
the access provider (in a manner that may or may not be 
visible to a user) to the specific information that is known (i.e., 
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generated, gathered, or Surmised) about the viewers within a 
specific context, such as a specific website. This linkage 
between a generic determiner and the counterpart to Such 
determiner in the context of a specific web site is useful, 
because although many web sites collect data regarding spe 
cific viewers, there is typically no uniform manner for clas 
Sifying Such classifications. Thus, by enabling the access 
provider to keep a single, updated inventory of such classifi 
cations of data and links to relevant generic determiners, the 
correct processes are enabled at each web site. This also 
eliminates or reduces the need for users to provide multiple 
different codes to activate the same basic processes at differ 
ent sites. For example, Web Site A may have access to the 
income level, age and gender of its visitors (who include 
viewers of the media streams presented on Web Site A), 
whereas Web Site B may only have access to the visitors age 
information. As another example, Web Site A may collect 
visitor age data as a range of ages (e.g., twenty five to thirty 
years), whereas Web Site B may collect the specific age (e.g., 
twenty-eight years). In Such a context, the access provider 
would link the demographic determiner (provided by the 
user) Such that the specific item of Supplemental content 
would elicit as much information as is available about the 
viewer at each web site. For example, the determiner would 
be able to process the broad age range information provided 
by Web Site A as well as the specific age information provided 
by Web Site B, while disregarding any of the other determin 
ers with respect to Web Site B, due to the fact that these other 
determiners are not enabled by Web Site A. Enabling this type 
of functionality is an advantage for content creators, because 
the content creators are not required to seek out the informa 
tion for each specific web site on which their annotated media 
stream may be shown (so long as the access provider has 
already linked the correct demographic determiner). 
Enabling this type of functionality is also an advantage for 
viewers, because the viewers are provided with more relevant 
Supplemental content. Finally, enabling this type of function 
ality is an advantage for the access provider and for the web 
sites on which the annotated media stream appears, because it 
creates a Superior viewing experience and higher levels of 
viewer interaction, which will hopefully lead to increased 
monetization of the content. 

0218. In addition to the approach whereby specific 
attributes of a given item of Supplemental content or a given 
portion of a mapping may be made conditional with respect to 
viewing location, device types, viewer demographics, etc., as 
described above, attributes may also be made conditional on 
factors such as past viewer behavior (e.g., “Has the viewer 
previously been presented with Supplemental ContentItem A 
more than X times?”), aggregate viewing statistics, or a ran 
dom selection. 

0219. In one embodiment, as discussed above, a single 
item of supplemental content may include different attributes 
or components (e.g., multiple individual items of Supplemen 
tal content combined within a composite item of Supplemen 
tal content), such that the display of a particular attribute or 
component to a particular viewer is made dependent upon 
certain rules established by the content creator (e.g., the 
“price' attribute will be shown only to viewers over the age of 
30, while all other viewers will be presented with the “third 
line of ad copy' attribute). In addition to such “intra-content 
customization, in certain embodiments, more than one map 
ping between the media stream and (potentially different) 
items of Supplemental content may be created. Such a plural 
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ity of mappings allows the media stream S to be displayed, for 
example, with a first set of supplemental contentifembedded 
in a blag as opposed to with a second set of Supplemental 
contentifembedded on a social networking web site. Later, as 
described below, the appropriate mapping M1 or M2 will be 
selected for provision to a viewer in accordance with the 
posting location of the annotated media stream. Further, dif 
ferent mappings may be provided for display on different 
viewing devices (e.g., mapping M1 will be displayed to users 
viewing on a full-sized computer monitor, mapping M2 will 
be displayed to users viewing on a portable device Such as a 
telephone or personal digital assistant, and mapping M3 will 
be displayed to users viewing on a television set). Further, 
different mappings may be provided for display with respect 
to specific viewer demographics (e.g., mapping M1 will be 
displayed to teenaged, female viewers, mapping M2 will be 
displayed to teenaged, male viewers, and mapping M3 will be 
displayed to viewers with any other demographic character 
istics as a “default' mapping). 
0220 For example, a content creator who is mapping an 
advertising item of supplemental content featuring a diamond 
necklace may wish to present a “Treat Yourself’-themed 
item of supplemental content to females and a “Show her you 
care!’-themed item of supplemental content to males. To 
facilitate the presentation of the relevant item of supplemental 
content, the content creator may designate a “set of items of 
Supplemental content that are intended to be presented in 
association with a specific temporal segment of the mapped 
media stream. This set of items of supplemental content may 
be assigned to another item of Supplemental content that 
serves as a “placeholder indicating that more than one item 
of Supplemental content has been or may be mapped to the 
same segment identifier (identifying the same segment of the 
media stream). Such placeholder designation may be by 
direct instruction (e.g., "drag-and-drop' of each of the rel 
evant items of supplemental content into one “basket’) or 
indirect instruction (e.g., by mapping multiple items of 
Supplemental content to a common segment identifier). The 
content creator may then indicate the rules, instructions, and/ 
or criteria that will dictate which of the items of supplemental 
content will be presented in a specific context. As discussed 
above, these rules may rely on the specific characteristics of a 
viewer (e.g., age, gender), the technical/performance charac 
teristics of the device on which the primary media stream is 
being displayed (e.g., a television versus a cellular phone), or 
the nature of the web site on which the annotated media 
stream is being displayed (e.g., a "kids-oriented' web site 
versus a “sports-oriented” web site). 
0221. In addition, as also discussed above, designations of 
items of Supplemental content may be made conditional on 
any number of factors. For example, a plurality of attributes 
(or a plurality of items of supplemental content for a particu 
lar segment of a media stream) may be provided along with a 
choice regarding which specific attribute of an item of supple 
mental content to present: (1) the number of times a viewer 
has viewed the media stream; (2) the number of times the 
media stream has been viewed in total by all viewers or by a 
specific sub-set of viewers; (3) whether or not the viewer 
clicked on or otherwise expressed interest in a previously 
associated item of Supplemental content in the mapping; (4) 
the average viewing time of the viewer (such as, for example, 
if the viewer typically views only the first thirty seconds of 
posted media streams); (5) the viewer’s express or learned 
preferences with respect to factors such as the types of articles 
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he or she is interested in or the “style” of supplemental con 
tent (e.g., advertising content) that he or she responds to best; 
(6) the actual amount of time that has passed since the item of 
Supplemental content was first presented (such as with 
respect to an associated product that is "on sale” for only a set 
number of days); and (7) a random choice. 
0222 All conditional factors for determining the selection 
of items of supplemental content may be placed in a hierarchy 
of significance or otherwise “weighted' So as to achieve a 
particular emphasis (Such as, for example, presenting the 
same item of supplemental content to a viewer at least X times 
before other factors are considered and processed). These 
factors and the respective significant weightings may be 
altered either in accordance with a set plan (potentially deter 
mined by the content creator or by standards established by 
the access provider) or randomly (with the results being col 
lected and analyzed to facilitate the adjustments necessary to 
optimize the viewer's responses with respect to specific cri 
teria, Such as the rate of viewer click-throughs on a specific 
item of supplemental content). Multiple different combina 
tions of weightings may be utilized (potentially as established 
by the user, by the access provider, or even automatically 
established by a system that has been programmed to apply 
different weightings), in order to observe the impact upon 
viewer response (such as measured by the rating that the 
viewer gives to the media stream or the click-through rate of 
specific items of supplemental content), and to use the impact 
information to select optimal weightings and/or optimal 
items of supplemental content to present to future viewers. 
0223) In one embodiment, items of supplemental content 
may be classified by the time period in which the item of 
supplemental content should be displayed before being 
replaced in favor of another item of supplemental content. For 
example, a given item of Supplemental content may be an 
advertisement for a televised event such as a football game 
that is to be broadcast on February 6' at 6:30 pm EST. An 
“expiration’ date may be set for the advertisement to Febru 
ary 6th at 5 pm EST, after which time the selected replace 
ment item of supplemental content will be displayed to view 
ers (or, potentially, the advertisement will be removed 
entirely). 

0224 Further benefits to the access provider, to the content 
creator, and to advertisers and sellers may be provided by 
enabling selection of a generic product “type' item of supple 
mental content rather than a specific item of Supplemental 
content (e.g., a placeholder), for which a specific item of 
Supplemental content selected from a range of potential items 
of Supplemental content would be selected and displayed to a 
viewer in a specific context. For example, a generic place 
holder may include only a particular product’s UPC (Univer 
sal Product Code), GTIN (Global Trade Item Number), oran 
equivalent unique identifier for the product. Advertisers and 
sellers can then pay (directly, or through an auction method) 
to have a specific item of Supplemental content associated 
with media streams mapped (via segment identifiers) to 
placeholders that include that specific UPC, GTIN, or other 
unique identifiers. For example, a user may choose to feature 
a Brand X MP3 player in association with his/her media 
stream, with identifier N. At an auction to purchase the asso 
ciation for identifier N for a particular period of time, sellers 
offer a range from S1 to $4 per transaction (where transaction 
could be views, clicks, or purchases). The seller offering S4 is 
chosen by the auction, and for the particular period of time, 
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that seller's selected item of Supplemental content (e.g., 
advertising) will be included in the mapping. 
0225. In a more complex scheme, sellers could pay only 
for subsets of the product (e.g., identifier N for media streams 
viewed by a particular demographic). In this way, a number of 
sellers could be potentially associated with a particular media 
stream, but the display of any one seller's advertisement is 
optimized to meet the relative value placed on Such placement 
by the advertiser. This optimization process could be com 
bined with other optimization processes so that the actual 
item of Supplemental content that is displayed to a viewer is 
determined by the seller that has offered to pay the highest 
price for such display, but only after taking into effect the 
relative click-through ratios as generated by previous viewers 
of the item of supplemental content. For example, Seller A 
may be willing to pay S1 per viewer click-through, and Seller 
B may be willing pay just S0.20 per click through. However, 
after the first 10,000 views of the video, the click-through rate 
generated by Seller B's item of supplemental content is more 
than five times greater than the click-through rate generated 
by Seller As item of supplemental content. In such circum 
stances, the present invention may be optimized by presenting 
Seller B's item of supplemental content only to subsequent 
viewers (after the first 10,000), because the per-click revenue 
is lower (but the aggregate revenue generated will likely be 
higher if similar trends continue). In another embodiment, 
attributes within a given item of supplemental content may be 
allocated to sellers such that the item of supplemental content 
that is displayed to viewers remains largely or entirely 
unchanged, but other attributes of the item of supplemental 
content may change according to the highest bid price. For 
example, it is generally the case that any given article is 
available for purchase from a number of different sellers or 
sources (e.g., a given DVD may be available from the film 
makers website, from the movie company, from various 
stores, from online sellers, or even from individuals such as 
those who auction used merchandise utilizing online auction 
web sites), and although there may be only one item of 
Supplemental content relating to the article, any number of 
different sellers may be interested in being candidates for 
potential selection as the fulfillment source with respect to a 
particular click-through relating to the article. 
0226. In embodiments where the use of a given item of 
Supplemental content involves a form of compensation (e.g., 
advertising revenue or e-commerce royalty), the present 
invention may be configured to offer the option to have the 
access provider automatically select the Supplemental con 
tent to be included in a mapping, in return for the access 
provider keeping a larger portion of the compensation. This 
may be of particular interest to content creators who wish to 
minimize the amount of additional effort needed to monetize 
their media streams or, for example, to content creators who 
believe that the automated selections will be superior to what 
they would select. This automated allocation of supplemental 
content could be entirely randomized (such as, for example, 
matching an item of Supplemental content that has been ran 
domly selected from a Supplemental content library and pre 
senting the item of Supplemental content to a viewer of the 
media stream for a random period of time consisting of 
between X and y Seconds). 
0227 All factors considered in automated supplemental 
content selection can be automatically utilized in the optimi 
Zation schema, so that various combinations of or alternative 
items of Supplemental content are proposed until the opti 
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mum combination is determined (e.g., by referencing specific 
criteria). For example, the measuring criteria may include the 
number of items of supplemental content that are "clicked' by 
viewers of the media stream, the average length of time that a 
given media stream is viewed (e.g., few media streams are 
viewed to completion, and it may be the case the certain color 
combinations or Supplemental content display frequency 
engenders greater average viewing times), the average quality 
“rating awarded by viewers of the media stream or the vol 
ume of response (either words or number of Submissions) 
generated by the annotated media stream. All of this informa 
tion can be processed by an automated optimization system 
so that various combinations of items of supplemental content 
are proposed until the relevant measuring criteria are opti 
mized. 

0228. Each of the optimization processes described above 
could be linked to a given media stream so that new Supple 
mental content mappings are generated each time the media 
stream is accessed (i.e., the mappings are generated in Sub 
stantially real time). Alternatively, the optimization processes 
could be set to run at various intervals so that, for example, X 
different versions of the mapping are generated (where each 
version contains Supplemental content variations that will be 
analyzed for optimization purposes), and a viewer request to 
view the media stream will generate one of those mappings. 
When a predetermined number of views is completed, the 
optimization process will generate y different versions of the 
mapping and repeat the process. This latter approach would 
avoid the necessity to provide near-real time processing, but 
might increase the storage costs of storing multiple mappings 
for the same media stream. 

0229. In one embodiment, users are given the option to 
personally classify Supplemental content according to one or 
more characteristics. Such as by classifying the Supplemental 
content as 'advertising (e.g., possibly including a purchase 
opportunity), "content complementary’ (e.g., graphic images 
that complement the media stream), “navigation” (e.g., 
supplemental content in the form of a video that allows the 
viewer to easily navigate to another part of the media stream 
or to another media stream) or the like. This classification can 
be performed either automatically, by reference to certain 
criteria Such as the by type of information or components that 
are included in the Supplemental content (e.g., the inclusion 
of an item of supplemental content in the “Retail Price' 
category of a library entry might indicate that the Supplemen 
tal content is 'advertising”), or manually Such as by an 
employee or user of the access provider. 
0230. Such classification may also enable any number of 
additional processes that provide users (e.g., content creators) 
with additional control over the media stream and the access 
of viewers to the media stream. For example, the user may 
provide authorization for viewers to provide alternative 
Supplemental content for a given category of Supplemental 
content (e.g., viewers may suggest alternatives that include 
only advertisements that were created by the content creator 
and that have not yet produced X level of viewer response), 
while at the same time “locking supplemental content of all 
other classifications (e.g., viewers cannot suggest alternatives 
to “artistic statements’ created by the content creator as part 
of the overall multimedia experience). This would facilitate, 
for example, preserving the presentation of an artistically 
annotated media stream despite a potential tendency to 
increase the number of advertising-oriented items of Supple 
mental content associated therewith as the media stream 
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increases in popularity. It may also be possible, for example, 
for the user to, with respect to a given media stream, “open’ 
or “lock' the association of specific types of Supplemental 
content, Such as blocking the ability for collaborators to pro 
vide Supplemental content that is presented prior to the com 
mencement of presentation of the primary media stream, 
while expressly encouraging the creation of Supplemental 
content that allows the viewer to easily access a related media 
stream selected by the original content creator. 
0231. As another example, a user (e.g., a content creator) 
may provide an annotated media stream for which the first 
item of mapped Supplemental content is an artistic (i.e., non 
commercial) item of Supplemental content that is displayed 
from time t-0 seconds to time t-10 seconds, the second item 
of supplemental content is an advertisement that is displayed 
from time t-10 seconds to time t20 seconds, and the third 
item of Supplemental content is a navigation assistant that is 
displayed from time t-20 seconds to time t—30 seconds. User 
A could utilize the authorization system to “open' only the 
advertisement (i.e., the second item of Supplemental content) 
to syndication, so as to maximize potential revenue derived 
from the associated item of supplemental content, while at the 
same "locking all other Supplemental content categories, so 
as to ensure the preservation of the core viewer experience 
that User A seeks to create with the first and third items of 
Supplemental content. This functionality would, for example, 
allow the user to “lock” the advertising that is meaningful to 
him/her (e.g., an advertisement for a specific Snowboard that 
the user is riding in the media stream), while allowing others 
to provide advertising that is appropriate to other, more gen 
eralized aspects of the media stream (e.g., an advertisement 
for ski jackets that may or may not look similar to a jacket 
depicted in the media stream). 
0232. If the user has created a new item of supplemental 
content, the item of supplemental content can be uploaded or 
“authorized to be included within the library so that when 
others view the library, they may also be presented with all or 
some of the individual items of supplemental content therein 
that have been derived from specific library entries. The user 
may provide the item of Supplemental content Subject to 
various conditions, such as allowing others who visit the 
relevant library entry to use the item of supplemental content 
“as is” (i.e., "locked') or, alternatively, allowing the item of 
Supplemental content to be used for any purposes (including 
as a template for another user to modify and/or combine with 
additional items of Supplemental content). Alternatively, 
items of Supplemental content that meet certain criteria may 
be automatically included within the library (e.g., all items of 
Supplemental content that generated click-through rates in 
excess of X % are placed within the library). This process of 
automatically including items of Supplemental content may 
result in items of Supplemental content being placed in a 
“holding area of the library, in which the items of supple 
mental content are identified as items of supplemental content 
that have yet to be associated with a specific library entry. 
These items of supplemental content may be stored in the 
library with a particular library entry, potentially on a provi 
sional basis that requires confirmation by other users or by an 
administrator. When an item of Supplemental content is iden 
tified in this regard, a notification may be provided to the 
creator of the item of supplemental content. If the user fails to 
“claim the item of supplemental content within a specific 
period of time, the access provider may label the item of 
Supplemental content as an “access provider item of supple 
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mental content (for which the access provider receives the 
“creator” portion of any generated revenue), as a “commu 
nity' item of supplemental content (for which no revenue is 
claimed or, alternatively, the creator portion of the revenue is 
placed in a specific account perhaps distributed to the com 
munity as a whole on a pro rata basis, donated to a charity, or 
Some other purpose) or the like. 
0233. In one embodiment, this same type of approach that 
may be utilized to “open' or “lock” certain supplemental 
content categories (e.g., syndicators allowed only to change 
the advertisements) may be applied to specific components 
within a given item of Supplemental content. For example, a 
user may "open the ability for others to provide alternative 
“styles” of the item of supplemental content (e.g., allow the 
background color and fonts to be changed), but “lock” other 
attributes (e.g., the product image, retail price, and actual ad 
copy). This same functionality may be applied to specific 
library entries. 
0234. In one embodiment, items of supplemental content 
may be created and administered by an individual using tools 
provided by or hosted by the access provider. One such tool 
may include a set of procedures that allows a user to upload 
Some individual components (e.g., fonts, images, etc.) of an 
item of Supplemental content, select some individual compo 
nents of Supplemental content from the Supplemental content 
library, transform one or more of the uploaded and/or selected 
individual components (e.g., by changing the colors, adding 
Sound effects, etc.), and compile the customized individual 
components into a composite item of Supplemental content 
that is formatted for compatibility with the media stream and 
with the technical needs of the access provider. This process 
may be conducted within a portion of the access provider that 
is made available to the user for his/her or his/her organiza 
tion's personal use (e.g., a private “workspace'). Alterna 
tively, the access provider may provide a public posting of 
“in-progress' items of Supplemental content, whereby the 
tool allows certain approved groups or individuals (or even 
the general public) to contribute to the creation of items of 
Supplemental content by offering commentary, additional 
individual components, modifying the in-progress item of 
Supplemental content, offering alternative items of Supple 
mental content, etc. It may be the case that a user would utilize 
a private workspace to create an alternative item of Supple 
mental content, provide the alternative item of Supplemental 
content to the public workspace for commentary and modi 
fication by the community, and then return the alternative 
item of supplemental content to his/her private workspace for 
final modifications. In one embodiment, this workspace tool 
enables a “revision history' function, so that the user and/or 
others can track the progress of an item of Supplemental 
contents development, access prior instantiations, determine 
who made particular changes and when, etc. 
0235 Another tool may allow a user (e.g., a content cre 
ator) to designate a set of items of supplemental content as the 
“working library” of the items of supplemental content from 
which the user will create the annotated media stream (i.e., 
the combination of the media stream, the media stream player 
application, and the collection of items of Supplemental con 
tent for the mapping). In one embodiment, the working 
library may be modified at any time, saved for access at a later 
date, shared with others, etc. in a manner similar to the work 
Space. 

0236. In one embodiment, the working library includes 
functionality such that if a user would like for more than one 
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item of supplemental content to be available for mapping with 
respect to a specific temporal segment of the media stream 
(e.g., a first item of Supplemental content will be shown to 
male viewers and a second item of Supplemental content will 
be shown to female viewers and viewers of unknown gender), 
the user may utilize a “proxy' or “placeholder to which 
multiple items of supplemental content may be assigned. The 
tool may allow the user to place the items of Supplemental 
content in an order in which the user anticipates that the items 
of supplemental content will be displayed to a viewer (i.e., 
when the items of Supplemental content are ultimately 
mapped to segment identifiers associated with the media 
stream), and to easily “mix-and-match various combina 
tions of items of Supplemental content to determine the most 
Suitable order, potentially via "drag-and-drop. numbering 
systems, or other methods for assigning the items of Supple 
mental content to a sequence. 
0237. In one embodiment, users (e.g., content creators) are 
presented with simple menu selections to determine their 
interest level in providing items of Supplemental content. For 
example, as illustrated in FIG. 40, which illustrates an exem 
plary initial display 4000 for presentation to a user, the user 
may be presented with yes or no questions such as “Would 
you like to add supplemental content to your video'?” and/or 
“Would you like to allow others to add supplemental content 
to your video?” A “default' answer could be provided for 
these questions, so that users that are not interested in anno 
tating their media streams need only take minimal additional 
steps. Providing a system that is easy to bypass may be very 
important, because a complicated system might deter all but 
the most dedicated users from contributing media streams. 
0238. In the course of creating items of supplemental con 
tent and mappings, a user may benefit from being able to keep 
track of the items of supplemental content that have been 
created and the items of supplemental content that may still be 
required. To facilitate this, the system may provide the user 
with the ability to make a list and/or notes regarding specific 
items of Supplemental content, where individual listings and 
notes are severable into various workspaces or portions of a 
workspace. For example, one user may wish to create a list of 
all of the items of supplemental content that are envisioned 
for a particular media stream mapping, and then transmit the 
entire list to a group of potential contributors (potentially 
allocating responsibility for each item of Supplemental con 
tent on the list to a specific member or members of the group). 
Alternatively, the system may provide the user with the ability 
to create"placeholders” for the items of supplemental content 
that he/she intends to create. For example, a user who is 
creating items of Supplemental content for a mapping asso 
ciated with a fishing-themed video may wish to create place 
holders or proxies such as “title screen.” “picture of boat.” 
“map of the lake.” “advertisement for fishing pole.” “anima 
tion of fish towing a boat.” “bait advertisement,” “photograph 
of the fish dinner that night' and “closing screen.” The present 
invention would then allow the user to create items of supple 
mental content and relate them (e.g., by "drag-and-drop by 
numbering, etc.) to each of the placeholders. The present 
invention may also allow the user to relate multiple items of 
Supplemental content to the same placeholder, so as to facili 
tate the content creator's ability to easily compare different 
versions of the same item of Supplemental content. The col 
lection of placeholders and items of Supplemental content 
thus forms a “working library” that will facilitate the user's 
interactions with the items of Supplemental content, either 
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prior to or after the initial “release of the annotated media 
stream for viewing. The system may also permit the user to 
designate a specific order of appearance for the placeholders 
(e.g., via "drag-and-drop. numbering systems, or otherwise 
assigning the placeholders to a sequence). In one embodi 
ment, the system allows the content creator to take various 
actions with respect to the selected items of Supplemental 
content and/or placeholders such as to add, delete, modify, 
rename or re-order Such placeholders. 
0239. The method 700 thereby allows a user (e.g., a con 
tent creator) to create a mapping from segment identifiers 
associated with a media stream to one or more items of 
Supplemental content. In one embodiment, mappings are 
made between segment identifiers identifying temporal seg 
ments of the media stream and one or more items of Supple 
mental content (e.g., the first minute of the media stream may 
be associated with the first item of supplemental content, the 
second minute of the media stream associated with the second 
item of Supplemental content and so on). In another embodi 
ment, mappings between the segment identifiers and items of 
Supplemental content are made with respect to an event or 
action such as when the viewer has “paused, or “fast-for 
warded,” or “stopped the media stream, the amount of time 
that has elapsed since the “play” button on the media stream 
player was pressed, or upon completion of the media stream 
upload to the viewer's display device. For example, the user 
may configure the mapping so that when the media stream is 
paused, the viewer is presented with a specific item of supple 
mental content, regardless of the subject matter appearing in 
the particular scene of the media stream at which the media 
stream was paused. In another embodiment, mappings to 
items of Supplemental content may be made with respect to 
metadata included in the encoding in the primary media 
stream or added to the encoding by the user or by the access 
provider (e.g., segment identifiers, cue points and the like). 
0240 Alternatively, the present invention may reference 

all items of Supplemental content in the working library cre 
ated by a user and automatically apportion the items of 
Supplemental content to the segment identifiers in accordance 
with a default apportionment (e.g., each item of supplemental 
content is associated with a temporal segment equal to the 
total time of the media stream divided by the number of items 
of Supplemental content being mapped). In one embodiment, 
the present invention allows the user to adjust the default 
mapping so that each item of supplemental content is associ 
ated precisely with those temporal or other segments (e.g., by 
'scene' or in a synchronization that creates a meaningful 
connection between the media stream and a given item of 
Supplemental content) of the media stream, as desired by the 
user. This mapping adjustment process may be performed by 
various means such as by the input of segment identifiers 
(e.g., Supplemental content item number 1 is mapped to the 
segment identifier identifying the segment that spans time t-1 
second to time t—17 seconds) or by adjusting “bars’ or other 
graphical user interface elements along a time line represent 
ing the entire length of the media stream (such that a first bar 
indicates the presentation of a first item(s) of Supplemental 
content, a space between the first bar and a second bar repre 
sents the time in which the first item(s) of supplemental 
content will be presented to a viewer, and the second bar 
represents when the first item(s) of supplemental content will 
be replaced by a second item(s) of Supplemental content). 
0241 Alternatively, items of supplemental content may be 
mapped to segment identifiers that are independent of a par 
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ticular media stream. For example, a selection of items of 
Supplemental content may be mapped to appear every fifteen 
seconds, with the total number of items of supplemental 
content presented to the viewer being determined solely by 
the length of the media stream with which the items of supple 
mental content are associated (e.g., if a mapping consists of a 
total of ten items of Supplemental content, but the media 
stream associated with the mapping is only seventeen seconds 
long, only the first two items of supplemental content will be 
presented to viewers). Alternatively, all items of Supplemen 
tal content that were mapped beyond the length of the media 
stream may continue to be displayed after the media stream 
concludes (i.e., the items of Supplemental content continue to 
be presented, perhaps at a quicker pace as set by the user for 
post-media stream display). 
0242. In some embodiments, the method 700 may provide 
a tool whereby each item of Supplemental content in a map 
ping is numbered from 1 to n. The user may associate the 
items of Supplemental content with the media stream by sim 
ply watching the media stream and pressing the number(s) 
associated with the item(s) of Supplemental content that 
should be mapped to the segment identifier(s) identifying that 
point. The association of the selected item(s) of Supplemental 
content with the media stream would end when the next item 
of Supplemental content is selected, thereby creating a tem 
poral association from the start point to the endpoint with the 
selected Supplemental content (i.e., the start point of the latter 
item of Supplemental content necessarily defining the end 
point of the immediately preceding item of Supplemental 
content). 
0243 Referring back to FIG. 7, in step 708, the method 
700 synchronizes the supplemental content with the media 
stream, to produce an annotated media stream. Specifically, 
as discussed above, the method 700 maps the supplemental 
content to appropriate segment identifier, as indicated by the 
user. In one embodiment, the method 700 maps at least one 
segment identifier in the media stream to multiple items of 
Supplemental content. 
0244. In optional step 710 (illustrated in phantom), the 
method 700 synchronizes system-selected supplemental con 
tent with the media stream. For example, if the supplemental 
content involves a form of compensation (e.g., advertising 
revenue or e-commerce royalties), the method 700 may be 
configured to automatically select specific articles to be 
mapped to the segment identifiers in the media stream, for 
example in exchange for keeping a larger portion of the com 
pensation. Alternatively, advertising space may be bought 
from the user (i.e., the provider of the media stream) and 
resold to third parties (e.g., advertisers). In this embodiment, 
advertising space may be sold using a price list or an auction 
system. 
0245. The method 700 saves the annotated media stream 
in step 712 (e.g., upon indication from the user that annotation 
is complete), before terminating in step 714. In one embodi 
ment, saving the media stream includes saving user-provided 
tags associated with the media stream (e.g., that describe the 
media stream, assign the media stream to a genre, or specify 
certain characteristics of the media stream Such as the length, 
the content creator, the director, or the like). In one embodi 
ment, saving the media stream includes encoding the media 
stream. In one embodiment, encoding is performed in a man 
ner that allows both a program identifier (i.e., identifying the 
particular media stream) and a segment identifier associated 
with each segment of the media stream to be obtained. In a 
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further embodiment, the saved annotated media stream is 
associated with one or more saved parameters, such as a cap 
on "click-throughs”. This may be useful, for example, where 
a seller creates an annotated media stream for a specialized 
product. For example, if a seller cannot profitably sell more 
than one thousand units of a given article, the seller may not 
want to pay for full advertising once a certain number of 
click-throughs has been reached. In one embodiment, once 
the capped number of click-throughs is reached, the anno 
tated content reverts to a more “bare bones' structure (e.g., 
just manufacturer and item name, but no purchase informa 
tion or enablement). 
0246. Once the annotated media stream has been saved, it 
may be made available to viewers (for example, by publishing 
the annotated media stream on a web site or by providing the 
annotated media stream to an access provider). The method 
700 therefore allows a user, such as a content creator, an ad 
buyer or a seller, to control the annotation of a media stream. 
Thus, the method 700 may function as a portal that provides 
a user with a means of creating annotated media streams (e.g., 
in the case of content creators) and of providing articles for 
use in media streams (e.g., in the case of sellers and/or ad 
buyers). In one embodiment, the method 700 executes in 
accordance with a local application on the users computer. In 
another embodiment, the method 700 executes in accordance 
with a web-based application. In yet another embodiment, 
portions of the method 700 may be performed locally, while 
other portions of the method 700 are performed remotely via 
a networked computer. 
0247. Further embodiments of the method 700 enable out 
Sourcing of the mapping tasks. That is, the party who uploads 
or provides the received media stream may not be the same 
party that performs the mapping tasks (e.g., Such as selection 
of Supplemental content). In one embodiment, the media 
stream may be received in a protected (e.g., encoded) form, or 
may be protected upon receipt, so that further steps of the 
method 700 (e.g., mapping of supplemental content, etc.) can 
be outsourced in a secure manner. In one embodiment, the 
protection prevents remote downloading of the media stream 
(i.e., the media stream can only be viewed). In another 
embodiment, the media stream is received in discrete 
'scenes' or sections to ensure that no individual performing 
Subsequent mapping tasks is able to view more than one scene 
of the media stream. In this embodiment, an individual per 
forming mapping tasks with regard to a given scene may leave 
“notes' for individuals performing mapping tasks with regard 
to other scenes of the same media stream, in order to inform 
the other individuals of mapping decisions that have been 
made. 

0248. In a further embodiment, a log in/log out system 
allows individuals to perform mapping tasks with regard to a 
given media stream. In one embodiment, this log in/log out 
system illustrates changes made during a prior log in session. 
0249. In one embodiment, selection of supplemental con 
tent for mapping purposes is optimized by enabling the access 
provider to access the records of an existing digital video 
recorder, video-on-demand service, or other type of “cache” 
in order to alter Supplemental content already associated with 
media streams stored therein or already viewed by the viewer. 
Using the segment identifiers, it can be determined which the 
items of Supplemental content did not produce a viewer 
response, and edits can be made to the mapping with relation 
to these segment identifiers. In this way, the Supplemental 
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content displayed in connection with a media stream might 
actually change from one viewing to another. 
0250 In one embodiment, viewers are prompted to pro 
vide additional information regarding their preferences with 
respect to Supplemental content. This viewer information 
could be requested when, for example, a set top box is first 
hooked up, or at any time thereafter by the viewer accessing 
an online service account. The indicated viewer preferences 
could be matched with the viewer's actual behavior in order to 
determine if the viewer preferences provide sufficiently accu 
rate data for the purposes of selecting Supplemental content. 
If the preferences substantially match the behavior, the indi 
cated viewer preferences are considered to be of very high 
value (in that data-mining predictions will have been, in 
essence, certified by the viewer's own actions and conscious 
preferences). This information could be used enhance the 
digital placement of particular articles into actual media 
streams (e.g., Brand X beer, not Brand Y beer), to enhance the 
use of specific types of music or other audio components 
(e.g., Hip Hop), to enhance the use of specific types of adver 
tising (e.g., more “information rich as opposed to “what your 
friends/viewers like you’ are buying) and the like. 
0251. In one embodiment, viewer behavior could be 
guided by requiring viewers to “link' various tokens obtained 
through different actions. For example, a “game' could be 
implemented that takes advantage of various forms of video 
tokens (e.g., to get a discount for a given article, the viewer 
must collect tokens by watching each of three specific movies 
at a given movie theater, by watching a television show that 
features a specific brand of automobile, and by purchasing a 
particular article at a particular seller). In one embodiment, 
tokens must be collected in a specific order (e.g., in the 
example above, the viewer is required to first see the televi 
sion show and then see the movies). In one embodiment, 
token functionality is utilized as a “scavenger hunt” in which 
the individual media stream and/or Supplemental content 
associated therewith does not directly participate, but is none 
theless able to facilitate the search. For example, each item of 
Supplemental content may be placed with an ontology. There 
fore, a scavenger hunt could require the viewer to obtain one 
token from any television show featuring an article of cat 
egory X of the ontology and one token from any theatrical 
release including a category Y article. 
0252) Sometimes, a particular group of viewers may be 
interested in receiving customized supplemental content with 
respect to a given media stream. Thus group could be pro 
vided with a mechanism to establish “private” supplemental 
content that is accessible only to the group. For example, 
there are many distance learning applications in which a 
School might send a video about a particular author out to all 
of its students. In one embodiment, this feature could be 
combined with a mechanism for tracking viewer response 
(e.g., a mechanism that verifies that each student clicked 
through all Supplemental content so as to Verify that he/she 
watched the entire video). As another example, individuals 
can create a customized annotation about a media stream 
segment, Such as ranking the segment (e.g., 4.5 out of 5 stars) 
or making notes about the segment (e.g., “Sarah that dress 
would look great on you'). 
0253) It is increasingly the case that advertisements are 
being inserted into live media streams. For example, the area 
behind the batter in baseball broadcasts is often digitally 
edited to show different advertisements every few minutes. To 
facilitate the presentation of appropriate Supplemental con 
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tent with Such media stream, a temporary mapping may be 
created so that a given segment references information that is 
specific to the “raw” segment, but also that is specific to what 
has been presented to a particular viewer. 
0254 FIG. 14 is a flow diagram illustrating another 
embodiment of a method 1400 for annotating media streams, 
according to the present invention. The method 1400 may be 
implemented, for example, in its entirety by the stream anno 
tation service provider 112 of FIG. 1. Alternatively, the 
method 1400 may be implemented by the stream annotation 
service provider 112 in conjunction with a content creator 
102. 

0255. The method 1400 is initialized at step 1402 and 
proceeds to step 1404, where the method 1400 obtains a 
media stream. As described above, the media stream com 
prises at least one of a video signal, an audio signal or a text 
signal, for distribution over a user device. 
0256 In step 1406, the method 1400 logically divides the 
media stream into a plurality of segments, wherein segment 
identified by a segment identifier (e.g., a unique segment 
identifier). As described above, these segments identifiers 
may comprise, for example, a segment number or set of 
segment numbers, a generated number, time-codes or other 
identifier. In one embodiment, the segment identifiers are 
embedded in the media stream. 
0257. In step 1408, the method 1400 maps at least one of 
the segment identifiers to at least one intermediate node rep 
resenting an article, a concept or a class of concepts. This 
creates a first mapping. Thus, for example, the first mapping 
(to the intermediate node) may represent that the segment of 
the media stream identified by the segment identifier con 
tains, suggests, implies or in Some other way conveys the 
article, concept or class of concepts represented by the inter 
mediate node. In turn, intermediate nodes are independently 
mapped via a second mapping to specific items of Supple 
mental content. Thus, a segment identifier that is mapped to 
an intermediate node is also indirectly mapped (via the inter 
mediate node) to Supplemental content. 
0258. The mapping is stored in step 1410. In one embodi 
ment, the mapping is stored in a store that is indexed accord 
ing to a unique identifier for the media stream. The method 
1400 then terminates in step 1412. 
0259. The use of the intermediate nodes in accordance 
with the method 1400 provides many advantages. For 
example, the use of intermediate nodes makes the remapping 
of Supplemental content very efficient. To change an item of 
Supplemental content (e.g., if the item of Supplemental con 
tent becomes unavailable), only one mapping (i.e., from the 
intermediate node to the item of Supplemental content) need 
be changed, and this change will map the new item of supple 
mental content to all segment identifiers that are mapped to 
the intermediate node. In situations where the Supplemental 
content appears, say, thousands of times in hundreds of media 
streams, changing one mapping scales much more easily than 
changing thousands of mappings in each of the hundreds of 
media streams. 
0260 Additionally, because the specific items of supple 
mental content are not embedded in or with a media stream, 
the items of supplemental content do not need to be identified 
prior to any particular event such as the commencement of 
filming or encoding of the media stream. This allows the 
entire creation process to be much more flexible. For 
example, even if an item of Supplemental content is unknown 
at encoding time, a segment identifier can be mapped to an 
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intermediate node. If an item of Supplemental content is later 
identified, the item of Supplemental content can be mapped to 
the intermediate node and thus automatically (indirectly) 
mapped to all segment identifiers that are mapped to the 
intermediate node. 
0261) Furthermore, one can easily identify mappings from 
segment identifiers that do not have (indirectly) mapped 
Supplemental content. As the approach embodied in the 
method 1400 allows for “half mappings a first mapping of a 
segment identifier to an intermediate node without a second 
mapping of the intermediate node to an item of Supplemental 
content), one can easily search for intermediate nodes that are 
not mapped to items of Supplemental content. This enables 
searching for “unused or “unsold intermediate nodes, and 
the straightforward Subsequent addition of an item of Supple 
mental content. 
0262 Consistency is important in order to most effectively 
utilize the intermediate nodes across a plurality of segment 
identifiers associated with a plurality of media streams. For 
example, if a first media stream is encoded to map segment 
identifiers identifying romantic segments to the intermediate 
node "romance', but a second media stream is encoded to 
map such segment identifiers to the intermediate node “love'. 
some of the advantages of the method 1400 may not be fully 
realized. Hence, a carefully controlled vocabulary is prefer 
entially used to constrain the first mapping of segment iden 
tifiers to intermediate nodes. 
0263. A constrained vocabulary will give rise to issues 
with homonyms. For example, is the intermediate node 
'glasses' related to a plurality of drinking glasses, or to a pair 
of eyeglasses? To overcome this problem, the intermediate 
nodes in one embodiment are considered to be instances and 
classes of an ontology. The ontology provides a universe of 
possible intermediate nodes that are classes (abstract groups, 
sets or collections of objects) and instances (both concrete 
objects such as specific cars, and abstract objects such as 
numbers, words and themes). Instances are members of a 
class (e.g., a “Brand X four-wheel drive truck” is an instance 
of the class “truck”). In one embodiment, classes are arranged 
in a graph, providing at least an "is-a” (i.e., an instance “is-a” 
member of the class, and a class “is-a member of the super 
class). Such an “is-a” relationship thereby creates a hierar 
chical taxonomy. Each object (class or instance) in the ontol 
ogy may have a number of attributes associated with it. For 
example, the class “business” may have an attribute of “loca 
tion', as all business have a location. 
0264. In some embodiments, a “part-of relationship, 
Sometimes known as a meronymy relationship, is provided 
between classes (or between instances and classes), repre 
senting how objects (or classes of objects) combine together 
to form a composite object. For example, the instances “Jelly' 
and “Peanut Butter” are both “part-of the instance “Peanut 
Butter and Jelly Sandwich'. The ontology structure allows 
more than one parent node, under both the “is-a” and the 
"part-of relationships, creating a directed acyclic graph of 
instances and classes. 

0265 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method 800 for providing annotated media streams 
to viewers, according to the present invention. The method 
800 may be implemented, for example, in its entirety by the 
access provider 106 of FIG. 1 (e.g., via a user device such as 
a television, a DVD player, a DVR, a set-top box, a portable 
media player, a personal digital assistant, a personal com 
puter, a mobile phone, an in-flight or in-vehicle entertainment 
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system, a video game console, a dedicated device or the like). 
Alternatively, the method 800 may be implemented by access 
provider 106 in conjunction with the stream annotation ser 
vice provider 112. 
0266 The method 800 is initialized at step 802 and pro 
ceeds to step 804, where the method 800 receives a mapping 
of segment identifiers associated with a media stream to items 
of supplemental content. In one embodiment, the Supplemen 
tal content comprises commercial information relating to one 
or more articles appearing in the media stream, as described 
above. In one embodiment, the mapping is received from a 
remote server (e.g., the stream annotation service provider 
112), for example, via the Internet, via a cable network (e.g., 
where the remote server may be the cable head-end, or the 
head-end may mediate communications with the remote 
server) or via satellite. Particular embodiments may receive 
the mapping as an OpenCable application platform (OCAP) 
or digital video broadcasting (DVB) application, or as a pri 
vate section with an MPEG transport stream. In a further 
embodiment, the mapping is received “on the fly from a 
“director” (e.g., content creator 102 or stream annotation 
service provider 112) who creates a list of supplemental con 
tent relating to articles that may be relevant to the media 
stream, and, as the media stream is distributed or displayed, 
“activates' specific items of supplemental content from the 
list in Substantially real time as the media stream conveys 
information about the related articles. In one embodiment, the 
mapping further includes the URL of one or more WorldWide 
Web sites relating to one or more articles appearing in the 
media stream. 

0267. In step 806, the method 800 displays the media 
stream via a display device. In one embodiment, displaying 
the media stream includes presenting an indicator when the 
segment identifier identifying the currently displayed portion 
of the media stream (e.g., the currently displayed segment) is 
mapped to Supplemental content. Thus, a viewer of the media 
stream would automatically know when additional informa 
tion about one or more articles being displayed is available 
(e.g., as opposed to having to guess or query). In one embodi 
ment, the indicator is presented when the segment identifier 
identifying the currently displayed portion of the media 
stream is mapped to Supplemental content relating to infor 
mation that is expected to be of interest to the viewer (e.g., 
based on demographic information, stated viewer preferences 
or previous viewer activity). In one embodiment, the indica 
tor is a visual indicator, Such as an icon overlayed on the 
display of the media stream ora (perhaps flashing) light on the 
media stream player (e.g., a set-top box, DVR or the like), on 
the display device or on a remote control. In further embodi 
ments, the indicator may be an audible indicator or other 
sensory indicator (e.g., a vibrating remote control). In a fur 
ther embodiment still, a “split screen display may be 
employed that displays the media stream in a first portion of 
the display and data relating to currently accessible Supple 
mental content in a second portion of the display. 
0268. The method 800 then proceeds to step 808 and 
receives a first signal from a viewer of the media stream. The 
first signal indicates that the viewer wishes to view at least a 
subset of the information embodied in the supplemental con 
tent. In one embodiment, the first signal is conveyed via the 
push of a button (e.g., on a remote control, a keyboard, a 
mouse, a lightpen oralaser pointer) or via a spoken command 
(e.g., to a microphone, a mobile phone or a voice-over-IP 
handset). For example, FIG. 26 illustrates an exemplary set 
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top box 2600 that interacts with user signals provided via a 
remote control 2602. In one embodiment, the method 800 
Supports multimodal viewer interaction, meaning that two or 
more input modalities may be employed for receiving viewer 
signals. Multimodal interaction may be helpful, for example, 
in correcting errors in processing viewer signals. For 
example, errors in processing viewer signals may be cor 
rected in accordance with the methods described in U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,742,021, which is herein incorporated by reference in 
its entirety. 
0269. In one embodiment, the first signal indicates that the 
viewer wishes to view the supplemental content immediately. 
In another embodiment, the first signal indicates that the 
viewer wishes to view the supplemental content at a later time 
(e.g., at the conclusion of the media stream). In further 
embodiments, the first signal indicates that the user wishes to 
save the present position in the media stream to view the 
Supplemental content at a later time, without specifically 
identifying the article of interest (e.g., “mark for later). For 
example, FIG. 31 illustrates an exemplary system in which a 
viewer signal (received, e.g., via a remote control 3100 to a 
set-top box 3102) indicates that the viewer wishes to “book 
mark Supplemental content mapped to the current segments 
segment identifier for later viewing. As illustrates, the set-top 
box retrieves the relevant segment identifier and the viewers 
viewer identifier. The supplemental content mapped to the 
segment identifier is then retrieved from a database 3104 and 
sent to an account 3106 associated with the viewer identifier 
for later viewing. 
0270. Thus, in one embodiment, mappings or items of 
supplemental content therein may be “saved” (either auto 
matically or on the viewers initiative) for later viewing, 
either on the same display device on which the media stream 
is shown (e.g., after the media stream is played, the items of 
Supplemental content are presented) or in on a different dis 
play device (e.g., sent to the viewer's account with an access 
provider or a third party). This may be particularly useful if 
the media stream is viewed on a display that is too small to 
display the items of supplemental content effectively or in 
their optimal size (e.g., Such that advertising text is illegible 
for the average viewer). Such as when the media stream is 
viewed on a cellular phone. If sent to another type of display 
device such as a television, an access provider may provide 
functionality for the items of supplemental content to be 
separated from the media stream and directed in another way, 
Such as being sent to a viewers email account for later view 
ing, presented as a “split screen” or “picture-in-picture' or in 
some other manner that is suitable for the display device. 
0271 In one embodiment, the functionality described 
above may be applied only to particular items of Supplemen 
tal content. For example, the viewer may be permitted to 
block the presentation of all items of Supplemental content 
featuring “adult’ content or all items of supplemental content 
that include advertisements mapped segment identifiers iden 
tifying more than a specified percentage of the media 
stream's length. This functionality would allow the viewer to 
tailor his/her viewing experience to meet his/her preferences. 
An access provider could choose to make all such "blocking 
features available solely to those viewers who met certain 
requirements (such as having paid a certain fee). The access 
provider may permit the establishment of a specific viewing 
account for which access privileges are defined by one viewer 
for all other viewers utilizing the account (e.g., a parent estab 
lishing an account on behalf of his/her child; a company 
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establishing accounts on behalf of its employees so that the 
employees may view only company-provided media 
streams). 
0272. In step 810, the method 800 determines, in accor 
dance with the mapping (e.g., mapping 2604 of FIG. 26), 
which segment identifier corresponds to the point in time at 
which the first signal was received (i.e., what segment of the 
media stream was being displayed when the viewer sent the 
first signal). In one embodiment (e.g., where segment identi 
fiers comprise hash-generated identifiers), this determination 
is made by computing the hash of the current frame of the 
media stream, identifying the time associated with the com 
puted hash, and retrieving the Supplemental content for that 
time. In another embodiment, the time-code data from the 
current segment is used. In another embodiment, this deter 
mination accounts for a built-in time delay, as discussed 
above. For example, the first signal may be received at time to 
but the viewer may be reacting to an article appearing in the 
media stream at time to (i.e., the viewer’s reaction time is 
slower than the progression of the media stream). 
0273. In another embodiment, data describing the actual 
segment (e.g., a screen capture image of the specific segment 
that was being displayed when the viewer signal was 
received) is received by the method 800, potentially along 
with additional information (either from an embedded pro 
gram identifier or from the access provider) regarding the 
media stream being viewed and/or any available timing infor 
mation (e.g., this segment was derived from X seconds into the 
media stream Y). The screen capture image could then be 
processed (e.g., "hashed') to determine the segment's unique 
digital signature (e.g., average luminance and color). This 
information can then be matched against a database of media 
stream information that had previously been: (a) encoded in 
each segment identifier; and (b) hashed in each segment to 
determine the unique signature. The hash from the viewer is 
then compared to the hashes available from the digital media 
stream (guided by the approximate timing information). This 
could occur very rapidly due to the fact that the set of hashes 
to compare would be relatively small given the time code 
information. The advantages of this approach are that: (a) 
nothing needs to be included in the media stream itself; (b) the 
content creator does not have to encode anything (all he/she 
need do is provide the media stream for encoding; and (c) the 
media stream itself does not include any data that could be 
misappropriated by others (e.g., using the data for unautho 
rized purposes). 
0274 The closed-captioning-related Extended Data Ser 
vice (XDS, e.g., Electronic Industries Alliance (EIA)-708) 
data channel that is used to provide closed captioning oper 
ates by displaying particular sets of words beginning at par 
ticular points in a sequence of media stream segments. The 
initial segment containing this information (e.g., the first seg 
ment to which a particular combination of words is associ 
ated) can be utilized as a relatively fixed reference point 
within the media stream, and this is true regardless of seg 
ments that may have been edited out. In one embodiment, this 
closed captioning information is used in conjunction with an 
“inertial location method described in more detail below in 
order to determine what Supplemental content to provide. 
“Inertial location” refers to the fact that once a fixed point in 
a media stream is identified, a “stopwatch function can be 
used to determine the specific segment in which a viewer 
signifies an interest at a later time. For example, the point in 
time occurring X seconds after the first segment in which the 
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phrase “Save me, Superhero” appears can be equated to a 
specific segment identifier (or a relatively few number of 
segment identifiers) which, in turn, then map to specific items 
of Supplemental content. In one embodiment, instead of 
“reading the closed captioned transcript, Voice recognition 
Software could be used to recognize the speech. The recog 
nized speech is then matched against a transcript to determine 
where in the media stream to start the inertial positioning. 
One significant advantage of this approach is that the media 
stream that is displayed to a viewer does not require special 
coding. Rather, aspects of the media stream itself are utilized 
to determine placement. In one embodiment, this information 
is matched against a version of the media stream that is 
encoded, so as to enable easier mapping. 
0275. In one embodiment, parameters are set for a relevant 
device (e.g., a set top box) to “read the segment identifier(s) 
occurring at a precise moment in time or under a precise set of 
conditions or viewer criteria. In one embodiment, this is 
implemented by sending a “pull instruction or signal to the 
relevant device with the instruction to transmit the segment 
identifier. The pull instruction could be sent out in accordance 
with a variety of parameters, including any one or more of the 
following: pulling segment identifiers from a national 'sta 
tistically significant sample in order to determine nation 
wide viewing habits; pulling segment identifiers from a spe 
cific demographic Subset (e.g., determine what all viewers in 
towns of fewer than 10,000 people are watching); pulling 
segment identifiers from a specific Subset of viewers over a 
period of time, in order to track the viewing habits of those 
viewers (potentially using the viewing habits to create new 
Sub-sets of viewers, so that better Sub-categories can be gen 
erated for the purposes of data mining); pulling segment 
identifiers from those viewers that have watched a given 
Source of media streams in the priorY weeks; pulling segment 
identifiers from those viewers that clicked-though on a par 
ticular item of Supplemental content; pulling segment identi 
fiers from those viewers whose profiles indicate that a given 
Source of media streams is actually available to them through 
their access provider, pulling segment identifiers from those 
viewers currently watching pay-per-view or video on 
demand; pulling segment identifiers from those viewers who 
are currently logged onto the Internet, or pulling segment 
identifiers every X seconds for all viewers watching a particu 
lar media stream in order to determine when the viewers 
stopped watching the media stream. 
0276. In one embodiment, the segment identifiers that are 
pulled (or “polled') in a given context are stored so that the 
segment identifiers are accessible in bulk and not in Substan 
tially real time. For example, every time a viewer changes 
media streams that he/she is viewing, it may be helpful to 
know the media stream segment that appeared just prior to the 
channel change (i.e., that the viewer had been watching seg 
ment X of media stream Y before switching to media stream 
Z), as this may help to determine the factors that cause the 
viewer to stop viewing a given media stream. 
(0277. The method 800 then proceeds to step 812 and dis 
plays, at the appropriate time (e.g., based on whether the user 
wishes to view the Supplemental content immediately or at a 
later time), the Supplemental content that is mapped to the 
corresponding segment identifier. In one embodiment (e.g., 
where the segment identifier is mapped to Supplemental con 
tent relating to multiple items), the information is displayed in 
the form of a menu of selectable articles. For example, FIG. 
27 illustrates the system of FIG. 26 after the supplemental 
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content 2700 mapped to the segment identifier has been 
retrieved and displayed to the viewer via the display device 
2702. As illustrated, the supplemental content 2700 is dis 
played as a menu including information for a purse, a Sweater 
and a pair of Sunglasses. 

0278 Thus, for instance, if the first signal was received at 
a time when one or more segments identified by the segment 
identifier depicted an actress, the Supplemental content 
mapped to that segment identifier might include the actress’s 
filmography and information about a Sweater that the actress 
was wearing. Thus, the Supplemental content displayed in 
response to the first signal might include an image of the 
actress and an image of the Sweater, where each of the images 
comprises a hyperlink to World Wide Web page containing 
additional information. In one embodiment, the display of the 
media stream is paused while the Supplemental content is 
displayed. In one embodiment, the Supplemental content is 
displayed via the same display device as the media stream. In 
another embodiment, the Supplemental content is displayed 
via a different display device (e.g., the media stream is being 
displayed via a television or mobile phone, and the Supple 
mental content is displayed on the viewers laptop computer 
or is sent to the viewer's e-mail account). 
0279. In another embodiment, where the supplemental 
content is displayed as a menu or list of articles appearing in 
the media stream for which Supplemental content is available, 
the mode of display may allow the viewer to “surf through 
the mapped supplemental content without having to view the 
associated media stream. As illustrated in FIG. 28, which 
illustrates the system of FIG. 26 after the viewer has indicated 
interest in a single article for which Supplemental content is 
mapped, the viewer may select any one or more of the articles 
displayed in the menu for further examination. For example, 
in this case, the viewer has chosen to request more informa 
tion about the sweater displayed in FIG. 27. 
0280. In step 814, the method 800 receives a subsequent 
signal from the viewer. In one embodiment, the Subsequent 
signal may be received in any of the ways in which the first 
signal was received. The method 800 then proceeds to step 
816 and determines whether the subsequent signal indicates 
that the viewer wishes to return to the media stream (i.e., exit 
the currently displayed Supplemental content without any 
further action). If the method 800 concludes in step 816 that 
the Subsequent signal indicates that the viewer wishes to 
return to the media stream, the method 800 returns to step 806 
and resumes displaying the media stream (e.g., unobstructed 
by the supplemental content). Thus, the method 800 ceases to 
display the Supplemental content until and unless another 
signal to do so is received. 
0281 Alternatively, if the method 800 concludes in step 
816 that the subsequent signal does not indicate that the 
viewer wishes to return to the media stream, the method 800 
proceeds to step 818 and determines whether the subsequent 
signal indicates that the viewer wishes to purchase one or 
more articles represented by the Supplemental content. Thus, 
the method 800 can provide an immediate purchase opportu 
nity on demand. In one embodiment, the service that hosts the 
method 800 (e.g., a stream annotation provider, an access 
provider oran online access provider) receives some revenue 
each time a viewer sends a signal that indicates interest in one 
or more items depicted in the displayed Supplemental content. 
In a further embodiment still, the access provider shares a 
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portion of the revenue with the creator of the media stream 
(e.g., a content creator) or his/her collaborators, as described 
above. 
(0282) If the method 800 concludes in step 818 that the 
Subsequent signal does not indicate that the viewer wishes to 
purchase one or more items depicted in the displayed Supple 
mental content, the method 800 returns to step 812 and con 
tinues to display the Supplemental content. Alternatively, if 
the method 800 concludes in step 818 that the subsequent 
signal does indicate that the viewer wishes to purchase one or 
more items depicted in the displayed Supplemental content, 
the method 800 proceeds to step 820 and consummates the 
desired transaction. In one embodiment, the service that hosts 
the method 800 receives some revenue each time a viewer 
purchases one or more items as a result of being presented 
with the supplemental content. In a further embodiment still, 
the access provider shares a portion of the revenue with the 
creator of the media stream. 
0283. Once the transaction is completed, the method 800 
returns to step 814 and awaits a signal from the viewer indi 
cating how to proceed (e.g., return to media stream or con 
Summate another transaction). In further embodiments, addi 
tional options or actions may be associated with the 
Subsequent signal. For example, the Subsequent signal may 
trigger a push of additional Supplemental content (optionally 
driven by demographics and/or learned user preferences, 
Such as reviews by other users with similar preferences, con 
Sumer reports, etc.). In one embodiment, the additional 
Supplemental content provides an opportunity for the viewer 
to view his or her purchase history or to edit preferences 
relating to the method 800. 
0284. By mapping Supplemental content to the segment 
identifiers and displaying the Supplemental content only 
when prompted by the viewer, product placement can be 
achieved in a manner that does not intrude Substantially on the 
viewing experience. That is, the product placements are Sub 
stantially invisible until the viewer takes some sort of affir 
mative action. Thus, artistic concerns and viewer expecta 
tions can be accommodated while providing ample 
opportunities for the presentation of commercial information. 
In addition, the user interface is much more user friendly than 
interfaces associated with conventional techniques. For 
example, because Supplemental content is mapped to seg 
ment identifiers, and because the viewer may access the 
Supplemental content simply by sending a signal at the appro 
priate time, there is no need to attempt to click on moving 
objects or react to “fast cut’ editing techniques. 
0285. In one embodiment, the mapping, as well as the 
identifiers of any segments in which a viewer has indicated 
interest, may be cached locally at a user display device. This 
enables, for example, the use of portable and/or small form 
factor display devices, which may be read only or may, at 
times, lack network access. In this embodiment, the mapping 
is stored in cache until network connectivity is established. 
This might occur, for example, by 'getting back in range' of 
a network (in which case, any portion of a segment identifier 
that was not previously transmitted is transmitted), or by 
accessing another device that is connected to the network 
(e.g., via hot-sync, where the mapping is transferred from the 
user device into the sync device, and then sent, for example, 
to a stream annotation service provider). 
0286. In one embodiment, segment identifier information 

is encrypted by the user device before being sent to the stream 
annotation service provider (e.g., so that third parties cannot 
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intercept the transmission). Thus, even though the segment 
identifier may not be able to be encrypted, the actual trans 
mission of the segment identifier can be encrypted. In this 
embodiment, the stream annotation provider, access provider, 
or other party providing annotation services is configured to 
decrypt these transmissions and provide the requested 
Supplemental content. 
0287. In further embodiments, “hot-spotting functional 

ity is enabled whereby the viewer is enabled to select (e.g., by 
clicking on) a particular image appearing on the display 
device, so as to access Supplemental content about the image 
(e.g., clicking on a Sweater worn by an actress). Current 
approaches for implementing this type of functionality are 
computationally burdensome, time intensive, and costly. In 
such situations, it may be very valuable to be able to effi 
ciently identify the “boundaries' of the image of a given 
article within a give segment of a media stream. 
0288 Data collected in accordance with the present inven 

tion, particularly with respect to the classification or descrip 
tion of segments of media streams, will enable the prediction 
not just of articles in which a viewer may be interested and 
how to best “present these articles, but also of subject matter 
(i.e., types or genres of television, movies and the like) in 
which the viewer may be interested. This is particularly sig 
nificant when multiple different platforms are utilized to 
review media streams and when media streams are available 
on-demand, because collected data may be utilized to provide 
(or to highlight to the specific viewer) media stream Subject 
matter that is likely to be of interest. For example, if a given 
viewer has signaled an interest in an advertisement relating to 
tickets for a local baseball team's games, baseball informa 
tion may be brought to the attention of the viewer, for example 
by highlighting upcoming baseball games in program guides, 
by recording baseball games as part of a “we thought you 
might like this functionality, and the like. 
0289. In one embodiment, various “permutations of a 
given media stream are “mixed” together either before the 
media stream begins or as the media stream is shown to a 
viewer, based on generated or collected data. For example, if 
the viewer tends to respond to advertising relating to articles 
that are categorized as "romance-related then the "roman 
tic” version of the media stream may be displayed to the 
viewer. As another example, the video component of the 
media stream may be unchanged, but the audio component 
including music that is played over particular scenes (or even 
over the credits) might be selected based on observed viewer 
preferences (e.g., old School rap, the latest rap hit, hip hop, 
etc.). Similar data may be used to target product placement 
within a previously filmed media stream utilizing computer 
graphics to replace generic article information in the original 
media stream with specific article information. For example, 
the collected data might indicate that for a particular viewer, 
displaying an actor wearing a Brand X watch (rather than, say, 
a Brand Y watch) will be more likely to induce the viewer to 
respond to the Supplemental content. 
0290 Put another way, the functionality described above 
may result in the creation of multiple, potentially overlapping 
media stream segments being created under a single media 
stream heading, such that the optimal media stream (e.g., a 
specific version of a “base' media stream) for a particular 
viewer is determined by reference to the viewer's previous 
responses to Supplemental content. In one embodiment, 
viewer data dictates the optimal set of sub-streams that are 
mixed together before the media stream is displayed. In one 
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embodiment, the mixing of Sub-streams occurs on the fly, 
potentially triggered by viewer interaction (or lack of inter 
action) with Supplemental content featured earlier in the same 
media stream. 
0291. In one embodiment, a database may include infor 
mation identifying “sets of segments that are grouped 
together as a specific scene. Then, when the viewer sends a 
signal indicating interest in Supplemental content during a 
particular scene, one of the options that is displayed to the 
viewer is “buy this scene for later viewing.” The price charged 
could be specific to the viewer. The specific scene being 
shown would be detected and sent to the viewers online 
account, to his/her digital video recorder, etc. 
0292 Content creators may not want to enable viewers to 
interrupt the continuity of their creative vision (i.e., as embod 
ied in their media streams). Similarly, content creators may 
worry that a viewer jumping from, say, a television show to an 
ecommerce website might cause a loss of viewership. The 
mapping associated with a particular media stream may 
include a code signifying that, with respect to this particular 
media stream, mapped supplemental content can be accessed 
only in certain contexts. This could be enforced by sending 
signals to the viewer display device to "lock up' during dis 
play of a media stream (e.g., allow bookmarking of Supple 
mental content only), by sending Supplemental content only 
to the viewers online account or by not allowing the Supple 
mental content to be provided until after a certain date (e.g., to 
ensure that the critical “word of mouth” audiences in the early 
weeks of a release arent distracted). 
0293. In one embodiment, an intermediary device that is 
able to read segment identifiers embedded in a media stream 
that flows therethrough is placed between the media access 
link (i.e., the access provider) and the viewer display device. 
When the user signals an interest in receiving Supplemental 
content, the segment identifier is sent by the intermediary 
device back to the access provider. The intermediary device 
can also send specific information regarding the viewer 
(which may be obtained from input the viewer provides upon 
installing the intermediary device). The access provider then 
identifies and feeds the relevant information back to the inter 
mediary device and/or to the viewers online portal. 
0294. In one embodiment, the intermediary device sends a 
signal (via Wi-Fi, bluetooth, etc.) containing the segment 
identifier. The signal is received by a remote control device 
(e.g., a TV remote, an enabled cellular phone or other device). 
The remote control device then sends the signal (via Wi-Fi, 
wireless, etc.) directly to the access provider, triggering the 
processes described above. 
0295. In one embodiment, the intermediary device is oper 
ated using any one or more of multiple remote control 
devices, and the intermediary device also sends to a viewer ID 
code that matches the remote control device to the access 
provider, so that specific viewer signaling interestis identified 
(e.g., a mother, father, and child may each have their own 
remote control device). 
0296. In one embodiment, a single remote control device 

is used for a number of viewers, but the remote control device 
is set (e.g., via a touch screen menu, a button, etc.) to identify 
the specific viewer using the remote control device at that 
moment. 

0297. In one embodiment, each household or other loca 
tion has a single intermediary device deployed at the location 
to which a media stream is delivered (a “master intermediary 
device), and Subsidiary receivers are placed with each display 
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device in the household or other location to receive the view 
er's signals and to transmit the signals back to the master 
intermediary device for transmission back to the access pro 
vider (either through the same delivery system, such as Inter 
net Protocol Television (IPTV) or through another delivery 
system such as via cellular phone signal). 
0298. In one embodiment, the access provider would not 
rely solely on “which remote control device associated with 
a given intermediary device provided the a signal, because 
viewers may choose to use another viewer's remote control 
device for various reasons. Thus, although remote control 
device identification would be the most dominant factor for 
determining viewer identity, this information could be com 
bined with a statistical model and/or with viewer ability to 
override the default identity. 
0299. In one embodiment, at a viewer's request, all credit 
card approvals and similarly 'sensitive' inputs are preceded 
by a password input to prevent the consummation of unau 
thorized transactions. 
0300. In one embodiment, speech recognition technology 
(e.g., using Voice recognition/speaker identification to obtain 
a voice “fingerprint”) is used in combination with the view 
er's voice to activate the intermediary device. Thus, the 
remote control device would initially be programmed to dif 
ferentiate among the various viewers who use the remote 
control device. 
0301 In one embodiment, the access provider may per 
form analysis in order to determine which viewers appear to 
be viewing media streams together (e.g., multiple members of 
a household watching television together) so that Supplemen 
tal content (which will be customized) is targeted for the 
“mix” of likely viewers. 
0302. In one embodiment, instead of the individual 
viewer, the probable group of viewers is determined, which 
has its own targeted information. For example, if a group of 
viewers is predicted to be a hip-hop music loving son and a 
classical music loving father, then the Supplemental content 
associated with a media stream being viewed by the group of 
users might be targeted to a more neutral demographic (rather 
than to either a hip hop demographic or a classical demo 
graphic). 
0303. In one embodiment, voice recognition technology 
may be used to improve one-click capabilities. Given a lim 
ited set of viewer voices associated with a given remote 
control device, one voice can be very reliably differentiated 
from other voices. This could be used to facilitate pur 
chases—instead of having to type in a password or provide 
some other verification, each viewer’s profile could be set to 
authorize only certain transactions, such as access to viewing 
certain types of media streams. 
0304. In one embodiment, the fact that an authorizing 
party authorized viewing of a particular media stream by 
other parties (e.g., a parent authorizing a media stream for 
viewing by his/her children) is recorded in some form and 
provided as verification to a third party that the authorizing 
party was viewing the program with the other parties. Such 
determination may be sold as a service to Schools, for 
example. The media stream could prompt the authorizing 
party, at different times, for a Vocal response in order to 
prevent the authorizing party from simply initiating the media 
stream and then leaving. 
0305 Some viewers have a strong aversion to advertising 
(or to certain advertisers), but might appreciate many of the 
other features that the present invention can enable. To this 
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end, a viewer may be enabled to block particular types of 
Supplemental content that he/she does not want to see (e.g., an 
animal rights activist may wish to block advertisements from 
fast food chains). 
0306 In one embodiment, prior to sending a mapped item 
of Supplemental content back to a viewer in response to a 
signal, the present invention sends the Supplemental content 
through a filter (perhaps created by the viewer or by the access 
provider) and removes any undesired information. For 
example, the filter may remove advertisements for particular 
articles, advertisements featuring particular types of music or 
Supplemental content of certain genres (e.g., violent or adult 
themed content). In one embodiment, this functionality could 
be used as a method of parental control. 
0307. In one embodiment involving video on demand ser 
vices, one could use a database of filtered content to actually 
remove offending segments "on the fly from media streams 
(e.g., using or segment-specific information and/or input 
from the content creator). This would enable different ver 
sions of the media stream (e.g., PG, PG-13, etc.) to be dis 
played to different viewers. 
0308 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating a second 
embodiment of a method 900 for providing annotated media 
streams to viewers, according to the present invention. The 
method 900 may be implemented, for example, by a user 
device associated with the display of media streams. In par 
ticular, the method 900, unlike the method 800, allows for “on 
the fly annotation (e.g., without the assistance of a pre 
determined mapping). 
(0309 The method 900 is initialized at step 902 and pro 
ceeds to step 904, where the method 900 displays the media 
stream via a display device. The method 900 then proceeds to 
step 906 and receives a first signal from a viewer of the media 
stream. The first signal indicates that the viewer wishes to 
view Supplemental content relating to at least one article 
appearing in the media stream. In one embodiment, the first 
signal is conveyed via the push of a button or via a spoken 
command. In one embodiment, the method 900, like the 
method 800, supports multimodal viewer interaction. In one 
embodiment, the first signal indicates that the viewer wishes 
to view the Supplemental content immediately. In another 
embodiment, the first signal indicates that the viewer wishes 
to view the Supplemental content at a later time. 
0310. In step 908, the method 900 identifies, in substan 

tially real time, one or more articles appearing in the media 
stream at or around the point in time at which the first signal 
was received (i.e., what portion of the media stream was being 
displayed when the viewer sent the first signal). In one 
embodiment, the method 900 identifies these articles by 
applying one or more optical character recognition (OCR) 
techniques to the images associated with the indicated portion 
of the media stream (e.g., video OCR, text recognition, object 
recognition, logo recognition, etc.). In this manner, text, 
logos, objects and individuals appearing in the media stream 
(and in which the viewer may be interested) can be identified. 
0311. The method 900 then proceeds to step 910 and 
retrieves Supplemental content relating to one or more of the 
identified articles. In one embodiment, this Supplemental 
content may be retrieved from a remote server or database 
Such as a shopping or information portal (e.g., an Internet 
search engine or e-commerce World Wide Web site), for 
example via a connection through the Internet or a cable 
network. For example, the method 900 might perform a 
search on recognized text using an Internet search engine. In 
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another embodiment, the remote server or database stores or 
has access to a mapping that maps Supplemental content to 
segment identifiers identifying segments of the media stream 
(as described above). In this case, the remote server matches 
one or more segments identifiers identifying segments that 
correspond to viewer signals to the appropriate Supplemental 
COntent. 

0312. In step 912, the method 900 displays, at the appro 
priate time (e.g., based on whether the user wishes to view the 
Supplemental content immediately or at a later time), at least 
a portion of the retrieved supplemental content. Thus, for 
instance, if the first signal was received at a time when one or 
more segments of the media signal depicting credits (e.g., for 
a movie) were displayed, the method 900 might request 
Supplemental content based on recognition of names appear 
ing in the credits, and accordingly convert one or more of the 
credits into hyperlinks linked to additional information (e.g., 
a movie database entry) about the named individual(s). 
0313 For example, FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illus 
trating an exemplary display 1000 for presenting retrieved 
Supplemental content about articles appearing in a portion of 
a media stream. The display 1000 may be conveyed via a 
display device as described above. The display 1000 is 
arranged in a menu format and includes one or more images 
1002-1002 (hereinafter collectively referred to as “images 
1002) depicting articles appearing in an associated portion 
of a media stream (e.g., clothing, beverages, compact discs). 
In one embodiment, the images 1002 include hyperlinks such 
that a viewer may retrieve supplemental content about the 
depicted article (e.g., content, price, purchasing opportuni 
ties) by selecting the article's associated image 1002. The 
selection of an image 1002 may be made by sending a signal 
to a device that retrieves the Supplemental content. 
0314. In one embodiment, the display 1000 is prioritized 
according to Some criteria (e.g., popularity with similar view 
ers, fees paid by sellers, etc.). For example, an image 1002 
depicting an article that is statistically determined to be the 
article in which the viewer is most likely to be interested (e.g., 
“78% of viewers who sent a signal during frames X-Z clicked 
though to Y brand Sneakers') may be displayed most promi 
nently. Alternatively, article images may be displayed accord 
ing to how much the sellers are willing to pay to advertise the 
articles (e.g., the more the seller pays for the advertising, the 
more prominently the article image is displayed). In one 
embodiment, the n highest priority articles are displayed as 
images, while the remainder of the articles depicted in the 
menu are displayed as text hyperlinks or grouped into one or 
more sub-categories. 
0315. In one embodiment, articles depicted in a menu 
display are prioritized by providing each article with a score, 
Such that the scores of multiple articles may be compared to 
determine the relative priorities of the articles. In one embodi 
ment, the score is a weighted combination of factors includ 
ing at least one of the article's level of popularity with view 
ers, the likelihood that a given viewer is interested in the 
article and the fees paid by the article's seller for each click 
through. In one embodiment, the score, S, of an article for the 
purposes of determining priority in a menu of articles is 
calculated according to: 

where C is the cost per click-through paid by a seller when the 
article is selected from a menu by a viewer, V is a statistical 
measure of a given viewer's likely interest in the article 
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(based, for example, on the viewer's other observed interests) 
and P is a measure of the article's popularity with viewers in 
general. W1, W2 and W3 are weighing factors that may be 
selected, for example, by a provider of annotated media 
streams and associated services (e.g., a stream annotation 
service provider or an access provider). 
0316 Referring back to FIG. 9, in step 914, the method 
900 receives a subsequent signal from the viewer. In one 
embodiment, the Subsequent signal may be received in any of 
the ways in which the first signal was received. The method 
900 then proceeds to step 916 and determines whether the 
Subsequent signal indicates that the viewer wishes to return to 
the media stream (i.e., exit the currently displayed Supple 
mental content without any further action). If the method 900 
concludes in step 916 that the subsequent signal indicates that 
the viewer wishes to return to the media stream, the method 
900 returns to step 904 and resumes displaying the media 
stream (e.g., unobstructed by the Supplemental content). 
Thus, the method 900 ceases to display the retrieved infor 
mation Supplemental content until and unless another signal 
to do so is received. 
0317. Alternatively, if the method 900 concludes in step 
916 that the subsequent signal does not indicate that the 
viewer wishes to return to the media stream, the method 900 
proceeds to step 918 and determines whether the subsequent 
signal indicates that the viewer wishes to purchase one or 
more articles depicted in the Supplemental content. Thus, the 
method 900 can provide an immediate purchase opportunity 
on demand. 

0318. If the method 900 concludes in step 918 that the 
Subsequent signal does not indicate that the viewer wishes to 
purchase one or more articles depicted in the Supplemental 
content, the method 900 returns to step 912 and continues to 
display the supplemental content. Alternatively, if the method 
900 concludes in step 918 that the subsequent signal does 
indicate that the viewer wishes to purchase one or more 
articles depicted in the supplemental content, the method 900 
proceeds to step 920 and consummates the desired transac 
tion (e.g., via an Internet e-commerce site). Once the trans 
action is completed, the method 900 returns to step 914 and 
awaits a signal from the viewer indicating how to proceed 
(e.g., return to media stream or consummate another transac 
tion). 
0319. In further embodiments, additional options or 
actions may be associated with the Subsequent signal. For 
example, the Subsequent signal may trigger a push of addi 
tional Supplemental content (optionally driven by demo 
graphics and/or learned user preferences, such as reviews by 
other users with similar preferences, consumer reports, etc.). 
In one embodiment, the additional Supplemental content pro 
vides an opportunity for the viewer to view his or her purchase 
history or to edit preferences relating to the method 900. 
0320 FIG. 11 is a flow diagram illustrating a third 
embodiment of a method 1100 for providing annotated media 
streams to viewers, according to the present invention. Spe 
cifically, the method 100, unlike the methods 800 and 900 
described above, is configured to Support processing of Spo 
ken viewer signals. Like the methods 800 and 900, the 
method 1100 may be implemented by a user device (e.g., a 
television, a DVD player, a DVR, a set-top box, a portable 
media player, a personal digital assistant, a personal com 
puter, a mobile phone, an in-flight or in-vehicle entertainment 
system, a video game console or the like) that has access to 
annotated media streams. 
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0321) The method 1100 is initialized at step 1102 and 
proceeds to step 1104, where the method 1100 receives a 
mapping of one or more keywords to one or more items of 
Supplemental content. In one embodiment, the Supplemental 
content is associated with commercial information relating to 
one or more articles appearing in the media stream, as 
described above. In one embodiment, the mapping is received 
from a remote server, for example, via the Internet, via a cable 
network (e.g., where the remote server may be the cable 
head-end, or the head-end may mediate communications with 
the remote server) or via satellite. Particular embodiments 
may receive the mapping as an OpenCable application plat 
form (OCAP) or digital video broadcasting (DVB) applica 
tion, or as a private section within a Motion Picture Experts 
Group (MPEG) transport stream. In a further embodiment, 
the mapping is received “on the fly” from a “director who 
views the media stream in Substantially real time and maps 
Supplemental content from a pre-set list to the keywords. In 
one embodiment, the mapping further includes the URL of 
one or more World Wide Web sites relating to one or more 
articles appearing in the media stream (e.g., to reduce Subse 
quent lookup times). 
0322. In step 1106, the method 1100 displays the media 
stream via a display device. In one embodiment, displaying 
the media stream includes presenting an indicator when the 
segment identifier identifying the currently displayed portion 
of the media stream (e.g., the currently displayed segment) is 
associated with at least one item of Supplemental content. 
Thus, a viewer of the media stream would automatically 
know when additional information about one or more articles 
being displayed is available (e.g., as opposed to having to 
guess or query). In one embodiment, the indicator is pre 
sented when the currently displayed portion of the media 
stream is associated with one or more items of Supplemental 
content relating to information that is expected to be of inter 
est to the viewer (e.g., based on demographic information, 
stated viewer preferences or previous viewer activity). In one 
embodiment, the indicator is a visual indicator, such as an 
icon displayed in the media stream or a (perhaps flashing) 
light on the media stream player (e.g., a set-top box, DVR or 
the like), on the display device or on a remote control. In 
further embodiments, the indicator may be an audible indi 
cator or other sensory indicator (e.g., a vibrating remote con 
trol). In a further embodiment still, a “split screen display 
may be employed that displays the media stream in a first 
portion of the display and data relating to currently accessible 
Supplemental content in a second portion of the display. 
0323. The method 1100 then proceeds to step 1108 and 
receives a first speech signal from a viewer of the media 
stream. The first speech signal indicates that the viewer 
wishes to view Supplemental content relating to one or more 
articles appearing in the media stream. In one embodiment, 
the first speech signal indicates that the viewer wishes to view 
the Supplemental content immediately (e.g., “show car 
now'). In another embodiment, the first signal indicates that 
the viewer wishes to view the supplemental content at a later 
time. Such as at the conclusion of the media stream (e.g., "save 
car for later). In further embodiments, the first speech signal 
indicates that the user wishes to save the present position in 
the media stream to view the Supplemental content at a later 
time, without specifically identifying the item of interest 
(e.g., “mark for later). 
0324. In step 1110, the method 1100 processes the first 
speech signal to recognize a viewer command embodied 
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therein. In one embodiment, the first speech signal is pro 
cessed in accordance with one or more automatic speech 
recognition and/or natural language understanding tech 
niques. For example, in one embodiment, the first speech 
signal is processed in accordance with an automatic speech 
recognition technique that operates in conjunction with a 
defined vocabulary. In refinements of this embodiment, the 
defined Vocabulary comprises the keywords contained in the 
mapping received at step 1104. In particular embodiments, 
the defined vocabulary is dynamically modifiable as the 
media stream is displayed, such that the Vocabulary com 
prises the subset of the keywords that are presently “valid'. In 
another embodiment, the first speech signal is processed in 
accordance with an automatic speech recognition technique 
that cancels ambient noise, such as that associated with the 
media stream itself (e.g., such as the method described in U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 1 1/541.282, filed Sep. 28, 2006, 
which is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety). In 
another embodiment, the first speech signal is processed in 
accordance with a "light-weight natural language process 
ing technique Such as topic spotting. 

0325 In one embodiment, the method 1100 supports mul 
timodal viewer interaction, meaning that one or more addi 
tional input modalities (in addition to speech) may be 
employed for receiving viewer signals. Multimodal interac 
tion may be helpful, for example, in correcting errors in 
processing speech signals. For example, errors in processing 
speech signals may be corrected in accordance with the meth 
ods described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,742,021, which is herein 
incorporated by reference in its entirety. 
0326 In step 1112, the method 1100 matches the viewer 
command to one or more keywords used in the mapping. In 
this way, the method 1100 can identify which item(s) of 
Supplemental content corresponds to the keyword(s) uttered 
by the viewer. In one embodiment, if the viewer command 
cannot be matched to a known keyword, the method 1100 
uses the viewer command to query a database Such as a 
shopping or information portal (e.g., an Internet search 
engine or e-commerce Word WideWeb site). In this way, the 
viewer command can still be potentially matched to relevant 
supplemental content. In a further embodiment, the viewer 
command is parsed by a natural language understanding tech 
nique that chooses an appropriate portal to query. In certain 
embodiments, the step of searching a database is performed in 
accordance with the methods described in U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/912,517, filed Aug. 5, 2004; and Ser. No. 
11/063,357, filed Feb. 23, 2005, both of which are herein 
incorporated by reference in their entireties. 
0327. The method 1100 then proceeds to step 1114 and 
displays, at the appropriate time (e.g., based on whether the 
user wishes to view the Supplemental content immediately or 
at a later time), the Supplemental content that is mapped to the 
corresponding keyword. For example, if the uttered keyword 
is “car or “automobile', the displayed information (as 
embodied in the Supplemental content) might include the 
maker and/or dealers associated with a car appearing in the 
media stream. In one embodiment, the display of the media 
stream is paused while the Supplemental content is displayed. 
In one embodiment, the Supplemental contentis displayed via 
the same display device as the media stream. In another 
embodiment, the information is displayed via a different dis 
play device (e.g., the media stream is being displayed via a 
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television or mobile phone, and the Supplemental content is 
displayed on the viewer's laptop computer or is sent to the 
viewer’s e-mail account). 
0328. In a further embodiment (e.g., where the keyword is 
ambiguous or potentially corresponds to any one of multiple 
articles), the information is displayed in step 1114 in the form 
of a menu of two or more selectable articles. Thus, for 
instance, if the keyword “car is uttered at a time when four 
different cars appear in the media stream, the Supplemental 
content mapped to the keyword might include images of all 
four cars, each image being further associated with a respec 
tive, unambiguous keyword (e.g., “car A', 'car B', 'car C 
and "car D'). The metadata mapped to each unambiguous 
keyword could include links to World WideWeb sites for the 
respective cars manufacturers and/or dealers. In this manner, 
the method 1100 supports disambiguation. 
0329. In another embodiment, the information is dis 
played as a menu or list of articles appearing in the media 
stream for which information is available (and may be asso 
ciated, for example, with a keyword such as "menu'). This 
would allow a viewer to “surf through the mapped supple 
mental content without having to view the associated media 
Stream. 

0330. In step 1116, the method 1100 receives a subsequent 
signal from the viewer. In one embodiment, the Subsequent 
signal may be received in the form of a speech signal. In 
another embodiment, the Subsequent signal may be received 
in a different manner, Such as via a keystroke or the push of a 
button on a remote control. The method 1100 then proceeds to 
step 1118 and determines whether the subsequent signal indi 
cates that the viewer wishes to return to the media stream (i.e., 
exit the currently displayed supplemental content without any 
further action). If the method 1100 concludes in step 1118 
that the Subsequent signal indicates that the viewer wishes to 
return to the media stream, the method 1100 returns to step 
1106 and resumes displaying the media stream (e.g., unob 
structed by the supplemental content). Thus, the method 1100 
ceases to display the Supplemental content until and unless 
another signal to do so is received. 
0331 Alternatively, if the method 1100 concludes in step 
1118 that the subsequent signal does not indicate that the 
viewer wishes to return to the media stream, the method 1100 
proceeds to step 1120 and determines whether the subsequent 
signal indicates that the viewer wishes to purchase one or 
more articles depicted in the displayed Supplemental content. 
Thus, the method 1100 can provide an immediate purchase 
opportunity on demand. 
0332. If the method 1100 concludes in step 1120 that the 
Subsequent signal does not indicate that the viewer wishes to 
purchase one or more articles depicted in the displayed 
supplemental content, the method 1100 returns to step 1114 
and continues to display the Supplemental content. Alterna 
tively, if the method 1100 concludes in step 1120 that the 
Subsequent signal does indicate that the viewer wishes to 
purchase one or more articles depicted in the displayed 
supplemental content, the method 1100 proceeds to step 1122 
and consummates the desired transaction. Once the transac 
tion is completed, the method 1100 returns to step 1116 and 
awaits a signal from the viewer indicating how to proceed 
(e.g., return to media stream or consummate another transac 
tion). In further embodiments, additional options or actions 
may be associated with the Subsequent signal. For example, 
the Subsequent signal may triggera push of additional Supple 
mental content (optionally driven by demographics and/or 
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learned user preferences, such as reviews by other users with 
similar preferences, consumer reports, etc.). In one embodi 
ment, the additional Supplemental content provides an oppor 
tunity for the viewer to view his or her purchase history or to 
edit preferences relating to the method 1100. 
0333 FIG. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating a fourth 
embodiment of a method 1200 for providing annotated media 
streams to viewers, according to the present invention. The 
method 1200 may be implemented, for example, by a user 
device associated with the display of media streams. In par 
ticular, the method 1200, unlike the method 1100, allows for 
speech-Supported "on the fly' annotation (e.g., without the 
assistance of a pre-determined mapping). 
0334) The method 1200 is initialized at step 1202 and 
proceeds to step 1204, where the method 1200 displays the 
media stream via a display device. The method 1200 then 
proceeds to step 1206 and receives a first speech signal from 
a viewer of the media stream. The first speech signal indicates 
that the viewer wishes to view supplemental content about at 
least one article appearing in the media stream. In one 
embodiment, the first speech signal indicates that the viewer 
wishes to view the Supplemental content immediately. In 
another embodiment, the first speech signal indicates that the 
viewer wishes to view the supplemental content at a later 
time. 
0335. In step 1208, the method 1200 processes, in substan 

tially real time, the first speech signal in order to recognize a 
viewer command embodied therein. In one embodiment, the 
first speech signal is processed in accordance with one or 
more automatic speech recognition and/or natural language 
understanding techniques. For example, in one embodiment, 
the first speech signal is processed in accordance with an 
automatic speech recognition technique that operates in con 
junction with a defined vocabulary. In another embodiment, 
the first speech signal is processed in accordance with an 
automatic speech recognition technique that cancels ambient 
noise, Such as that associated with the media stream itself 
(e.g., such as the method described in U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 1 1/541.282, filed Sep. 28, 2006, which is herein 
incorporated by reference in its entirety). In another embodi 
ment, the first speech signal is processed in accordance with 
a “light-weight” natural language processing technique Such 
as topic spotting. 
0336. In one embodiment, the method 1200, like the 
method 1100, supports multimodal viewer interaction, mean 
ing that one or more additional input modalities (in addition to 
speech) may be employed for receiving viewer signals. Mul 
timodal interaction may be helpful, for example, in correcting 
errors in processing speech signals. For example, errors in 
processing speech signals may be corrected in accordance 
with the methods described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,742,021, which 
is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety. 
0337 The method 1200 then proceeds to step 1210 and 
queries a remote server in accordance with the recognized 
viewer command, for example via a connection through the 
Internet or a cable network. For example, the method 1200 
might perform a search on recognized words in the viewer 
command using a database Such as a shopping or information 
portal (e.g., an Internet search engine or e-commerce World 
WideWeb site). In one embodiment, querying in accordance 
with step 1210 includes selecting an appropriate query portal 
(e.g., search engine or e-commerce World Wide Web site) 
based on the recognized words. In another embodiment, the 
remote database stores or has access to a mapping that maps 
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Supplemental content to keywords (as described above). In 
this case, the remote server matches one or more words in the 
recognized viewer command to Supplemental content. In cer 
tain embodiments, the step of searching is performed in 
accordance with the methods described in U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/912,517, filed Aug. 5, 2004; and Ser. No. 
11/063,357, filed Feb. 23, 2005, both of which are herein 
incorporated by reference in their entireties. 
0338. In step 1212, the method 1200 displays, at the 
appropriate time (e.g., based on whether the user wishes to 
view the Supplemental content immediately or at a later time), 
at least a portion of the query results. Thus, for instance, if the 
first speech signal was received at a time when one or more 
segments of the media signal depicting credits (e.g., for a 
movie) were displayed, and an actor's name was recognized 
in the speech recognition processing step (i.e., Step 1208), the 
method 1200 might display Supplemental content (e.g., a 
movie database entry) about the actor. 
0339. In step 1214, the method 1200 receives a subsequent 
signal from the viewer. In one embodiment, the Subsequent 
signal is a speech signal. In another embodiment, the Subse 
quent signal is a non-speech signal. Such as a keystroke or 
button press. The method 1200 then proceeds to step 1216 and 
determines whether the Subsequent signal indicates that the 
viewer wishes to return to the media stream (i.e., exit the 
currently displayed supplemental content without any further 
action). If the method 1200 concludes in step 1216 that the 
Subsequent signal indicates that the viewer wishes to return to 
the media stream, the method 1200 returns to step 1204 and 
resumes displaying the media stream (e.g., unobstructed by 
the supplemental content). Thus, the method 1200 ceases to 
display the retrieved Supplemental content until and unless 
another signal to do so is received. 
0340 Alternatively, if the method 1200 concludes in step 
1216 that the subsequent signal does not indicate that the 
viewer wishes to return to the media stream, the method 1200 
proceeds to step 1218 and determines whether the subsequent 
signal indicates that the viewer wishes to purchase one or 
more articles depicted in the displayed Supplemental content. 
Thus, the method 1200 can provide an immediate purchase 
opportunity on demand. 
(0341) If the method 1200 concludes in step 1218 that the 
Subsequent signal does not indicate that the viewer wishes to 
purchase one or more articles depicted in the displayed 
supplemental content, the method 1200 returns to step 1212 
and continues to display the query results. Alternatively, if the 
method 1200 concludes in step 1218 that the subsequent 
signal does indicate that the viewer wishes to purchase one or 
more articles depicted in the displayed Supplemental content, 
the method 1200 proceeds to step 1220 and consummates the 
desired transaction (e.g., via a retrieved Internet e-commerce 
site). Once the transaction is completed, the method 1200 
returns to step 1214 and awaits a signal from the viewer 
indicating how to proceed (e.g., return to media stream or 
consummate another transaction). In further embodiments, 
additional options or actions may be associated with the Sub 
sequent signal. For example, the Subsequent signal may trig 
ger a push of additional Supplemental content (optionally 
driven by demographics and/or learned user preferences, 
Such as reviews by other users with similar preferences, con 
Sumer reports, etc.). In one embodiment, the additional infor 
mation provides an opportunity for the viewer to view his or 
her purchase history or to edit preferences relating to the 
method 1200. 
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0342 Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the meth 
ods of the present invention are not limited to the field of 
advertising. For instance, media stream segment identifiers 
may be pulled, in accordance with the present invention, to 
track certain parameters occurring at a precise moment in 
time or under precise conditions or viewer criteria. For 
example, the methods of the present invention may be 
adapted to identify a “statistically significant sample (e.g., 
national or demographic- or Subset-specific) to determine the 
viewing habits of a given population. Alternatively, the meth 
ods of the present invention may be adapted to determine 
when viewers “switch away from a television show (e.g., by 
pulling segment identifiers every X Seconds). In one embodi 
ment, the segment identifiers occurring over a given period of 
time are stored in a user device (e.g., a set top box). In another 
embodiment, the user device is programmed to poll segment 
identifiers at given times or at a given rate. The user device 
may then transmit these segment identifiers to a third party 
(e.g., a stream annotation service provider or access provider) 
for further analysis. 
0343. In further embodiments, part of the supplemental 
content that is mapped to a segment identifier (and stored, for 
example, by a stream annotation service provider or access 
provider) comprises Software that triggers a mini application 
or instruction set. For example, a trigger sent in response to a 
segment identifier might instruct a viewer set top box to 
activate a voting mini application in which the viewer is asked 
to vote for a favorite contestant on a game show. This Software 
could be activated automatically (e.g., as frame X is dis 
played) or upon viewer signal (e.g., when the viewer sends a 
signal during frames X-Z). 
0344 As discussed above, embodiments of the present 
invention may be extended to log viewer activity (e.g., for 
data mining purposes). For example, viewer requests for 
information about articles depicted in the media streams may 
be tracked, as may any viewer purchases made as a result of 
presenting the requested Supplemental content. This data can 
assist in customizing the Supplemental content that is made 
available in connection with given media streams. For 
example, the Supplemental content made available could be 
customized according to a viewers age, location, prior pur 
chasing habits, viewing habits and the like. Moreover, the 
data can assist in determining a fee structure for when, where 
and how to place Supplemental content relating to a given 
product or service. 
0345 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram illustrating a fifth embodi 
ment of a method 1500 for providing annotated media 
streams to viewers, according to the present invention. The 
method 1500 may be implemented, for example, in its 
entirety by the access provider 106 of FIG. 1 (e.g., via a user 
device such as a television, a DVD player, a DVR, a set-top 
box, a portable media player, a personal digital assistant, a 
personal computer, a mobile phone, an in-flight or in-vehicle 
entertainment system, a video game console, a dedicated 
device or the like that has access to annotated media streams). 
Alternatively, the method 1500 may be implemented by 
access provider 106 in conjunction with the stream annota 
tion service provider 112. In particular, the method 1500 is 
intended for providing annotated media streams in which 
segment identifiers identifying segments of the media 
streams are mapped to intermediate nodes, the intermediate 
nodes being in turn mapped to items of Supplemental content 
(e.g., as described above). 
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(0346. The method 1500 is initialized at step 1502 and 
proceeds to step 1504, where the method 1500 receives a 
media stream. In embodiments where segment identifiers 
identifying segments of the media stream are mapped to 
intermediate nodes, the media stream also contains metadata, 
describing the segments that individual frames of the media 
stream belong to. In one embodiment, the metadata is not 
contained within the media stream, but is instead received 
from a remote server, for example, via the Internet, via a cable 
network (e.g., where the remote server may be a cable head 
end, or the head-end may mediate communications with the 
remote server) or via satellite. Particular embodiments may 
receive the mapping as an OpenCable application platform 
(OCAP) or digital video broadcasting (DVB) application, or 
as a private section within an MPEG transport stream. 
(0347. In step 1506, the method 1500 displays the media 
stream via a display device. The method 1500 then proceeds 
to step 1508 and receives a first signal from a viewer of the 
media stream. The first signal indicates that the viewer wishes 
to view any Supplemental content that may be associated with 
the present position in the media stream (i.e., that is mapped 
to the corresponding segment identifier). The first signal may 
be conveyed via the push of abutton (e.g., on a remote control, 
a keyboard, a mouse, a light pen or a laser pointer) or via a 
spoken command (e.g., to a microphone, a mobile phone or a 
voice-over-IP handset). In one embodiment, the method 1500 
Supports multimodal viewer interaction, meaning that two or 
more input modalities may be employed for receiving viewer 
signals. Multimodal interaction may be helpful, for example, 
in correcting errors in processing viewer signals. For 
example, errors in processing viewer signals may be cor 
rected in accordance with the methods described in U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,742,021, which is herein incorporated by reference in 
its entirety. In one embodiment, the first signal indicates that 
the viewer wishes to view the supplemental content immedi 
ately. In another embodiment, the first signal indicates that the 
viewer wishes to view the supplemental contentata later time 
(e.g., at the conclusion of the media stream). In further 
embodiments, the first signal indicates that the user wishes to 
save the present position in the media stream to view the 
Supplemental content at a later time, without specifically 
identifying the article of interest (e.g., “mark for later). 
(0348. In step 1510, the method 1500 determines, in accor 
dance with the metadata, which segment identifier corre 
sponds to the point in time at which the first signal was 
received (i.e., what portion of the media stream was being 
displayed when the viewer sent the first signal). In one 
embodiment (e.g., where the segment identifiers comprise 
hash-generated identifiers), this determination is made by 
computing the hash of the current frame, and identifying the 
segment associated with the computed hash. In embodiments 
where time offset (either from the beginning of the media 
stream or from Some internal boundary) is used as the index 
for segments, metadata need not be provided, and an internal 
clock of the display device or associated hardware may be 
utilized to calculate the running time of the media stream. In 
another embodiment, a time-code datum or other internal 
information already present in the current frame is used to 
determine the present segment and corresponding segment 
identifier. 

(0349. In step 1511, the method 1500 then determines, in 
accordance with the mapping, what Supplemental content is 
mapped from the current segment identifier. Step 1511 may 
be performed directly by the user's device, or may be per 
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formed by a remote computer upon request by the user's 
device. First, the intermediate node mapped from the current 
segment identifier is obtained (e.g., via a first mapping). 
Then, in one embodiment, items of Supplemental content 
mapped from the obtained intermediate node (e.g., via a 
second mapping) are retrieved for display in step 1512. 
0350. The method 1500 next proceeds to step 1512 and 
displays, at the appropriate time (e.g., based on whether the 
user wishes to view the Supplemental content immediately or 
at a later time), the retrieved supplemental content. In one 
embodiment (e.g., where there are multiple retrieved items of 
Supplemental content), the Supplemental content is displayed 
in the form of a menu of selectable articles. Thus, for instance, 
if the first signal was received at a time when one or more 
frames of the media stream depicting an actress were dis 
played, the Supplemental content mapped (indirectly) from 
those frames might include the actress's filmography, and 
information about a Sweater that the actress is wearing. Thus, 
the Supplemental content displayed in response to the first 
signal might include an image of the actress and an image of 
the Sweater, where each of the images may be associated with 
a hyperlink to a World WideWeb page, containing additional 
information and an opportunity to purchase goods or services. 
In one embodiment, the display of the media stream is paused 
while the retrieved supplemental content is displayed. In one 
embodiment, the retrieved Supplemental content is displayed 
via the same display device as the media stream. In another 
embodiment, the retrieved Supplemental content is displayed 
via a different display device (e.g., the media stream is being 
displayed via a television or mobile phone, and the retrieved 
Supplemental content is displayed on the viewers laptop 
computer, or is sent to the viewer’s e-mail account). 
0351. In step 1514, the method 1500 receives a subsequent 
signal from the viewer. In one embodiment, the Subsequent 
signal may be received in any of the ways in which the first 
signal was received. The method 1500 then proceeds to step 
1516 and determines whether the subsequent signal indicates 
that the viewer wishes to return to the media stream (i.e., exit 
the currently displayed supplemental content without any 
further action). If the method 1500 concludes in step 1516 
that the Subsequent signal indicates that the viewer wishes to 
return to the media stream, the method 1500 returns to step 
1506 and resumes displaying the media stream (e.g., unob 
structed by the supplemental content). Thus, the method 1500 
ceases to display the Supplemental content until and unless 
another signal to do so is received. 
0352 Alternatively, if the method 1500 concludes in step 
1516 that the subsequent signal does not indicate that the 
viewer wishes to return to the media stream, the method 1500 
proceeds to step 1518 and determines whether the subsequent 
signal indicates that the viewer wishes to purchase one or 
more articles depicted in the displayed Supplemental content. 
Thus, the method 1500 can provide an immediate purchase 
opportunity on demand. 
0353. If the method 1500 concludes in step 1518 that the 
Subsequent signal does not indicate that the viewer wishes to 
purchase one or more articles depicted in the displayed 
supplemental content, the method 1500 returns to step 1512 
and continues to display the Supplemental content. Alterna 
tively, if the method 1500 concludes in step 1518 that the 
Subsequent signal does indicate that the viewer wishes to 
purchase one or more articles depicted in the displayed 
supplemental content, the method 1500 proceeds to step 1520 
and consummates the desired transaction. Once the transac 
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tion is completed, the method 1500 returns to step 1514 and 
awaits a signal from the viewer indicating how to proceed 
(e.g., return to media stream or consummate another transac 
tion). In further embodiments, additional options or actions 
may be associated with the Subsequent signal. For example, 
the Subsequent signal may triggera push of additional Supple 
mental content (optionally driven by demographics and/or 
learned user preferences, such as reviews by other users with 
similar preferences, consumer reports, etc.). In one embodi 
ment, the additional Supplemental content provides an oppor 
tunity for the viewer to view his or her purchase history or to 
edit preferences relating to the method 1500. 
0354. The method 1500 continues processing, awaiting 
signals from the user, until the display of the media stream is 
complete. 
0355 As noted earlier, a major disadvantage of prior art 
approaches is that the information (e.g., Supplemental con 
tent) relating to product placements in media streams tend to 
be fixed. There is no straightforward way to provide differ 
entiated information regarding articles depicted in a media 
stream to a viewer of the media stream based on criteria Such 
as demographic, gender, and the like. Further, if no particular 
information is associated with a particular video segment, 
there is no way of calculating what items of information may 
be most relevant and compelling. These significant disadvan 
tages are overcome in the present approach by calculation 
over the ontology of intermediate nodes. 
0356. For example, consider a situation where a particular 
segment identifier is mapped via a first mapping to the inter 
mediate node representing the ontology instance "Brand X 
Strawberry Jelly, and there is no item of supplemental con 
tent mapped from this intermediate node via a second map 
ping. However, there is an item of Supplemental content, 
“Grocery Store A Coupon mapped to the intermediate node 
representing the ontology concept "Jelly. If the ontology in 
this example contains "is-a’ relationships, such that the 
instance “Brand X Strawberry Jelly' is understood to be a 
member of the class “Jelly, then the method 1500 can calcu 
late that, with respect to the ontology, returning the Supple 
mental content “Grocery Store A Coupon is appropriate 
when a mapping to the intermediate node "Brand X Straw 
berry Jelly' is presented. 
0357. In general therefore, in certain embodiments, when 
the method 1500 determines that a segment identifier is 
mapped to an intermediate node N via a first mapping, and 
that the intermediate node N has no second mapping to any 
articles (or perhaps a second mapping that is undesirable 
under constraints, as discussed later), items of Supplemental 
content can be searched for by, in effect, “walking the ontol 
ogy to locate an item. By walking 'up' the ontology from 
instances to classes, and from classes to Super-classes, items 
of Supplemental content may be located that are mapped to a 
more general concept, as in the earlier example of "Jelly’. 
There, by proceeding from the specific instance node to the 
containing class, the coupon is located and may then be 
returned to the user. Thus, the relationships between instances 
and classes maintained in the ontology enable a computation 
of the item to be returned to the user. 

0358 Inversely from the example above, the method 1500 
can also walk “down the ontology from classes to sub 
classes, and from classes to instances, to provide an item of 
Supplemental content mapped from an intermediate node rep 
resenting a more specific part of the ontology. For example, 
assume a segment identifier is mapped via a first mapping to 
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an intermediate node representing an ontology class "Paint.” 
with a color attribute set to “Green,” and an instance of this 
class is present that represents “Brand X Lime Green Paint.” 
with an associated item of supplemental content. By walking 
the ontology to more specific items, the method can locate 
and retrieve this item of supplemental content. Further, one 
can also “walk to siblings of an instance or class (i.e., those 
instances and classes that share a common immediate Super 
class) in a similar manner, and combine up, down, and sibling 
walks in various combinations. Constraints are preferentially 
provided to control how far from a mapped node to a sibling 
node the method is permitted to walk. For example, it may be 
too remote to walk up two Super-classes in a particular ontol 
ogy, meaning that it would be difficult for a user to compre 
hend why the method retrieved a particular item of supple 
mental content. The precise constraints are established 
according to exercise of judgment, in reference to a particular 
ontology used in a particular embodiment. 
0359. In ontologies where a “part-of relationship is pro 
vided in addition to an “is-a’ relationship, search for items of 
Supplemental content to return can also include matching a 
whole from its parts. For example, consider a segment iden 
tifier, S, that is mapped to two intermediate nodes, represent 
ing the ontology concepts “Crunchy Peanut Butter, and 
“Strawberry Jelly,” respectively. The example ontology pro 
vides "is-a” relationships, such that it is known that “Crunchy 
Peanut Butter is part of the class “Peanut Butter, and 
“Strawberry Jelly,” is part of the class “Jelly.” Further, the 
example ontology provides a “part-of relationship such that 
the classes “Peanut Butter” and “Jelly.” are the two parts of 
the class “Peanut Butter and Jelly Sandwich. In searching for 
items of supplemental content, when walking the ontology as 
described earlier to Super-classes, if the class relationship is a 
“part-of relationship, the choice to visit the super-class may 
be made in several ways. First, the Super-class may be walked 
to only if at least one item from each part Subclass is present 
(e.g., only return an item linked to “Peanut Butter and Jelly 
Sandwich' if at least one member of each of “Jelly' and 
“Peanut Butter is mapped from the present segment identi 
fier). Alternatively, the super-class may be walked to if any of 
the parts are mapped from the present segment identifier. 
0360. In the embodiments described so far, it has been 
implicitly assumed that the mapping from an intermediate 
node to an item of Supplemental content was applicable in all 
circumstances. However, in some embodiments the capacity 
to present a particular item from a choice between items is 
desirable (e.g., to provide item A to teenagers and the alter 
native item B to younger children). Such a choice can be 
accomplished by mapping an intermediate node to many 
items of Supplemental content, and providing constraints on 
the mappings. For example, consider an intermediate node N 
that is mapped to three items of supplemental information P1, 
P2, and P3. Each Such mapping has associated constraints, 
C1, C2, and C3. In a first approach, the constraints are inter 
preted as Boolean conditionals, such that the meaning of the 
constrained mappings is “IF C1 THEN P1’ and so on. The 
constraints do not need to be mutually exclusive, allowing 
more than one item of supplemental content to be returned for 
any particular set of conditions. Further, the constraints do not 
need to be exhaustive—under a particular set of conditions, 
no constraint may evaluate to true, and no item of supplemen 
tal content may be returned. A “default’ constraint may also 
be supplied, such that if no other item of Supplemental content 
is returned under the conditions, the default item will be 
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returned. The constraints can include Boolean operators, 
numerical and string comparators, and have multiple Sub 
terms. 

0361 Constraints are contemplated to include variables 
describing knowledge regarding the viewer viewing the 
media stream, including demographics, device type, and the 
like. For example, constraints may include “viewers 
age>30,” “viewer's income>S100,000.” “viewer’s zip 
code=94025,” “viewer's language=Espanól.” “viewers 
device-DVR or cellular telephone.” Constraints can also 
include the attributes associated with a particular instance or 
class in the ontology. 
0362. In further embodiments, constraints can be proba 

bilistic. This allows for the situation where information about 
the viewer is not known, but has been inferred from viewer 
behavior by learning approaches. Learning can be applied to 
a viewers viewing habits, click through and purchasing hab 
its, and the like. For example, a probabilistic constraint might 
be “(Probability that the viewerd-30 years old)>75%.” 
0363. In addition to, or in place of “hard constraints in an 
IF X THENY format, “soft” constraints may be employed, 
where the conditionals provide a weight. The item(s) returned 
are then those with the lowest (or highest) total weight(s). For 
example, consider an intermediate node N that is mapped to 
two items of Supplemental content, I1 and I2. The mapping 
from node N to item I1 has three soft constraints: “viewer's 
age>30, weight=1:” “viewer's income<S60,000, weight=4;” 
“viewer's state=Arizona, weight=-3. The mapping from 
node N to item I2 also has three soft constraints: “viewers 
age->50, weight=1:” “viewers income>S100,000, weight=- 
2:” “time of dayd-12:01 am AND time of day.<5:00 am, 
weight=-3. To choose between the two items, the method 
1500 calculates the sum of the weights for each constraint. 
Under the knowledge that the viewer is a 40 year old in 
Arizona, who earns S75,000 per year, the weight for the 
mapping to item I1 would be -2. The weight for the mapping 
to itemI2, at 11am, would be 0. At 3:00am, the weight for the 
mapping to itemI2 would be -9. Hence, at 11:00am item I1 
has the lowest weight and would be retrieved. At 3:00 am, 
itemI2 has the lowest weight and would be retrieved instead 
of item I1. 

0364 FIG. 29 illustrates the use of viewer-driven con 
straints in the display of Supplemental content. For instance, 
a viewer of a media stream may send a signal (e.g., via a 
remote control 2900 to a set-top box 2902) indicating that 
he/she is interested in viewing Supplemental content relating 
to the segment identifier of the media stream currently 
depicted on his/her display device 2906. In accordance with 
this signal, the set-top box 2902 may read both a segment 
identifier identifying the currently displayed segment of the 
media stream and a viewer identifier identifying the viewer. 
As illustrated, the viewer identifier is mapped to information 
in a database 2908 indicating that the viewer has a “high” 
level of income. 

0365 FIG.30 illustrates the results of using viewer-driven 
constraints to select Supplemental content. Continuing the 
example of FIG. 29, suppose the segment identifier was 
mapped to Supplemental content relating to a purse, a Sweater 
and a pair of Sunglasses. Further, Suppose the Sweater is 
associated (e.g., via a generic "sweater node in an ontology) 
with several different items 3000-3000 (hereinafter collec 
tively referred to as “items 3000') of supplemental content: a 
first item 3000 relating to a sweater to display to low income 
viewers, a second item 3000 relating to a sweater to be 
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displayed to middle income viewers and a third item 3000 
relating to a Sweater to be displayed to high income viewers. 
Because the viewer's viewer identifier identified him/her as 
being a high income viewer, the third item 3000 of supple 
mental content (relating to the Sweater to be displayed to high 
income viewers) is retrieved and displayed when the viewer 
requests more information about the Sweater. 
0366. The approach described herein with reference to 
FIGS. 14 and 15 of maintaining an ontology describing the 
interrelationships between mapped intermediate nodes, may 
be advantageously used in performing advanced data mining. 
In a naive data mining approach, one can calculate the number 
of viewers that expressed interest in a particular item of 
Supplemental content (e.g., by "clicking through' or consum 
mating a commercial transaction). However, such an 
approach misses a large amount of information that can be 
obtained within the present framework. For example, one can 
determine the interest shown in a particular type of article by 
aggregating the interest shown in all Subclasses and instances 
contained within the ontology class that represents that type 
of article. 

0367 Further, correlations can be computed. It is desirable 
that the ontology contain classes and instances that allow a 
mapping to intermediate nodes that not only describes the 
information being conveyed by a segment of a media stream 
in the sense of visible articles, but also in terms of concepts 
related to the segment. For example, concepts may include 
the “mood' of the segment (e.g., action, car chase, romance), 
the background music, a genre of the media stream (e.g., 
drama, horror, humor), and the like. In embodiments where 
Such concepts are used, a data mining process can correlate 
articles, types of articles, and concepts, and the demographics 
of the viewer. For example, by separately aggregating interest 
shown in the class “sports car.” between the mood concepts of 
“car chase' and “action, one could determine if viewers 
express interest in sports cars more often during chase scenes 
than in generic action scenes. By providing this information, 
if the mapped items of supplemental content comprise adver 
tising, an advertiser can determine what types of scenes their 
product receives the most attention in, and target their adver 
tising budget appropriately—both to the particular viewer 
and to demographically similar viewers. Further, movie mak 
ers and advertisers can use the mined information to better 
determine the price that should be charged for particular 
product placement opportunities. 
0368. In further embodiments of the present invention, the 
mapping or provision of Supplemental content can be per 
formed by the same individual or entity that creates or pro 
vides the media stream. Such embodiments are especially 
well suited for the distribution of media streams over a net 
work Such as the Internet (e.g., through a service that hosts 
media streams uploaded by users). Implementing aspects of 
the present invention in connection with Such a service would 
allow the service to generate a robust revenue stream, which 
in turn would allow the service to provide the bandwidth and 
storage necessary to accommodate the Volumes of multime 
dia content. In addition, the present invention would allow 
content creators to monetize the content they have created, by 
sharing in the revenue realized by the access provider. 
0369 FIG. 16, for example, is a flow diagram illustrating 
one embodiment of a method 1600 for associating supple 
mental content with a media stream, according to the present 
invention. The method 1600 may be implemented, for 
instance, by a user of an access provider (e.g., a content 
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creator or uploader). The method 1600 is initialized at step 
1602 and proceeds to step 1604, wherein a media stream (e.g., 
a video) is created (optionally including editing and other 
production steps) and loaded onto a computing device (e.g., a 
personal computer, a mobile telephone, a personal digital 
assistant or the like), in a digital format such as MPEG. FIG. 
32, for example, illustrates an exemplary media stream 3200 
that has been loaded onto a computing device. The exemplary 
media stream 3200 comprises a snowboarding video. 
0370. In step 1606, supplemental content is mapped to the 
media stream. Supplemental content may be any form of 
additional content, including text, video material, multimedia 
presentations, photographs, web links (URLs) and advertis 
ing copy. In one embodiment, the Supplemental content is 
selected from a library of content provided, for example, by 
the access provider, as described above. In another embodi 
ment, the user provides his/her own Supplemental content. 
FIG. 33, for example, illustrates an exemplary item 3300 of 
Supplemental content that may be mapped to the media 
stream 3200 illustrated in FIG. 32. Specifically, the item 330 
of Supplemental content is an advertisement/purchase oppor 
tunity for a specific brand of snowboard pant. 
0371. In one embodiment, supplemental content is 
mapped with respect to temporal segments of the media 
stream (e.g., the segment identifier identifying the first one 
minute of the media stream may be mapped to a first item of 
Supplemental content, while the segment identifier identify 
ing the second minute of the media stream is mapped to a 
second, different item of supplemental content). FIG. 34, for 
example, illustrates the exemplary media stream 3200 of FIG. 
32, where the media stream 3200 has been logically divided 
into temporal segments 3400-3400 (hereinafter collec 
tively referred to as “segments 3400') to facilitate mapping of 
Supplemental content. In another embodiment, mappings of 
Supplemental content are made with respect to metadata 
included in the media stream encoding (e.g., segment identi 
fiers, cue points, and the like). 
0372. As described in further detail below, supplemental 
content mapped to the segment identifiers will be displayed 
either simultaneously (e.g., in a separate frame of the same 
display) with the media stream or “saved' and displayed later, 
in some embodiments on a different platform in addition to or 
instead of the platform used to view the media stream. If the 
Supplemental content is to be displayed simultaneously with 
the media stream, the items of supplemental content will need 
to appear on the Screen for a Sufficient period of time so that 
a viewer of the media stream has a chance to view the items. 
Items of Supplemental content may provide the capability to 
click thereon and receive further information related to the 
item, perhaps by opening a web browser to a relevant web 
page. Such additional information could also encompass a 
commercial opportunity (e.g., to enable purchase of a product 
that was advertised in the clicked-upon item of Supplemental 
content). Additional information may either be pre-existing 
information, such as an e-commerce website or web encyclo 
pedia, or may be information created specifically for this 
purpose (e.g., a custom e-commerce store, perhaps created to 
showcase a particular set of articles, for example articles 
created by the user him or herself). FIG. 35 illustrates the 
exemplary media stream 3200 of FIG. 32, wherein an item 
3500 of supplemental content is mapped such that the item 
3500 of supplemental content is displayed simultaneously 
with at least a segment of the media stream 3200. 
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0373 Step 1606 thereby allows a user to create a mapping 
from segment identifiers identifying segments of the media 
stream to one or more items of Supplemental content. In 
certain embodiments, the user may create more than one 
mapping between the segment identifiers and (potentially 
different) items of supplemental content. For example, the 
user may create different mappings according to the web site 
on which the media stream will be hosted, such that a par 
ticular media stream S will have mapping M1 for display on 
web site W1 and mapping M2 for display on web site W2. 
Such a plurality of mappings allows the media stream S to be 
displayed, for example, with alternate Supplemental content 
if embedded in a blag as opposed to on a web site. Later, with 
respect to step 1708 of method 1700, the appropriate mapping 
M1 or M2 will be selected for provision to a viewer in accor 
dance with the posting location of the media stream. Further, 
different mappings may be provided for display on different 
display devices (e.g., mapping M1 will be displayed to users 
viewing on a computer, mapping M2 to users viewing on a 
portable device such as a telephone or personal digital assis 
tant, and mapping M3 to users viewing on a television set). 
0374. In addition to mappings that are conditional on 
demographics and device types, as described above, map 
pings may also be conditional on user behavior, aggregate 
viewing statistics, or a random selection. For example, a 
plurality of mappings (or a plurality of items of Supplemental 
content mapped to a particular segment identifier) may be 
provided, where a choice regarding which to present is depen 
dent on at least one of: (1) the number of times a viewer has 
viewed the media stream; (2) the number of times the media 
stream has been viewed in total; (3) whether or not the viewer 
clicked on or otherwise expressed interest in a previously 
associated item of Supplemental content in the mapping; (4) 
the average viewing time of the viewer (do they typically only 
view the first 30 seconds of a clip'?); (5) the viewer’s express 
or learned preferences; and (6) a random choice. 
0375. In further embodiments, a user may wish for mul 
tiple items of supplemental content to be simultaneously dis 
played with the media stream. Step 1606 enables this func 
tionality by allowing: (1) the creation of multiple mappings 
between segment identifiers and items of Supplemental con 
tent (where Subsequent mappings may be created by a differ 
ent user than the user/content creator who created an initial 
mapping); and/or (2) the mapping of a single segment iden 
tifier to a plurality of items of Supplemental content (e.g., 
including a primary item of Supplemental content and one or 
more secondary items of Supplemental content). Secondary 
items of Supplemental content can allow for commentary on 
a primary item of Supplemental content, for example where a 
second user creates an additional mapping to comment on the 
associations made in an initial mapping by an original user 
(e.g., content creator). They can also allow for different users 
to create different mappings or sets of associations, providing 
different viewpoints on the same media stream Subject matter. 
0376. In such an embodiment, mapping Supplemental 
content in accordance with step 1606 includes embedding 
rules within the mapped supplemental content. These rules 
allow the Subsequent display of the Supplemental content 
(i.e., during viewing of the media stream) to be optimized in 
accordance with specified criteria (e.g., viewer demograph 
ics, time of day or the like). In one embodiment, a rule dictates 
what specific information to display about an item of Supple 
mental content (e.g., “If X-TRUE, display the price of the 
depicted product rather than the name'). In another embodi 
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ment, a rule dictates which of two or more potential items of 
supplemental content to display (e.g., “If X-TRUE, display 
item A; otherwise, display item B'). 
0377 Certain embodiments of the method 1600 further 
enable a user to arrange the individual items of Supplemental 
content (e.g., advertisements) into a large set of items that will 
be displayed together. A user is then able to advantageously 
map this set to the appropriate segment identifiers, instead of 
mapping each individual item of Supplemental content (e.g., 
a pair of eyeglasses and a set of earrings would likely be 
depicted in many of the same segments of a media stream, 
given their physical proximity to each other when they are 
worn). 
0378. In one embodiment, supplemental content is 
selected from a library of items of supplemental content (pro 
vided, for example, by the access provider and/or by other 
users), as described above. Selecting items from the library 
may be performed using any combination of a "drag-and 
drop' tool, by checking a box, by typing in article numbers, 
and the like. In some embodiments, a user may specify a 
category of articles (e.g., “men’s, leather belt, blue') and 
allow the method 1600 to propose a specific item of supple 
mental content according to, for example, the most popular 
article for specified category, the article for which advertisers 
will paying the highest referral commissions, or other criteria 
of interest. 
0379 A particular library of supplemental content (e.g., 
pre-approved advertising information) may comprise a vari 
ety of information about a given article, such as one or more 
of an image of the article, information about the article, a 
short “commercial about the article, and a link to immedi 
ately purchase the article. This information can be obtained 
from “affiliate' programs with existing online merchandisers 
and aggregators, and the library may further comprise custom 
advertising. Inclusion of item of Supplemental content in the 
library may be subject to a “finder's fee' negotiated with each 
advertiser by the access provider. For example, a certain 
seller's affiliates may receive as much as X % of the purchase 
price of any article sold to a customer, when the customer was 
directed to the seller's site by the seller's affiliate's site. 
0380 Embodiments of the invention allow third parties 

(all, or an authorized group of users) to map Supplemental 
content to segment identifiers identifying segments of a given 
media stream, providing a syndication-like system. Revenue 
from Syndicated media streams can be split between the origi 
nator of the media stream (i.e., the content creator) and the 
syndicator who mapped the Supplemental content. In this 
way, the value of the media stream is increased because the 
task of realizing value is spread across a number of different 
people (e.g., the content creator may have no interest in cre 
ating mappings, whereas others are very interested but lack 
Suitable media stream content). 
0381. In one embodiment, third-party syndicators are pro 
vided with ratings, for example according to their success in 
monetizing media stream content or according to other fac 
tors. By monitoring viewer response, statistics can be gener 
ated to indicate that a particular syndicator generates high 
viewer interest in their association mapping for this “type of 
media stream. Media stream “type' in this context could be 
based, for example, on the content tags (e.g., Elvis) or on the 
demographics of the people watching the media stream when 
it is first launched (e.g., a video clip being watched primarily 
by teenage girls). A marketplace is therefore enabled to match 
media stream creators/uploaders with syndicators. Embodi 
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ments of the present invention further allow the media stream 
creator to control the syndication of his or her media stream, 
for example by setting certain minimum performance metrics 
Such that if the mapping provided by a syndicator does not 
generate sufficient results, the mapping will be removed from 
public availability. In one embodiment, performance metrics 
include absolute thresholds (e.g., “must generate at least 
1,000 viewer responses in the first 10,000 views”) or relative 
metrics for media streams with more than one syndicator 
mapping (e.g., “only the top three syndicator mappings are 
retained after forty-eight hours). New Syndicator mappings 
could be added for a trial period to compete in the relative 
metrics, either on a random basis or on a percentage basis 
(e.g., 90% of views will receive the currently best performing 
mapping, and 10% will receive a new syndicator mapping), 
and after a certain period of time the performances of the 
various syndicator mappings are compared, with the winner 
becoming the new best performing mapping. 
0382. In one embodiment, the access provider facilitates a 
beneficial division of labor by enabling individual syndica 
tors to form and work together in syndication teams. One 
benefit of such teams is that they can be structured to bolster 
the standard viewer-driven optimization process for deter 
mining the most compelling items of supplemental content by 
providing a “pre-screen” in the form of a team pre-approval 
process. For example, each member of the team who wishes 
to provide an item of supplemental content may be required to 
submit the item of supplemental content to the team for 
review. In this approval process, the various team members 
may provide commentary (e.g., through written comment or 
verbally such as by voice over internet protocol or VoIP) by 
modifying the Submitted item of Supplemental content (po 
tentially through a shared workspace as described earlier 
herein), or even by proposing alternative items of supplemen 
tal content. The team may require that Submitted items of 
Supplemental content reach a certain threshold of acceptance 
among the team members before the items of Supplemental 
content can be submitted on behalf of the team. For example, 
a team may require that an item of Supplemental content 
receive a certain percentage of “Yes” votes from team mem 
bers (potentially with additional criteria Such as requiring that 
the total number of votes cast must be at least a minimum 
percentage of team members). Such rules may require that 
Voting be closed only after the item of Supplemental content 
has been presented to the team for a set period of time, in order 
to ensure sufficient opportunity for review. This type of pro 
cess will help to ensure that higher quality items of Supple 
mental content are submitted and also will tend to limit the 
number of items of supplemental content that are offered, 
thereby helping avoid "overwhelming automated optimiza 
tion processes. The access provider may also provide access 
point “multipliers of various sorts to encourage specific 
types of behavior (e.g., “double points' for being the first user 
or collaborator to map items of Supplemental content to a 
given media stream, having a items of Supplemental content 
“win” an optimization process, etc.). 
0383. The access provider, or even the creator of the media 
stream, may be enabled to impose certain requirements for or 
limitations on syndicator Submissions. For example, a con 
tent creator may require that syndication teams follow certain 
guidelines (e.g., minimum Voting requirements) or have cer 
tain characteristics (e.g., teams comprised of more than 10 
members, where teams holding at least X access points will 
be permitted to submit items of supplemental content to the 
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queue once the media stream has reached a certain level of 
popularity). In one embodiment, Syndicators may be permit 
ted to “buy around Such limitations by agreeing to a pay fee 
(or, for example, by agreeing to receive a lesser percentage 
commission from generated revenue) in exchange for gaining 
exemption for the standard Submission rules. 
0384. To facilitate team formation, the access provider 
may provide a selection of various types of team structures 
around which teams may be formed. For example, one team 
structure may be governed by complete majority rule, with all 
decisions (e.g., whether or not to contribute a particular item 
of Supplemental content, how to divide commissions, etc.) 
open to a community vote. Another example of team structure 
may be controlled by a board of directors who make all 
decisions, or a structure that is led by a single individual. Such 
that most members may only Submit items of Supplemental 
content for consideration and but may not be granted a vote. 
Various structures may be combined (e.g., a board of directors 
set to make all decisions, except that the decision to change 
any commission procedures must be made by majority rule). 
0385 FIG. 39 illustrates the dynamics of an exemplary 
syndication team, according to the present invention. Specifi 
cally, FIG. 39 illustrates an exemplary display 3900 for con 
veying syndication team data. For example, the display 3900 
may comprise a first area 3902 for displaying the media 
stream under analysis (or segments thereof) and a second area 
3904 for displaying an item of supplemental content associ 
ated with a currently displayed segment of the media stream 
(i.e., currently displayed in the first area 3902 of the display 
3900). Additionally, the display 3900 includes a suggestion 
area 3906 in which team members can suggest alternate items 
of Supplemental content for association with the currently 
displayed segment of the media stream and a commentary 
area 3908 for commenting on the Suggestions in the Sugges 
tion area 3906. 
0386 As illustrated, each Suggestion in the Suggestion 
area 3906 includes a suggested item of supplemental content 
(e.g., “It’s the pants' versus “Gotta wear shades) and a vote 
counter that tracks the number of team members who have 
voted for selection of the Suggested item of Supplemental 
content. As described above, the Suggested item of Supple 
mental content garnering the greatest number of votes is 
typically selected for the mapping. 
(0387. In addition, the display 3900 may include a plurality 
of avatars 3910 or other icons or identifiers, one for each 
member of the syndication team. 
0388. The access provider may wish to encourage team 
formation, since pooling the perspectives and knowledge of 
various team members (e.g., by selecting items of supplemen 
tal content by majority Vote) and/or specializing in certain 
types of media streams and/or items of Supplemental content 
(e.g., videos about Soccer or items of Supplemental content 
relating to high-fashion advertising) may ultimately produce 
more compelling mappings. In order to encourage syndica 
tors to form teams, the access provider may offer to pay 
team-Submitted items of Supplemental content a higher per 
centage of commissions. In addition, the access provider may 
allow teams to aggregate the “access points' (as described 
above) earned by team members so as to gain faster access to 
the most popular media streams. In the point aggregation 
approach, it is likely that the access provider would impose a 
higher access point threshold on teams with respect to each 
category of media stream; however, the threshold would not 
be so high as to discourage individual syndicators to form 
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teams. For example, the access provider may require that in 
order to earn the right to Submit items of Supplemental content 
for the top 100 most popular media streams currently hosted 
by the service, an individual syndicator may be required to 
hold at least X number of access “points, teams offive people 
or fewer must have at least 3X points, teams of six to twenty 
people must have 10X points and teams over twenty must 
have at least 20X points. 
0389. In one embodiment, the access provider or a third 
party creates a “marketplace' in which various users and 
teams may buy, sell, auction, barter for, or otherwise 
exchange "access points' with others. For example, a content 
creator who has provided a relatively small number of media 
streams may gain access points that he/she has no use for, 
given that he/she does not plan to provide any additional 
media streams or items of Supplemental content. This content 
creator may sell or auction his/her access points to other 
users, such as to a team of syndicators that wishes to reach the 
next level of media stream access. The host for the auction 
may charge a fee for Such transactions. The access provider 
may also impose an exchange rate, so as to encourage indi 
vidual users to retain their access points and, hopefully, 
encourage these users to participate actively in the commu 
nity. For example, the access provider may require that access 
points sold by one user to another individual user are reduced 
in half by the transaction (i.e., ten access points becomes five 
access points upon transfer), and may potentially impose a 
different exchange rate for points transferred to teams (e.g., 
ten access points becomes two access points), so that teams 
are less likely to dominate the entire community. 
0390 Once a media stream is opened for syndication, the 
content creator or others may be permitted to delete or block 
certain items of supplemental content offered by Syndicators. 
This is an important feature, given that fewer content creators 
will want to open their media streams to syndicators if doing 
so causes them to lose all control over their media streams. 
However, assuming that content creators would receive a 
Smaller commission on items of Supplemental content pro 
posed by Syndicators (i.e., there is likely a financial incentive 
for the content creator to open the primary media stream to 
syndicators, as well as an incentive for syndicators to offer 
items of Supplemental content), the access provider may 
require that once a content creator opens a media stream to 
syndication, the content creator will thereafter receive no 
commission higher than he/she would receive from a syndi 
cated item of Supplemental content. Otherwise, content cre 
ators would have an incentive to observe which items of 
Supplemental content proposed by Syndicators were Success 
ful and then replace lower commission-paying items of 
Supplemental content with virtually identical Supplemental 
content that does not entail sharing commissions with a col 
laborator. 

0391. In some embodiments, step 1606 is configured with 
constraints regarding the permitted mappings to Supplemen 
tal content (e.g., the minimum and maximum time for which 
a particular item of Supplemental content may be displayed, 
or the minimum and maximum number of commercial versus 
non-commercial Supplemental content mappings). In some 
embodiments, synchronization may be constrained (perhaps 
with user consent) Such that gaps of M seconds must exist 
between synchronizations made by the user. The intervening 
M seconds may then be automatically filled by supplemental 
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content automatically selected by the access provider, and 
revenue from these intervening items potentially shared with 
the user. 
0392 At step 1608, the user uploads the media stream and 
at least one mapping (associating the media stream with 
Supplemental content) to the access provider. In one embodi 
ment, step 1608 includes requiring the user to signa statement 
confirming that he or she is also the content creator and owner 
of the copyrights in the uploaded media stream. In one 
embodiment, the user is also provided with the options of 
providing “tags' that describe the media stream with certain 
keywords, assigning the media stream to one or more catego 
ries by genre (e.g., comedy), length, type of creator (e.g., 
professional), and the like. 
0393. Some embodiments of step 1608 will allow the con 
tent creator to define the look and feel of the media player that 
will display their media stream. For example, the creator of a 
nature-related video might select a green, leafy media player 
motif that features wood textured play, pause, and fast-for 
ward buttons. A hip-hop oriented creator might elect a more 
contemporary “tiling player. 
0394. The method 1600 then terminates in step 1610. 
0395. In some embodiments of method 1600, a local appli 
cation on the user/content creators computing device is used 
to implement the method 1600. In other embodiments, a 
web-based application is used to implement the method 1600. 
In such web-based embodiments, the step 1608 may be per 
formed in two parts, where the uploading of the media stream 
occurs before the associating step 1606, and the uploading of 
associations follows step 1608 as a separate step. In further 
embodiments, parts of the method 1600 are performed locally 
and other parts are performed remotely on a networked com 
puting device. 
0396 Embodiments of the method 1600 incorporate 
mechanisms for reducing the uploading of pirated content 
(i.e., copyrighted content uploaded by an individual other 
than the copyright holder). For example, when an access 
provider is notified (e.g., by the copyright holder) that a given 
media stream may be violating certain laws or regulations, the 
access provider may find it necessary or useful to automate 
certain processes that derive from this situation. In one 
embodiment, if the access provider finds it necessary to 
remove a media stream from its offerings, the removal may 
trigger a number of related actions, including one or more of 
temporarily banning the user who provided the media stream 
from using service provided by the access provider, reporting 
the user who provided the media stream to an account admin 
istrator and notifying the user who provided the media stream 
and any collaborators and who contributed thereto (e.g., by 
assisting in the creation of a mapping of Supplemental content 
or by actually providing the Supplemental content) of the 
removal. Furthermore, a Summary of financial information 
generated by the media stream (e.g., monetization until the 
point of removal) may be generated and delivered to various 
stakeholders, and any funds currently held by the access 
provider and owed to the user who provided the media stream 
may be placed on hold. 
0397. In one embodiment, supplemental content associ 
ated with a media streaminaccordance with the method 1600 
is embedded with the media stream such that any monetiza 
tion (e.g., click-throughs) associated with the media stream 
reverts to the content creator, regardless of the platform(s) to 
which the media stream may be exported. FIG. 46, for 
example, illustrates the use of an initial annotated media 
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stream 4600 across various platforms including a social net 
working website 4602, a web log(“blog”) 4604 and a portable 
media player 4608. As illustrated, regardless of the platform 
4602, 4604 or 4606 to which the initial media stream 4600 is 
exported, any Supplemental content associated therewith 
remains associated. 
0398 FIG. 17 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method 1700 for providing a service for providing 
access to a media stream with at least one mapping to Supple 
mental content. The method 1700 may be implemented, for 
example, by a web site that hosts media streams uploaded by 
users/content creators. The method 1700 is initialized at step 
1702 and proceeds to step 1704, wherein a media stream and 
one or more mappings associating the media stream with 
supplemental content are received by the service provider. 
0399. In some embodiments, when the media stream is 
uploaded, the method 1700 is enabled to obtain both the 
program identifier (e.g., identifying the particular media 
stream) and a segment identifier associated with each seg 
ment of the media stream. The method 1700 may then addi 
tionally receive from the user/content creator various forms 
of metadata associated with the segment identifiers such as 
scene changes, “mood' changes, shot changes, etc. and allow 
those inputs to be stored for later use by the user or by the 
access provider. 
0400. In optional step 1704 (illustrated in phantom), the 
media stream is transcoded from the source format into the 
preferred format of the hosting service, if required. For 
example, the hosting service may prefer to store all media 
streams in Flash format (a video format supplied by Adobe, 
Inc., of San Jose, Calif.), wherein the method 1700 would, in 
step 1704, transcode an uploaded MPEG video into the Flash 
format. 

04.01. In step 1706, the method 1700 makes the media 
stream available to viewers, and transmits the media stream, 
association mapping(s), Supplemental content, and a viewing 
program to the viewer, on demand. In one embodiment, this is 
accomplished by posting the media stream and other material 
on a web site, embodied in a single application (e.g., a Flash 
application) that provides a simple user interface for playing, 
pausing, seeking, and stopping the media stream, adjusting 
the Volume of the audio track, and displaying the associated 
Supplemental content in accordance with the mapping. 
0402. In certain embodiments, the access provider may 
allow operators of other sites to link to a particular media 
stream and include that media stream on the other sites. In one 
embodiment, this is configured such that the media stream is 
only linked along with the mechanisms for displaying the 
mapped Supplemental content, ensuring that viewing of the 
media stream on the third party website will include display 
of the mapped supplemental content. In one embodiment, a 
revenue model for this embodiment involves a negotiated 
sharing of revenue between the third party host and the origi 
nal access provider for any viewer purchases or other rev 
enue-generating click through activity. 
0403. If multiple mappings to supplemental content are 
available for a particular media stream (e.g., the media stream 
was syndicated for others to create mappings), many map 
pings may have been created, but typically only one mapping 
will be displayed with the media stream at a time. As dis 
cussed earlier, some embodiments may tag particular map 
pings according to viewer device type, demographics, and so 
on. In Such embodiments, the mapping is chosen, or a Subset 
of available mappings selected, based on Such criteria, in 
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accordance with data provided by the viewer's device (e.g., as 
part of an HTTP request header, IP address to geographical 
mapping, and the like), or by preferences for types of map 
pings set by a viewer. If this does not yield a single mapping, 
the method 1700 may choose which mapping to present on a 
down-selection basis. For example, assume that a given 
media stream is syndicated and five different mappings are 
created. Those five mappings could be shown equally to the 
first N number of viewers, with the least popular (aggregate 
less clicks, or lower revenue-generating) mapping being 
down selected at each subsequent N number of views, until 
only the most popular mapping is shown. By monitoring 
viewer selections, the method 1700 may further determine the 
better mappings to be shown to particular demographics, even 
though the mappings themselves did not include demo 
graphic targeting information. For example, user responses 
might Suggest that a given mapping is popular with teenagers, 
in which case the method 1700 would provide the mapping to 
teenagers, while a different mapping may be shown to thirty 
Somethings. 
0404 At step 1710, a signal is received from a viewer, who 

is watching a particular media stream and mapping and who 
selects (e.g., clicks on) an item of associated Supplemental 
content (e.g., advertisement). 
04.05 At step 1712, the method 1700 provides supplemen 

tal content to the viewer (e.g., a web page configured to 
provide fulfillment of a purchase for the article depicted in the 
associated Supplemental content). 
0406 AS described above, in certain embodiments when 
the provision of supplemental content results in the viewer 
making a purchase or performing other activity (e.g., click 
through activity) that accrues revenue to the access provider, 
the access provider will pass along a portion of the revenue 
that it receives to the user/content creator who posted the 
media stream whose mapping initiated the revenue as a com 
mission. The commission paid to posting user may be a per 
centage calculated from the specific sales consummated. 
0407. In certain embodiments, the access provider simply 
tracks the number of click-throughs that result from a specific 
media stream and divides that number by the total number of 
click-throughs generated across all media streams hosted by 
the access provider during a given period of time, yielding a 
percentage of click-throughs attributable to the specific 
media stream. Then, the total pool of commissions that are 
available to be distributed by the access provider for such 
period may be allocated to the posting users/content creators 
according to this calculated percentage share. The access 
provider might choose to provide a graduated or hierarchical 
form of commissions to encourage specific activities. For 
example, the access provider might pay a higher commission 
to posting users/content creators who provide three or more 
media streams during a given period that attract at least a 
predetermined threshold number of clicks. Also, as an alter 
native to paying a cash commission to posting users/content 
creators, the access provider might provide Some form of 
“credit' or “coupon that could be redeemed for various 
goods or services provided by the access provider or third 
parties. 
0408. In certain embodiments, the access provider may 
wish to provide incentives for users to include non-commer 
cial items of Supplemental content, so as to counter the naive 
belief that monetization may be enhanced simply by increas 
ing the Volume of advertising-related Supplemental content 
presented to a viewer. This may be because a higher ratio of 
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non-commercial to commercial items of Supplemental con 
tent increases viewer satisfaction and/or leads to greater over 
all monetization. For example, the access provider may wish 
for users to deploy items of Supplemental content that poten 
tially direct viewers to other portions of the access provider 
site such as special “branded pages, pages featuring "pay 
per-view' videos, and the like. To encourage Such deploy 
ment, the access provider may choose to pay a fee to the user 
for every time such a navigation-oriented item of Supplemen 
tal content is either viewed or clicked upon by a viewer. 
Similarly, the access provider could link payment to the view 
er's Subsequent behavior in response to such link (e.g., pay 
the user a commission only with respect to each viewer who 
selects to view a pay-per-view video), in what may be termed 
a “cost-per-action” or CPA model. 
04.09. The access provider may also wish to provide incen 
tives for content creators to provide intra-media stream con 
tent tagging (i.e., identifying various categories of content 
within a given media stream to improve viewer search). To 
induce this behavior, the access provider may provide a fee or 
commission for each time that an intra-media stream or other 
form of tagging results in a viewer actually locating and/or 
viewing a media stream. For example, if a content creator has 
included an intra-media stream content tag for “Eiffel Tower 
and a viewer conducting a search is presented with the thumb 
nail pertaining to this content tag and/or the viewer clicks and 
views the associated media stream, the content creator may 
receive a small commission or other compensation for any 
one or all of the various aspects that this/her tagging enabled. 
0410. In all cases in which the access provider may choose 
to share revenue, it may be useful to set certain threshold 
levels for when payments are calculated, reported, paid, and 
the like. For example, given the administrative cost and bur 
den of handling a large Volume of very Small monetary 
amounts, the access provider may decide to display all Such 
information but refrain from making any payments until a 
certain threshold is reached. Such as a given item of Supple 
mental content is viewed by more than X number of viewers 
or a given user is entitled to receive at least ten dollars. The 
access provider may also impose Such thresholds for the 
purpose of limiting the ability of others to manipulate the 
payment system by providing fraudulent click-throughs. For 
example, the access provider may decide to pay a relatively 
low X % commission for the first Y viewer interactions with 
an item of supplemental content, and 20x% for the next Z 
viewer interactions, which represents a threshold of interac 
tions that would be very difficult without a large number of 
people participating in Such manipulative enterprise. Such a 
tiered commission system would provide added incentives 
for users to create highly-compelling items of Supplemental 
content. As discussed above, however, the access provider 
may determine that providing lower commissions for more 
popular media streams may be beneficial in terms of encour 
aging greater syndicator emphasis on providing items of 
Supplemental content for less popular media streams. 
0411. In one embodiment, the access provider may pro 
vide a commission to the user who posted a library entry or a 
component thereof in the Supplemental content library that 
was utilized by another user in creating an item of Supple 
mental content and/or that generated revenue. This would 
encourage contributions to the library. Certain thresholds 
may also be implemented in this context, so that contributions 
are remunerated only if they generate a very high level of 
revenue. The access provider may not wish to discourage 
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users from accessing the library, but at the same time, the 
access provider may wish to induce users to make highly 
compelling contributions. 
0412 Advertisers who wish to select a “cost per impres 
sion” (CPM) model in a particular context (i.e., the advertiser 
will pay the access provider for advertisements that are 
viewed, but not necessarily clicked on) may be provided with 
a tiered pricing model. Such that items of Supplemental con 
tent mapped to earlier segments of a media stream are priced 
higher than items of Supplemental content mapped to later 
segments of the media stream. This model considers the fact 
that viewers may be more likely to respond to items of supple 
mental content associated with the early seconds or minutes 
of a media stream and/or that many viewers will not watch an 
entire media stream (and, therefore, may never actually view 
a later-mapped item of Supplemental content). 
0413. As discussed above, any of the revenue sharing 
models could be enabled to share revenue across a “team' of 
people who provide relevant items of Supplemental content. 
In this manner, users specializing in one aspect of the process 
(e.g., selecting a product to feature) may couple their contri 
butions with users specializing in another aspect (e.g., creat 
ing forceful graphics) so that the overall end-product is more 
compelling to viewers and therefore generates higher rev 
enue. For example, with respect to a single item of Supple 
mental content mapped to a single media stream, it may be the 
case that a certain aggregate commission percentage of X is 
paid by the access provider to all of the contributors to the 
revenue opportunity. Thus, a portion of commission W may go 
to, among others, individuals or groups that have contributed 
the following aspects of the revenue generation process: 
uploading the media stream; intra-media stream content tag 
ging; contributing certain components that appeared in the 
item of Supplemental content (e.g., a particular graphical 
image in a composite item of Supplemental content); provid 
ing the specific item of Supplemental content; and hosting a 
link that directed the viewer to view the media stream. In such 
a context, the individual or group that provided the media 
stream would potentially receive a commission with respect 
to most or all activities relating to such media stream, whereas 
the individual or group providing a particular item of Supple 
mental content would receive a commission only with respect 
to revenue derived from the item of supplemental content. In 
all of these cases, revenue may be paid by the access provider 
service into a “team' account. 
0414. To facilitate the revenue tracking and payments sys 
tems described above, the access provider may embed within 
a given item (e.g., an annotated media stream, an item of 
Supplemental content, a library entry) an identifier that iden 
tifies the contributor of Such item. Thus, a given annotated 
media stream may include identifiers for a potentially large 
number of contributors. Each contributor identifier may be 
linked to a file of information about the identified contributor 
to facilitate payment, such as the contributor's Social security 
number, desired mechanism for payment, and the like. 
0415. As described above, the access provider may allow 
various teams or groups of individuals to participate in the 
creation of any of the various aspects of an annotated media 
stream. To encourage the formation of teams, the access pro 
vider may provide a mechanism for each team to personally 
determine how the revenue accruing to the team will be 
shared among the various team members. For example, the 
access provider may allow a team to decide if all members 
share equally in all revenue, or whether a certain portion of 
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revenue will be allocated to key members of the team (e.g., the 
member who contributed a particular item of supplemental 
content, media stream or the like or members that have 
reached a certain threshold of seniority, performance, or the 
like) with the remainder provided to be split among the team 
as a whole. 

0416. In one embodiment, the method 1700 tracks the 
responses of the viewer, including the signal indicating inter 
est in an item of supplemental content received at step 1710, 
and the user's behavior in response to any additional infor 
mation provided in step 1712 (e.g., consummating a commer 
cial transaction). The tracked data may be aggregated to pro 
vide statistics regarding each media stream, each mapping, 
and each item of Supplemental information, to enable users of 
the system to determine popular media streams and Success 
ful mappings. This response tracking information could be 
provided to one or more stakeholders (e.g., the content creator 
or all sellers whose articles are depicted in the media stream) 
based on one or more criteria (e.g., syndicators gain access to 
“professional level” statistics only after a history of success). 
Multi-tier reporting regimes could be implemented Such that 
additional data requires either payment or attainment of cer 
tain performance levels (e.g., volume of clicks or transac 
tions). Conversely, it might be useful (perhaps at the upload 
er's option, or as a “professional mode of the player) to allow 
the display of viewer response to a given mapping or indi 
vidual associated of supplemental content on the video player 
itself. This would provide viewers with information as to 
what their peers' are interested in, and thereby provide feed 
back on how to generate a successful mapping. 
0417. The method 1700 then terminates in step 1714. 
0418. One of the advantages of the present invention is 
that, as described above, previously unrelated individuals 
may be brought together by the prospect of contributing to a 
common experience (i.e., improving the creative value of a 
given media stream) and/or by the prospect of earning money. 
The access provider will benefit financially by creating more 
compelling viewer experiences due to the fact that higher 
quality experiences attract more viewers and more relevant 
Supplemental content will increase viewer response to a par 
ticular media stream (and/or the Supplemental content 
mapped thereto). In order to bolster the creation of such 
content, the access provider may wish to provide a direct 
monetary incentive to all individuals who add value. 
0419 Moreover, supplemental content is provided to 
viewers of a media stream without requiring any explicit 
involvement or instruction from the viewer. However, the 
Supplemental content may be easily ignored by a viewer who 
is not interested in viewing the Supplemental content; thus, 
the mapping of Supplemental content does create any undue 
intrusion on the viewing experience. It is to be noted, how 
ever, that viewer interaction may enhance the viewer experi 
ence by allowing the Supplemental content provided to a 
given viewer to be tailored to his/her preferences. For 
example, the viewer may select or indicate a type of Supple 
mental content in which he/she is most interested (e.g., fash 
ion, recipes, music, movie plots, director's cut videos or the 
like), or Such selections may be learned. 
0420 FIG. 18 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a method 1800 for displaying a media stream with 
mapped supplemental content to a viewer. The method 1800 
may be implemented, for example, by a service (e.g., web 
site) that hosts and displays media streams, on demand. 
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0421. The method 1800 is initiated at step 1802 and pro 
ceeds to step 1804, wherein a media stream is displayed to a 
viewer (e.g., at the request of the viewer). In some embodi 
ments, the method 1800 enables viewers to search for media 
streams containing specific items. For example, a viewer 
might use a key word search to find all media streams that 
feature an advertisement for the key word “Brady Bunch. In 
one embodiment, the method 1800 supplies information to 
the remote computer providing the access provider regarding 
the viewer's display device type and capability (e.g., Screen 
resolution, computational capacity, network bandwidth or the 
like). Further information may be Supplied regarding demo 
graphics or geographics of the viewer (e.g., his or her loca 
tion). Further information may be supplied based on viewer 
selected preferences for particular types of mapping (e.g., that 
the viewer prefers “humor supplemental content, or likes 
Supplemental content that contains discount coupons). 
0422. In certain embodiments, when a media stream is 
viewed in full-screen mode or on a small screen, the display 
ing allows the viewer to elect (e.g., by pressing a button) to 
send information regarding Supplemental content mapped to 
the media stream to a website for later viewing, or to simply 
send the information back to the screen from which he 
selected the media stream. 

0423. At step 1804, supplemental content that is mapped 
to the media stream is displayed to the viewer. In one embodi 
ment, the Supplemental information is displayed to the viewer 
in a frame or display location adjacent to the playing media 
stream (such that the viewer can simultaneously view both the 
displayed media stream and the Supplemental content), and 
not as an overlay or other intrusive interface device. An exem 
plary display device 1900 is depicted in FIGS. 19A-19D, 
which respectively illustrate various formats for displaying 
supplemental content. Display device 1900 comprises a main 
display area or pane 1902 for displaying the media stream, 
which, in the exemplary case of FIGS. 19 A-19D, is a video of 
a school dance. At least one supplemental pane 1904-1904, 
(hereinafter collectively referred to as “supplemental panes 
1904) is provided for synchronized display of the supple 
mental content associated with the video, which in the exem 
plary case FIGS. 19A-19D is presently an advertisement for 
a music CD, perhaps of the music presently playing at the 
school dance at the present time in the video. Media streams 
controls 1906 are provided for the standard operations of 
playing, pausing, and seeking the media stream content, and 
the present time position within the displayed media stream is 
shown in counter 1908, along with the total length of the 
media stream. 

0424. As illustrated in FIG. 19, the display of the supple 
mental content is synchronized with the display of the media 
stream, in accordance with the association information. For 
example, assume a first item of Supplemental content is 
mapped to the segment identifier identifying the segment that 
spans time t—10 to time t—40, and a second item of supple 
mental content is mapped to the segment identifier identify 
ing the segment that spans time t20 to time t—30. At time 
t=10, the first item of supplemental content is displayed to the 
viewer. At time t-20, both the first and second items of 
supplemental content are displayed. At time t30, only the 
first item of Supplemental content is displayed, and at time 
t=40 neither the first nor second items of supplemental con 
tent are displayed. No specific viewer intervention is required 
to activate the display of the Supplemental content (i.e., the 
Supplemental content is displayed automatically in accor 
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dance with the synchronization established by the posting 
user/content creator, taking into account any pausing, seeking 
and stopping of the media stream by the viewer). In certain 
embodiments, more than one set of supplemental content may 
be displayed simultaneously (e.g., by adding additional 
Supplemental panes), and all displayed Supplemental content 
is similarly synchronized with the media stream. 
0425. Where the media stream player is embedded in 
another content pane (e.g., a web page, a blog or the like), 
other content displayed on the containing pane may be 
selected in accordance with the media stream or associated 
Supplemental content. For example, banner advertisements 
displayed on the containing pane may be selected based on 
keywords associated with the media stream, based on the 
target demographic of the media stream, based on the Supple 
mental content mapped to the media stream, based on the 
position of an item of Supplemental content in a hierarchy of 
a library, or based on viewer information collected by the 
system to determine which mapping to use for a particular 
viewer (e.g., demographic, geographic or device information, 
or prior interactions with Supplemental content). For 
instance, FIG. 45 illustrates an exemplary display 4500 in 
which keywords in the supplemental content 4502 associated 
with a media stream 4504 are used to generate related banner 
advertising 4506. 
0426 In one embodiment, each time that a media stream is 
accessed for viewing, the method 1800 may gather various 
relevant data (e.g., if the mapping(s) for the media stream 
includes placeholders; the determiners that may be embedded 
in various alternative items of Supplemental content; the 
demographic information provided by the website from 
which the viewer is accessing the media stream, etc.) and, 
either prior to displaying the media stream or in near real time 
with display of the media stream, determine the specific items 
of Supplemental content to be displayed. Once this data is 
gathered, the method 1800 may stream the media stream and 
then simultaneously stream the mapped items of Supplemen 
tal content into a single stream or application. Alternatively, 
the method 1800 may automatically determine all of the 
different possible combinations of supplemental content 
(e.g., all possible combinations of the Supplemental content 
that are linked to placeholder) and create a separate data 
stream for each combination. Each separate data stream so 
created may be combined with the media stream or main 
tained separately from the media stream. In this embodiment, 
when the viewer accesses the media stream, the method 1800 
determines which version of the Supplemental content map 
ping (or which version of the combined mapping and media 
stream) that is presented to the viewer. 
0427. In one embodiment, the mapping is entirely inde 
pendent of the media stream that is presented to the viewer, 
without any direct connection with or access to data from the 
media stream. For example, the media stream may be offered 
by a first access provider, and a second access provider that 
offers the mapping may make the mapping available to any 
third party who requests the mapping (e.g., by providing the 
“identifier of the media stream that the second access pro 
vider utilizes to select the mapping). To ensure synchronicity 
with the media stream, it may be the case that the media 
stream and the mapping are presented to the viewer via two 
separate player devices (e.g., with the player that is playing 
the Supplemental content linked to the player that is playing 
the media stream such that, when commands like “fast for 
ward' and “pause are given by the viewer to the media 
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stream player, the same commands are mirrored in the player 
displaying the Supplemental content. This functionality will 
allow the supplemental content to be in sync with the media 
stream, but allows the supplemental content to be hosted by a 
service other than the service hosting the media stream. This 
may be advantageous, because the bandwidth costs or other 
requirements for hosting media streams may differ from the 
requirements for hosting mappings, and, therefore, there may 
be advantages to separating these two functions. 
0428. In certain embodiments, the access provider may 
allow operators of other websites to link to a particular media 
stream and to include the media stream on their other web 
sites. In one embodiment, this is configured Such that the 
media stream is only linked along with the mechanisms for 
displaying the associated items of Supplemental content, 
ensuring that viewing of the media stream on the third party 
websites will include display of the items of supplemental 
content. In such a context, all viewer interaction with the 
Supplemental content (e.g., a viewer clicking on a given item 
of supplemental content) may be transferred back to the 
access provider. Alternatively, the viewer interactions are 
enabled on the third party websites, potentially so that a 
record of the interactions is shared with the access provider. 
The revenue models associated with these embodiments may 
involve a negotiated sharing of revenue between the third 
party host and the primary access provider for any viewer 
purchases or other revenue-generating click-through activity. 
0429. Once the items of supplemental content are mapped 
to a media stream, the method 1800 may create a log listing of 
the particular library entries and/or components thereof that 
are presented in the media stream (as well as the temporal 
segments of the media stream in which the library entries 
appear). When the media stream is activated by a viewer, the 
method 1800 can thereby record all of the items of supple 
mental content that were presented to the viewer, and not 
merely those items of Supplemental content that were 
"clicked' by the viewer. This will aid the access provider in 
charging advertisers or others parties for presenting informa 
tion in addition to facilitating situations in which viewers take 
specific action with respect to the presentation of information 
(such as clicking on an item of supplemental content to access 
additional information). 
0430 Referring back to FIG. 18, at step 1808, the method 
1800 receives a signal from the viewer indicating interest in a 
particular item of associated Supplemental content. The sig 
nal is passed to the access provider (or other third party) for 
fulfillment of the request, and at step 1810, further informa 
tion regarding the signaled request is displayed to the user (as 
described from the viewpoint of the access provider earlier in 
relation to steps 1710 and 1712 of method 1700). 
0431. The method 1800 then terminates in step 1814. 
0432. The methods herein described may thus be imple 
mented to transform a simple media stream access provider 
into one that enables additional user creativity, and rewards 
the posting user/content creator for the activities induced in 
the viewers. The access provider and advertisers or other 
providers of Supplemental content may also derive revenue 
from Such a system. 
0433. It may often be the case that a particular media 
stream has a “life span, but may also be “reborn.” For 
example, a cute puppy video is both very compelling and very 
forgettable (and/or Supports repeated viewing). Thus, an 
operator of an access provider may automatically, or at the 
posting user's request, 'shelve a media stream for a set 
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period of time and have it reposted on the site at a later date 
that is either predetermined (i.e., the media stream is released 
automatically) or upon action by the posting user. The access 
provider might also monitor “viewing patterns” for specific 
media streams and send out automatic emails to the posting 
user Suggesting that they might wish to remove their media 
stream for a period of time. The access provider might allow 
such media streams to still be available to viewers utilizing 
one form of search (e.g., the puppy clip would appear in 
response to a specific keyword search) but would not appear 
in response to certain other search methodologies (e.g., it 
would not appear on the “most watched lists). This would 
help the access provider to avoid appearing 'stale” by having 
the same media streams appear at the top of lists. One way to 
do this would be to use an algorithm that combined the “most 
watched with a concept of “most recently watched.” This 
approach would, for example, result in a World Series-related 
Video being removed from the most-watched category (even 
though it was widely viewed during a short period of time) in 
June in favor of a “fresher', but less watched, NBA finals 
video. 

0434 In some embodiments, an access provider may 
allow advertisers or other providers of supplemental content 
to “pull' (i.e., remove or block the presentation of) their items 
of supplemental contentif they are not pleased with a particu 
lar association. For example, an automobile manufacturer 
might not want to allow their SUV advertisement to be asso 
ciated with a video about global warming. To enable this, a 
search function may be provided to determine all media 
streams with which a particular item of supplemental content 
is associated, and the ability to remove an association is 
Subject to a security-enabled process (e.g., a password sys 
tem) so that only the rightful provider has this ability. For 
example, FIG. 41 illustrates an exemplary display 4100 that 
may be presented to an advertiser to allow search of media 
streams associated with a given item of supplemental content. 
FIG. 42 illustrates an exemplary display 4200 in which results 
of a search such as that enabled by the display 4100 of FIG. 41 
are presented. FIG. 43 illustrates an exemplary display 4300 
in which an advertiser is enabled to block association of an 
item of Supplemental content with a given media stream. 
0435. In an embodiment using libraries of supplemental 
content, portions of the library may be marked as appropriate 
only for association with particular types of media streams. 
This marking may be advisory in nature, or may be enforced 
by the system Such that association with the marked content 
will not be permitted. Content may also be marked with 
particular viewer demographics (e.g., Such that content 
directed to, or unsuitable for, particular age ranges is only, or 
not, available for mappings provided to such demographic). 
Further, during presentation of a media stream and its asso 
ciated Supplemental content, a method may be provided for 
the viewer to flag potentially improper or undesirable asso 
ciations for human review, either on the initial flagging by a 
viewer or when a certain absolute or percentage number of 
viewers flag the association. 
0436. In certain embodiments, where multiple mappings 
to Supplemental content are available, a rotation method may 
be employed to select mappings for presentation to a viewer. 
Referring, for example to FIG. 36, which illustrates three 
items 3600-3600 (hereinafter collectively referred to as 
“items 3600') of similar supplemental content for potential 
mapping to a segment identifier associated with a segment of 
a media stream 3602, if three different mappings M1, M2, and 
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M3, are available for a particular media stream, the mappings 
may be rotated such that the first viewer of the media stream 
receives mapping M1, the second viewer of the media stream 
receives mapping M2, and the third viewer of the media 
stream receives mapping M3, each thereby receiving poten 
tially different items of supplemental content at different 
synchronization times in accordance with the received map 
ping M1, M2 or M3. A fourth viewer of the media stream will 
then receive mapping Mt and so on. The provided mappings 
may then be narrowed, such that after N views of each map 
ping, the mapping yielding the highest viewer interest (e.g., 
measured by number of clicks on items of Supplemental con 
tent, the number or value of commercial transactions consum 
mated as a result, etc.) is chosen as the only mapping for 
Subsequent provision in connection with the media stream. 
For example, referring to FIG. 37, which illustrates click 
through counters 3700-3700 (hereinafter collectively 
referred to as "click-through counters 3700) for each respec 
tive item of rotated supplemental content illustrated in FIG. 
36, item 3600 generated the highest number of click 
throughs among the three items 3600 out of 383 click 
throughs. Thus, item 3600 is selected for display with the 
relevant segment of the media stream 3602. 
0437. As illustrated in FIG. 38, which illustrates click 
through counters 3800-3800 (hereinafter collectively 
referred to as "click-through counters 3800) for different 
respective items 3802-3802 (hereinafter collectively 
referred to as “items counters 3802) of rotated supplemental 
content, a similar process can be implemented in which col 
laborators suggest various items of Supplemental content for 
potential mapping to the media stream 3602. In the exemplary 
illustration, a first collaborator has suggested an item 3802 
relating to a pair of ski goggles; a second collaborator has 
Suggested an item 3802 relating to a ski hat, and a third 
collaborator has suggested an item 3802 relating to a pair of 
ski pants. The item 3802 of supplemental content receiving 
the highest click-through rate (in this case, the third item 
3802) after a number of rotations is selected for final map 
ping. 
0438 Alternatively, the mapping with the lowest viewer 
interest may be removed from the rotation, and the Surviving 
mappings rotated until there is only one mapping remaining 
after Subsequent rounds of rotation and removal. Rotation and 
removal/selection may be performed for all viewers of a 
media stream, or just for specific demographics (e.g., one 
mapping for male viewers and a rotation approach to select 
among a plurality of available mappings for female viewers). 
0439 Where multiple mappings are provided for a par 

ticular media stream, each mapping to a different set of 
Supplemental content, a user may wish to compare the Suc 
cess of particular associations for particular segments of the 
media stream. In cases where the associations are not pre 
cisely synchronized at the same time in each mapping, the 
comparison operation may track user interest within a certain 
time window before and after the presentation of a particular 
item of Supplemental content, to harmonize the lack of exact 
synchronization. 
0440 Traditional media stream access providers provide 
rankings of media streams interms of “most watched.” “high 
est rated.” “most commented upon and the like, in order to 
provide viewers a key into potentially interesting and enter 
taining content. In embodiments of the present invention 
where data is available regarding viewer interest in the 
Supplemental content associated with a particular media 
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stream, the data may be used to provide a ranking system for 
media streams. Rankings such as "most clicked.” “most com 
mercially successful.” and the like may be provided, provid 
ing feedback and hints to new media stream providers/content 
creators on what constitutes a Successful set of associations. 
In some embodiments, such rankings are provided in a finer 
grained form (e.g., most successful commercial associations 
for a particular demographic). 
0441. As described herein, with respect to the selection of 
specific items of Supplemental content to display to given 
viewers of media streams (perhaps in a given context), any 
number of factors may be referenced in order to make this 
selection. For example, the selection may be based on infor 
mation about a group of viewers (e.g., all viewers in a given 
geographic area), potentially as aggregated in a profile of the 
“typical viewer or profiles for groups of viewers. This 
approach would enable the presentation of relevant Supple 
mental content without necessitating the computationally 
burdensome approach of determining the optimal Supple 
mental content to show to each individual viewer. Other 
examples include determining the selection of Supplemental 
content by referencing information about the viewing context 
(e.g., time of day, location), or the viewers behavior in other 
mediums or contexts (e.g., internet searches, retail store pur 
chases as determined through referencing activity repre 
sented on the viewer's credit card report). Other examples 
include: the general mood or tone of a given segment of the 
media stream (e.g., sentimental, patriotic, romantic, 
depressed, hopeful, paranoid); the specific actor or actors in 
the segment (i.e., Viewer X loves to watch actress A, particu 
larly when she's appearing in a scene with actor B); type of 
music (e.g., country, classical, rock, hip-hop); type of action 
(e.g., violent, sports, dancing, kissing, eating); prevalence of 
product placements (e.g., Viewer X has never clicked on a 
“subtle' product placement); the characteristics of the seg 
ments before the segment in which viewer interest was sig 
naled (e.g., Viewer X responds well to segments of violence 
followed by moods of regret); time of day (e.g., Viewer X 
doesn't usually watch television at this time of day, so he/she 
may have an illness); and Supplemental content that is 
selected after referring to data provided by a third party (e.g., 
weather data for a particular viewer zip code). The various 
factors listed above can be paired with conventional click 
stream data obtained from the viewers use of the Internet, 
demographic data (i.e., Zipcode, GPS coordinates), data 
regarding other viewers within the same household, and the 
like. 

0442. With respect to an automated system to aid the 
selection of Supplemental content, as the system becomes 
more accurate over time, it may continue to be the case that 
system's statistical models, etc. will never predict perfectly 
those items of Supplemental content that may be most of 
interest to a given viewer. In one embodiment, for a set num 
ber or percentage of the items of supplemental content that are 
“predicted to be of interest to a viewer (i.e., perhaps one 
percent), the system will select an item of Supplemental con 
tent that is either randomly determined or is determined to be 
almost certainly not of interest to the viewer. Given the sheer 
number viewer experiences, a small number of these 
“chance' offerings will be selected by a viewer (i.e., seren 
dipity). In one embodiment, the system will note this seren 
dipity, and will then feed that same item of supplemental 
content to all other viewers with similar interests, and in this 
way may unlock previously unidentified "niche' interests. 
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0443. In one embodiment, whenever a media stream is 
being displayed, the viewer display device (or an intermedi 
ary device connected thereto) periodically looks ahead in the 
media stream (or across a set of media streams being pieced 
together) by referring to the segments and/or other informa 
tion provided by the content creator or access provider. Then, 
whenever the viewer fast forwards through the media stream, 
any standard Supplemental content associated therewith is 
replaced with a different version of the supplemental content 
that reads much better at high speeds (e.g., uses large logos 
that are on the screen for an extended period of time). This 
combats the issue of viewers fast-forwarding through stan 
dard commercial feeds, which can be a problem for advertis 
ers. In one embodiment, a viewer's history of fast forwarding 
past supplemental content is reviewed. If the viewer tends to 
frequently fast forward through Supplemental content, then 
all of the supplemental content sent to the viewer will be 
replaced as described. 
0444. In one embodiment, the distributed signal for adver 
tisements (e.g., television commercials) is actually sent in a 
first stream and a second stream. If the advertisement is 
enabled to play normally, the standard, first stream plays. If 
the advertisement is fast forwarded, the replacement second 
stream plays. Put another way, the fast forward instruction 
simply triggers the cutting back and forth between the first 
and second streams. 

0445. In one embodiment, the viewer is enabled to set a 
default setting so that the fast forwarding initiates automati 
cally, but does not stop automatically. Thus, the viewer must 
pay attention to stop the fast forwarding. A preset default 
would make it easier for replacement content to be cached and 
available. 
0446. In one embodiment, the actual period of time over 
which fast forwarding occurs is randomly assigned (within a 
range of parameters) to encourage the viewer to watch closely 
as he/she fast forwards (which is why the average person has 
an approximately 21% recall rate of fast forwarded ads). This 
could be accomplished by adding duplicate segments. 
0447 The present inventions infrastructure and approach 
can be used to “hyperlink’ virtually the entire world, and to 
place articles therein within a searchable ontology. In one 
embodiment, each point of interest (e.g., a particular product 
display within a store or a particular spot at a national park, 
Zoo or museum) would “register to be assigned a unique 
identifier. Then, a website would be created that would enable 
anyone to create their own website, article feed. Then, the 
identifier is transmitted continuously (e.g., via ultrasound, 
Wi-Fi or the like) and received by a viewer's portable device. 
Thus the viewer can see the information immediately or can 
bookmark the location for review later (e.g., on his/her online 
account). 
0448. In one embodiment, the viewer’s device could send 
the signal necessary to retrieve the desired information. For 
example, movie theatres might send (e.g., broadcast) a signal 
so that an audience can bookmark, but not immediately view, 
Supplemental content associated with a movie being 
screened. 
0449 Consider a world in which many articles are tagged 
with RFID information. For example, all of the articles in a 
store could be catalogued in a database. Then, assume that the 
location of a “reader of RFID tags is known (e.g., the reader 
is a cellular phone that includes integrated GPS capability). 
Thus, the database could log the location of a specific article 
at a time when the article's tag was last read. Put another way, 
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the location of the reader is know, and this knowledge can be 
used to determine the location of the article. Conversely, the 
location of the article may be known, and this knowledge 
could be used to establish the location of the viewer who is 
reading the article. In one embodiment, the viewer's location 
(and changes and sequences in locations) are tracked by 
tracking the viewers interaction with specific articles for 
which the database includes location data. This location data 
may be stored and used as part of the viewer's profile with 
respect to consumer behavior or the like. 
0450. In one embodiment, when a reader interrogates an 
article, the database updates a map of the location of all 
articles in the database. Then, the reader can make various 
queries based on those locations and/or various forms of 
information can be sent to the reader. For example, if the 
viewer interrogates an article in a Supermarket, the database 
can tell him/her the price of the article and the stores to go to 
in his/her vicinity to find the same article. Alternatively, the 
viewer can find an article on the Internet and then query the 
database to determine where that article may be located. 
0451. The viewer device could directly transmit its GPS 
coordinates and compare this information with other articles 
known to be in the area via the location determination meth 
ods described above. This data could be combined with other 
data known about the viewer such as his/her consumer pref 
erences (e.g., as determined by past click throughs, pur 
chases, search activity, etc.) or characteristics (e.g., physical 
measurements) and this information could be used to direct 
the viewer to specific articles in his/her physical proximity. 
For example, the viewer device might display a screen with 
the statement: “You might like the XL blue dress shirt that is 
ten feet to your left.” 
0452. In one embodiment, the viewer device used to 
access the database could also send a signal containing infor 
mation about the viewer, where the information can be used to 
trigger personalized displays in stores. In one embodiment, 
the viewer device contains only the viewer's ID, which 
matches the viewer’s profile that is stored in the database. For 
example, the database might include the viewers income 
level and a seller might sponsor a customized transaction 
(e.g., “If you buy the shirt to your left, the store will give you 
a ten percent discount if you show them this screen.) 
0453 Given the number of people in any particular store 
or on a busy street (e.g., Times Square), it will be impossible 
to provide each viewer with his/her own content, given that a 
large number of people can view the same content simulta 
neously. Conversely, it may be unsettling to a viewer if all 
content he/she receives is too perfectly personalized. In one 
embodiment, an abstract of a viewer's demographic and of 
other characteristics of all viewers in a particular area is 
created, and this abstract is utilized to select the best adver 
tising for the largest number of viewers. For example, Times 
Square billboards could detect, during the morning hours, 
that most people in the area are commuting professionals 
(e.g., triggering advertisements for insurance services); that, 
during the afternoon, most people in the area are tourists (e.g., 
triggering advertisements for cheap Broadway tickets); and 
that, during the evening, most people in the area are teenagers 
from New Jersey (e.g., triggering athletic shoe advertise 
ments featuring their favorite music). 
0454. It may be the case that pointing an RFID detector of 
a viewer device at a group of articles (e.g., a collection of 
articles in a store display) may, because of the lack of speci 
ficity in RFID tags, cause a number of articles to be triggered 
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in the database, and the viewer will need to select the article 
in which he/she is interested. In one embodiment, the viewer 
interrogates a group of articles, and the database is accessed. 
The database then sends a list (e.g., words or pictures) of the 
articles in the vicinity to the viewer device. The viewer selects 
the article(s) in which he/she is interested, and the revised 
query is sent back to the database, which returns more com 
plete information. 
0455. In one embodiment, the database is provided with 
information regarding all articles identified by RFID within a 
particular location, including a graphical representation of 
each article. Then, within a particular location (e.g., a Super 
market), sensors are placed that can triangulate on (or in some 
other way determine) the relative location of the articles 
within the location. This data may be used to create a virtual 
world that simulates the location and the articles found there. 
An avatar of the viewer can then “visit the virtual location, 
and the advertising within the location will be customized for 
the viewer. 

0456. In one embodiment, the articles are found within a 
particular location, but the online virtual location has a dif 
ferent look/feel from the actual location. In other words, the 
virtual location can be re-arranged to suit the viewer's pref 
erences. Then, when the viewer visits the actual locations, the 
GPS capability integrated in the viewer device guides the 
viewer to the actual locations of the articles. For example, a 
store could be re-arranged for a delivery person who wants to 
know if certain articles need to be restocked. 

0457. In one embodiment, using the above-described data, 
simulations of the location layout and the advertising can be 
run to determine how the likely viewers in the area would 
respond to certain articles, prices, advertising displays and 
the like. 

0458 Moreover, although many embodiments of the 
present invention have been described within the context of 
media streams distributed via television or via the Internet, 
those skilled in the art will appreciate that the concepts of the 
present invention can be applied to other forms of media 
stream distribution as well, including movie screenings and 
Video games. For example, each segment of a movie to be 
screened will be linked with a unique identifier that is mapped 
to a range of supplemental content. A movie theater screening 
the movie may transmit the segment identifier information to 
the entire theatre (e.g., via Wi-Fi or ultrasound), so that any 
viewer with a device capable of reading the segment identifier 
can capture the segment of interest. This information could 
provide immediate Supplementation content or could be 
bookmarked for later (e.g., post-screening) review. Alterna 
tively, if segment-by-segment identifier transmission proved 
impractical, only a single ultrasound or code identifying the 
movie could be transmitted, and then timecodes could be 
used, because there is no potential for commercial interrup 
tion to “throw off the timing. 
0459. In one embodiment, the viewer device is a portable 
device that can be docked (for example, in a car) and receive 
transmissions remotely. For instance, the viewer device may 
be a cellular phone that includes the reader necessary to 
receive segment identifiers and/or to cause a device at which 
the cellular phone is pointed to send the segment identifier. In 
the remote access context, each transmitter location (e.g., in 
museums, national parks, malls and the like) is described 
along with a variety of parameters (e.g., outdoors or indoors, 
Scenic or not scenic, urban or rural, type of information con 
veyed (for example, a scenic view of a waterfall in Yosemite 
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park or a billboard on the side of the New Jersey Turnpike) 
and parameters (color, size, content, approach etc.) of con 
nected advertising content). This description provides useful 
information as to the viewer's behavior, reactions and the 
like. 

0460. In one embodiment, the transmitter description 
input is matched to additional information available from 
other sources. For example, it may be possible to know the 
general weather conditions at a given time and location. As 
another example, the viewer might be responding to a high 
way billboard, and it would be useful to know the speed of the 
viewer's car (or the general traffic speed), as this might Sug 
gest that the billboard is effective only at certain speeds. 
0461. In another embodiment, the concepts of the present 
invention are applied in the context of a computer or video 
game. Each location and article of relevance within a particu 
lar game may be assigned a unique identifier to the segment 
identifier typically used. The database would store informa 
tion about the locations or articles (or the combinations of the 
locations and articles) that is similar to the segment classifi 
cation data (e.g., type of environment, type of game, font 
used, image used, etc.) Further, the avatars (i.e., the computer 
embodiments of the garners) in proximity to the Supplemental 
content space in the game would also be reported. Then, the 
same approaches described above are applied in the game 
environment (e.g., determining the “optimal’ Supplemental 
content to feed to that location given the demographic mix 
and preferences of viewers gathered at that location). The 
supplemental content could include billboards, live videos 
embedded in the background, articles left on the street or in a 
store window that the avatar could click on (e.g., a specific 
automobile that the avatar drives in a video game) and the 
like. The advantages of using this approach are the same as for 
video: (1) the supplemental content need not be embedded 
into the game (for those games that arent “hosted' centrally): 
(2) the Supplemental content can be targeted to the individual 
viewer/player; (3) the service provides an entire infrastruc 
ture for the Supplemental content; and (4) the targeting is able 
to leverage data that is generated by the viewers/players 
interactions with other media (e.g., what the viewer has 
"clicked with respect to advertising in the video context). 
0462. Furthermore, as described above, the concepts of 
the present invention may be advantageously applied for the 
purposes of data mining. For example, the unique statistics 
captured by segment identifiers, viewer demographics, past 
viewer responses and the like may support data mining for 
any number of purposes that are unrelated to the viewers 
direct interaction with media streams. Put another way, the 
database mapped to segment identifiers has the potential to 
translate many different aspects of a given segment into vari 
ous numerical information. Similarly, viewer interactions can 
be translated into numerical information. From this basis, 
statistical modeling can be utilized to predict the response 
that a given media stream is likely to generate from a given 
group (or, conversely, the type of content to which that given 
group is more likely to respond positively). 
0463. In one embodiment, a number of templates of proxy 
media streams are created, where the proxy media streams 
simulate different types of media streams. This may help 
advertisers in determining the types of media streams in 
which they should place articles or Supplemental content 
related thereto. Once these statistics are obtained, actual 






